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Abstract

In my thesis I investigate compositional techniques for synthesis of safety controllers. A safety controller, in this context, is a state machine that gives the set of safe control outputs for every possible sequence of observations from the plant under control. Compositionality, in this context, refers to the ability to compose the plant model with a safety controller that is derived in a local context, meaning we only consider a selected subsets of the full set of plant model components.

The main research question addressed in the thesis is how compositional techniques can have a beneficial effect on scalability. Here scalability applies to the way the running time and memory requirements of the synthesis algorithm increase with the number of plant model components. The working hypothesis was that compositionality should indeed have a beneficial impact on scalability. The intuition behind this is that using compositional techniques we should be able to avoid or at least partly alleviate the type of state explosion problem that is typically seen when synthesizing controllers for larger plant models that consist of the parallel composition of multiple plant model components.

The experimental results presented in the thesis are positive in the sense that they indeed support the working hypothesis. We see on a natural example the compositional algorithm exhibits linear scaling behavior whereas the monolithic (non compositional) algorithm exhibits super–exponential scaling behavior. We see this even for an example that intrinsically requires a combination of local control constraints and a global control constraint, where the local constraints are each in turn dependent on a small number of adjacent plant components, whereas the global constraint is intrinsically dependent on all plant model components simultaneously.

A first main contribution is a symbolic algorithm that works directly on a compact symbolic representation of the controller thereby avoiding explicit construction of the underlying state graph. The algorithm works by refining
the representation of the control strategy in a counterexample driven manner. Upon termination the algorithm will yield a symbolic representation of the most permissive, safe control strategy for the given plant model. The algorithm is specifically designed for models that feature partial observability, meaning that certain internal state of the plant model is not directly observable by the controller.

A second main contribution is a compositional technique that also explicitly takes partial observability into account. For this we develop a compositional algorithm that invokes the aforementioned strategy refinement algorithm repeatedly. In particular the compositional algorithm performs a two step synthesis process for each relevant subset of the plant model: (1) computation of the \textit{local context} which effectively forms a local overapproximation of the allowable behavior, (2) computation of the \textit{local controller} which effectively forms a local underapproximation of the denyable behavior. We prove that upon termination of the algorithm the context and the controller signatures coincide and we obtain precisely the desired \textit{most permissive safety controller}, yet constructed in an incremental, compositional fashion.

What sets these contributions apart from other contributions in the field is the fact that I consider compositionality in combination with partial observability, and also the fact that the resulting compositional algorithm does not rely on any type of explicit, congruence based state minimization procedure. Even though the two aforementioned main contributions can be considered separately, it may be more informative to view them in combination: it is the compositional algorithm that manages to exploit to the maximal extent the symbolic strategy refinement algorithm that underlies it, or, vice versa, it is the symbolic strategy refinement algorithm that enables the compositional algorithm that relies on it to scale well on larger problem instances.
Part I

Synthesis
Chapter 1

Introduction

As of this writing, Toyota, the largest car manufacturer in the world, is forced to recall close to 150 thousand cars because of a problem in the braking system \cite{Toyota2010}. Under certain rare combinations of circumstances the braking system in the car may briefly fail. The problem originates in the software that controls the brakes. The models affected are hybrid cars. For a hybrid car, the brakes attempt to generate electric power at every braking action. At light braking the car is slowed down by driving a generator rather than by the traditional method of applying friction on the braking discs. But when the driver requests a hard brake, or an immediate stop, the braking discs are still to be used. This braking system is efficient when implemented correctly. However, it is not straightforward to implement correctly because several distinct modes of operation must be switched on and off correctly under all possible circumstances.

Around the same time, a group of scientists at ESA, the European Space Agency, are conducting their first successful tests with a recommissioned Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI). This device is an extremely high resolution spectroscopy instrument aboard the Herschel Space Observatory. HIFI was scheduled to take measurements on interstellar gas clouds \cite{deGraauwHelmich2001}, however the instrument failed shortly after mission launch \cite{deGraauw2010}. The failure was reproduced using similar hardware on earth. After a consistent failure scenario was found, the scientists were able to suggest a fix to the problem that could be executed remotely. The problem was diagnosed to be ultimately caused by a series of unexpected events that was eventually misinterpreted by a subsystem supposed to protect the instru-
ment’s circuitry from under–voltage due to power failure. The standby mode was engaged erroneously (because there was no real power failure) and a diode in one of the power converters was damaged as a result.

These two examples are quite different in nature, but there are also similarities that are symptomatic of a general problem faced by system engineers. So what do both examples have in common, when it comes to the ultimate reason of their system failure?

A first reason, is the fact that, in both cases, the systems have reached a level of complexity that makes the number of distinct modes of operation reach a certain threshold where straightforward enumeration of all possible combinations becomes infeasible. In the case of Toyota, the reason for this is economics: the braking system is complex because it makes the car more fuel–efficient. In the case of HIFI, the reason was scientific curiosity: the instrument is complex because it needs to look further back into the time of the early universe than ever before.

A second reason, is the fact that both systems were deployed in an environment that is hard to recreate in the laboratory or factory. In the case of Toyota, this is due to the large volumes in which the car is produced: it is not possible to test under all the circumstances in which the hundreds of thousands of drivers will take the car once it is taken into production. In the case of HIFI, there is only one operational instance of the system, but it is in space. These circumstances are also very hard and expensive to recreate and test for on earth.

The examples illustrate two growing trends in our increasingly technology driven society. First, the man–made systems our society is depending on are fast growing in complexity. Second, the environment in which these systems are to function is often partially unknown and even hostile. These two facts taken together lead to an interesting, and relevant scientific challenge. The question is how to control a complex, engineered system correctly under all circumstances in a hostile environment.

What can we hope to gain from studying the control of complex systems in a partially unknown, hostile environment? Coming back to our examples we see that the potential gain is substantial. An unknown number of people has been at great risk or worse due to the failing of the brakes in their car. Toyota suffers huge costs from the subsequent recall of their cars. Note that, once recalled, to fix the car is relatively straightforward: a firmware update will alleviate the problem. HIFI was almost damaged beyond repair, once diagnosed the fix was again simple: reprogram the device to bypass the malfunctioning subsystem. Clearly, if these kinds of problems arise in software they can also be solved in software, and, even better, they can be prevented by writing better software.
1.1 Formal Methods

A first response from the computer science community to the observations above has been the advent of formal methods. Although many different types of formal methods exist, the idea is always more–or–less the same. We formalize the system itself and the assumptions that the system makes on its environment in some suitable logic. It then becomes possible to prove, with mathematical certainty, that the system will behave correctly under all possible influences of the environment.

This type of formal verification should then lead to the highest attainable degree of confidence that we can invest in a system. Unfortunately, like the examples in the introduction, many systems in industry do not support this level of confidence. The reason being that, even with the state of the art in assisted theorem proving, the systematic construction of a correctness proof for a nontrivial system is still extremely costly in terms of the amount of highly skilled labour required. This explains why this type of formal verification is generally only applied to the most safety critical of systems for which failure would incur huge economic, social or scientific loss. And even then, the method is not a panacea as there is always the risk of inadequate specifications creating a false sense of confidence.

1.2 Model Checking

To alleviate the problem with the cost of applying formal methods, automated techniques like model checking have been developed. Here, the actual construction of a proof is done by means of exhaustive search. Another benefit of model checking is the automatic construction of a counterexample in case the property turns out not to hold. In fact many who have experience with this technique will confirm that it is usually the negative information, in the form of counterexamples, that is most useful. A negative answer from the model checker would typically give the engineer one of two types of information:

1. There is a bug in the system.
2. There is an assumption missing from the property.

The first type of information is useful for obvious reasons. The second type of information is useful because it makes explicit an assumption that will have to be fulfilled by the context in which the system will function. Consequently
the response to the first type of information will typically be to strengthen
the guarantees embodied by the system model, for example by strengthening a
trigger condition on a transition. The response to the second type of information
will typically be to weaken the property, for example by making the property into
an implication with the additional assumption in the premise and the original
property in the consequent.

Although model checking represents a major improvement over theorem
proving in terms of making formal methods more practical, its iterative, counter-
example–driven workflow still requires a substantial investment in terms of
skilled labor spend in verification.

1.3 Synthesis

One problem that is shared by both of the aforementioned approaches is the fact
that, in both cases, the tool support is there only to be applied a posteriori, for
checking our work. This is true regardless of whether we are constructing a proof
of correctness using a proof assistant or verifying a model using a model checker.
In both cases the consequences are that we are forced to add many detailed
formal assumptions and formal guarantees that are necessary to make the proof
go through in the strict logical sense. This is tedious and error prone work.
Even if the required time is invested, there remains the activity of justification
that is inherently external to the model. An engineer must check the model to
justify its adequacy (Marincic et al., 2008). Yet, for very detailed models this
justification effort becomes increasingly problematic in itself. So we see that,
also in this sense, it would be nice to have a procedure that allows us to focus on
the essential aspects of our model and frees us from having to consider excessive
detail. Synthesis can be seen as an attempt to do just this: we focus on the
essence and an automated procedure fills in the blanks.

The basic idea behind synthesis is to offer an automated procedure that takes
a requirement as input and produces a program as output such that the program
satisfies the requirement by construction. Of course much depends on what types
of specifications and what types of programs we are considering. In general there
is often some limit that we put on the expressivity of the specification language
and the computational power of the synthesized programs. Another essential
aspect to consider is whether or not the programs that are to be synthesized have
a connection to the outside world, whether or not the variables that describe
the outside world are controllable by the program, and whether or not these
variables are observable.
One particular type of synthesis called control synthesis \cite{Ramadge:1989} starts from the idea of automatically synthesizing a reactive controller for enforcing some desired behavior in a plant. This setting is especially natural for applying synthesis techniques. In particular there is a very natural distinction between what is controllable and what is not. This is determined by the actuators that connect the control machine to the plant allowing it to carry out useful tasks. There is also a natural distinction between what is observable and what is not. This is determined by the sensors that connect the plant to the control machine allowing it to keep an internal representation of the plant state, that can subsequently be used to make control decisions.

The main difficulty that any effective procedure for controller synthesis must face is that the uncontrolled state space generated by the plant description is typically large. This is mainly due to concurrency in the model defined by the plant description. The latter is a central issue also in model checking. However, for synthesis the problem is amplified by two additional, complicating factors. First, we typically see a higher degree of non–determinism because of the variability that is left in the model. Second, it is often the case that the state of the plant is only partially observable for the controller. This leads to the controller having only imperfect information about the actual state of the plant. This is typically resolved by considering sets of actual states (information sets) which the controller can know the plant to be in based on past observations. However, doing so naively, using the classical subset construction, incurs another exponential blowup. All considered, controller synthesis becomes a difficult combinatorial problem.

### 1.4 State of The Art

Synthesis of reactive systems was first considered by Church \cite{Church:1957} who suggested the problem of finding a set of restricted recursion equivalences mapping an input signal to an output signal satisfying a given requirement \cite{Thomas:2009}. The classical solutions to Church’s Problem by Buchi and Landweber \cite{Buchi:1969}; Rabin \cite{Rabin:1972} in principle solve the synthesis problem for omega–regular specifications. Since then, much of the subsequent work has focused on extending these results to richer classes of properties and systems, and on making synthesis more scalable.

Pioneering work on synthesis of closed reactive systems was done by Manna and Wolper \cite{Manna:1984}; Clarke and Emerson \cite{Clarke:1982} who use a reduction to the satisfiability of a temporal logic formula. That it is also possible to synthesize
open reactive systems is shown by Pnueli and Rosner (1989a,b) using a reduction to the satisfiability of a CTL* formula, where path operators force alternation between the system and the environment. Around the same time, another branch of work by Ramadge and Wonham (1989); Lin and Wonham (1990) considers the synthesis problem specifically in the context of control of discrete event systems, this introduces many important control theoretical concepts, such as observability, controllability, and the notion of a control hierarchy.

More recently several contributions have widened the scope of the field and addressed several scalability issues. Symbolic methods, already proven successful in a verification setting, can be applied also for synthesis (Asarin et al., 1995). Symbolic techniques also enable synthesis for hybrid systems which incorporate continuous as well as discrete behaviour (Asarin et al., 2000). Controller synthesis under partial information can be solved by a reduction to the emptiness of an alternating tree automaton (Kupferman and Vardi, 2000). This method is very general and works in branching and linear settings. However, scalability issues remain as the authors note that most of the combinatorial complexity is shifted to the emptiness check for the alternating tree automaton. Kupferman et al. (2006) presents a compositional synthesis method that reduces the synthesis problem to the emptiness of a non-deterministic Büchi tree automaton. And Maler et al. (2007) consider the specific case of hard real time systems. They argue that the full expressive power of omega regular languages may not be necessary in such cases, since a bounded response requirement can be expressed as a safety property.

Even the earliest solutions to Church’s problem, essentially involve solving a game between the environment and the control (Thomas, 1995). As such there is a need to study the (symbolic) representation and manipulation of games and strategies as first class citizens. Chatterjee et al. (2006) develop a symbolic algorithm for games with imperfect information based on fixed point iteration over antichains. Cassez (2007) gives an efficient on-the-fly algorithm for solving games of imperfect information. Kuijper and van de Pol (2009a) propose an antichain based, counter example driven algorithm for computing weakest strategies in safety games of imperfect information. The latter algorithm is antichain based but it is not an antichain algorithm in the classical sense. In particular the algorithm manipulates contravariant antichains which have more structure (indeed in this thesis we will develop that representation further and refer to these structures as allow lattices). Doyen and Raskin (2010) generalize their earlier results on antichain algorithms to antichains over arbitrary simulation relations, in addition new types of antichain algorithms based on promising sets are introduced.
As discussed before, compositionality adds another dimension to the synthesis problem: for reasons of scalability it is desirable to solve the synthesis problem in an incremental manner, treating first subproblems in isolation before combining their results. In general this requires a form of assume–guarantee reasoning. There exists an important line of related work that addresses such issues. One such recent development by de Alfaro and Henzinger (2001) that aims to deal with component based designs is the work on interface automata. This work introduces interfaces as a set of behavioral assumptions/guarantees between components. Composition of interfaces is optimistic: two interfaces are compatible iff there exists an environment in which they could be made to work together. In this thesis, we work from a similar optimistic assumption while deriving local control constraints, i.e.: a local transition should not be disabled as long as there exists a safe context which would allow it to be taken. A synchronous, bidirectional interface model is presented by Chakrabarti et al. (2002). Our component model is similar, but differs on the input/output partition of the variables to be able to handle partially observable systems. Interfaces also have nice algorithmic properties allowing for instance automated refinement and compatibility checking. Several algorithms for interface synthesis are discussed by Beyer et al. (2007).

Chatterjee and Henzinger (2007) describe a co–synthesis method based on assume–guarantee reasoning. Their solution is interesting in that it addresses non–zero–sum games where processes compete, but not at all cost. Chatterjee et al. (2008) explore ways in which to compute environment assumptions for specifications involving liveness properties, where removal of unsafe transitions constitutes a pre–processing step.

In another line of work by Ricker and Rudie (2007), Basu et al. (2009), Bensalem et al. (2010), and Katz et al. (2011) on knowledge based distributed control the goal is to exploit local knowledge in order to derive distributed controllers that are able to execute concurrently. This can mean controllers run either completely without synchronization or with only minimal synchronization between them. In this thesis we do not consider such a requirement, in fact we aim for quite the opposite which is a completely integrated controller. In this sense it is interesting to see that in the distributed case controllers are combined disjunctively, whereas in our case controllers are combined conjunctively. Partial observability in knowledge based distributed control seems only to play a part between the various local processes and their peers, authors generally assume full observability of the neighborhood of a (set of) process(es). In Bensalem et al. (2010) there are a number of interesting observations on the incorporation of the desired safety invariant in the model before computing local knowledge.
In [Katz et al. (2011)] the computation of a global control strategy is considered as a pre-processing step, to be applied before the computation of the distributed control.

1.5 This Thesis

The impetus for this work was formed by the observation that, although the synthesis problem seems to be solved, in theory, for very rich classes of systems and properties, there is very little practical application of the results. The limitation seems to be that scalability issues prevent straightforward application of the existing algorithms. It may seem that this cannot be avoided, since control synthesis with imperfect information is essentially an intractable problem, even when restricted to simple safety properties.

Yet, sometimes intractable problems have practical solutions. As an example, we mention circuit verification, where symbolic methods based on BDD’s have proven to be very successful. What seems to be the key there is that BDD’s manage to exploit tacit structure that is often present in circuits. Note that circuits are, after all, highly engineered artefacts. At face value it seems not unreasonable to extrapolate this to the realm of system engineering and expect that, with a sufficiently strong symbolic method, synthesis with imperfect information can be made practical.

In this thesis we contribute a game theoretic framework that allows safety control problems to be formalized and solved. For this we develop a new symbolic representation of control strategies and a new game solving algorithm. We employ this new game solving algorithm in a compositional setting which allows us to exploit the component structure present in a given plant specification. In particular, the use of compositional methods in combination with imperfect information presents some unique challenges that will be addressed in the thesis.

Our results concerning the use of compositional methods for control synthesis are positive in the sense that they confirm our working hypothesis. In particular we are able to show how the compositional approach, on certain natural problem instances consisting of a variable number of components, scales linearly in the number of components whereas the monolithic approach on the same instances scales super-exponentially in the number of components.
1.6 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part, based on Kuijper and van de Pol (2009b), focuses on synthesis and the second part, based on Kuijper and van de Pol (2009a), focuses on compositionality.

More specifically, the rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we develop a game theoretic framework for representing and solving individual instances of the type of controller synthesis problems we are interested in. In Chapter 3 we extend our result to encompass synthesis of finite state machines. In Chapter 4 we use all the results from the first part of thesis in developing a framework and algorithm for compositional synthesis of safety controllers. In Chapter 5 we validate our approach using several experiments. Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarize our results, draw conclusions and give perspectives on future work.
Chapter 2

Knowledge Based Control Synthesis

In this chapter we introduce a game theoretic framework to stage and solve safety control problems. The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.1 we give a short introduction. In Section 2.2 we define safety games and give some auxiliary definitions and background. In Section 2.3 we define a novel symbolic datastructure for representation of knowledge based strategies for safety games of imperfect information. In Section 2.4 we develop a symbolic algorithm for solving safety games of imperfect information. Finally, in Section 2.5 we discuss some efficiency concerns and optimizations.

2.1 Introduction

Controlling a system can be formalized as a game played by the controller against the plant. In Figure 2.1 we illustrate this view. The controller, repre-
sent by the safety player, and the plant, represented by the reachability player, are connected through a fixed, finitary interface of control outputs and inputs. It is the job of the controller to accomplish some useful task in the plant without ever reaching an unsafe state. We conservatively assume the plant to be totally uncooperative so we can say it is the aim of the plant to reach an unsafe state.

Note that the name “plant”, comes from the analogy with an industrial plant, which is one of the obvious applications of controller synthesis. However, in this context, it is good to think of the plant as comprising everything that is not controllable. The plant, for example, could incorporate actions performed by a user of the system, which are clearly not controllable. The plant could also incorporate external, uncontrollable factors that influence the system, like transmission errors or failure of components.

In this chapter we develop a game-theoretical framework to solve such safety control problems. The framework will be especially geared towards solving games for compositional synthesis. This can be seen, for instance, in the fact that we formalize a move for the safety player as a set of allowed control outputs (as opposed to just any single, concrete control output). The latter is important when partially constraining subgames before composing them. Roughly speaking, for the composed game the controller will have to play at most the intersection of the allow sets for the subgames. This will be the topic of Chapter 3.

In this chapter we consider the problem of solving individual game instances.

## 2.2 Safety Games

The definitions below rely on important concepts from epistemology, dating back to, at least, Hintikka (1962), and game theory, dating back to, at least, Von Neumann (1928). Particularly important will be the game-theoretic concept of an information set. For recent surveys on these subjects cf. Halpern (1995) and Halpern (2003). In this section we will first focus on the basic definition of a safety game.

**Definition 2.1 (Safety Games)** A safety game of imperfect information \( G \) is a tuple

\[
G = (L, C^{\text{out}}, C^{\text{in}}, \alpha, \beta, \delta, i^{\text{init}})
\]

consisting of a finite set of game locations \( L \), a finite set of control outputs \( C^{\text{out}} \), a finite set of control inputs \( C^{\text{in}} \), an output labeling \( \alpha : L \to C^{\text{out}} \), an input labeling \( \beta : L \to C^{\text{in}} \), a game board \( \delta \subseteq L \times L \), and a set of initial locations \( i^{\text{init}} \subseteq L \) (also
called the initial information set). We let \( L^{\text{dead}} = \{ \ell \in L \mid \nexists \ell' \in L. (\ell, \ell') \in \delta \} \) denote the set of deadlock locations. We define \( O = C^{\text{out}} \times C^{\text{in}} \) as the set of observations, an observation \( o \in O \) is written as \( o = c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}} \). As a convenience we define labeling \( \gamma : L \to O \) such that \( \gamma(\ell) = \alpha(\ell)/\beta(\ell) \). We define \( A = \mathbb{P}(C^{\text{out}}) \) as the set of allow sets. We define \( \alpha^{-1}(a) = \{ \ell \in L \mid \exists c^{\text{out}} \in a. \alpha(\ell) = c^{\text{out}} \} \), and \( \gamma^{-1}(o) = \{ \ell \in L \mid \gamma(\ell) = o \} \). These maps show how allow sets and observations partition the set of locations. Formally we need to distinguish an allow set or an observation from the set of locations that support it. However, since it is always clear from the context where a set of locations is required, most of the time we will leave the conversions \( \alpha^{-1}(\cdot) \) and \( \gamma^{-1}(\cdot) \) implicit.

A safety game of imperfect information should be interpreted as a game between two players: the safety player and the reachability player. The game is played by the players moving a token on a game board which is a directed graph for which the vertices are called locations, and the edges are called transitions. Initially the reachability player will place a token on some location of the game board that is in the set of initial locations \( \ell \in i^{\text{init}} \). During the play the token moves from location to location, along the edges of the game board. The objective for the safety player is to keep the game running forever. The objective for the reachability player is to reach a deadlock state, i.e.: a location \( \ell' \) in which it holds \( \delta(\ell') = \emptyset \). Note that, in this way, it is possible to encode an arbitrary safety property into the game board by removing all the outgoing transitions from locations that violate the safety property.

The next location on the game board is decided by the moves of the players: first the safety player picks an allow set which is the set of control outputs that she wants to allow, next the reachability player will resolve all remaining non-determinism by moving the token along a game transition onto a new location that is labeled with a control output that the safety player allows. In this way the safety player can allow more than one concrete control output at any given point in the play. For example, if the token is on game location \( \ell \in L \) and the safety player chooses move \( a \in A \), the reachability player must move the token to a successor location from the forcing set which is defined as \( \delta(\ell) \cap a \). Note that, as mentioned in Definition 2.1, formally we should write \( \delta(\ell) \cap \alpha^{-1}(a) \) but for brevity we consistently keep the conversion \( \alpha^{-1}(\cdot) \) implicit.

It is the responsibility of the safety player to ensure that her forcing set \( \delta(\ell) \cap a \) never becomes empty. We give an example to illustrate this.

**Example 2.1 (Pennymatching)** In Figure 2.2 we illustrate the simple game of pennymatching. In this game, at each round, both players choose a side to a penny. If the safety player forfeits her choice by playing \( a = \{ h, t \} \) (heads or
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Safety Player

Reachability Player

I choose *tails*!

I choose *heads*!

Then we continue playing!

Figure 2.2: An illustration of the Penny Matching game.
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Figure 2.3: Game board for the pennymatching game of Example 2.1

Figure 2.4: Game DAG for the pennymatching game.
tails) the reachability player will choose for her. After both players have made their moves the game progresses as follows: if both players have played heads the game is over and it is a win for the reachability player, in all other cases the game simply continues. To make the game slightly more interesting we stipulate that the reachability player cannot surprise the safety player by playing heads twice in a row. In accordance with Definition 2.1 we may model this game as follows:

\[ L = \{(h, t) \times \{h, t\}\} \]

\[ \mathcal{C}_{\text{in}} = \{h, t\} \]

\[ \mathcal{C}_{\text{out}} = \{h, t\} \]

\[ \alpha(sr) = s \]

\[ \beta(sr) = r \]

\[ \delta = \{(sr, sr') \in L \times L | -(s = r = h) \land (r = h \rightarrow r' \neq h)\} \]

Note that a location \((s, r) \in L\) is consistently shortened to a juxtaposition \(sr\).<

Figure 2.3 shows the game board for the pennymatching game, and Figure 2.4 shows a fragment of the unraveling of the possible paths through the game board into a directed acyclic graph. The chains in this DAG are called plays. During a play, the players move in strict alternation. The safety player moves at even levels of the DAG and the reachability player moves at odd levels of the DAG.

At level (S0) the safety player picks her first set of control outputs that she wants to allow. Based on her choice we land in one of three possible forcing sets. At level (R1) the reachability player moves the token to one of the possible locations in the forcing set.

To be safe from (S0) the safety player has to make a move for which all the possible moves of the reachability player lead to a safe state in (S2). Since the location hh is the only location that the safety player has to avoid, this is equivalent to saying that she must fix an allow set for which the forcing set at level (R1) does not contain hh. As can be seen, this leaves only \(\{t\}\) as a safe alternative to play at level (S0).

If the reachability player subsequently decides to move the token to th at level (S2) then the safety player gains more options. As can be seen, from location th she can allow both control outputs \(\{h, t\}\) and the structure of the underlying game board makes sure that the reachability player cannot pick the deadlock location at level (R3), so the token moves to either ht or tt at level (S4), which are both still safe.

In general, we will see that, for this type of safety game, we have the nice property that at any node in the game DAG at which the safety player is to
move, there exists a well-defined greatest allow set that is safe to play. We will come back to this in Section 2.2.6.

2.2.1 Concurrency and Alternation

There is concurrency inherent in the game’s description as given in the previous section. This is apparent from the fact that we do not distinguish locations for the safety player and the reachability player: in the game graph there is only one type of location and it is labeled with a pair consisting of a control output and a control input. We resolve this concurrency on the level of plays where we do make the safety player and the reachability player move in strict alternation. In this context it is important to note that, on the level of plays, the moves are not individual, concrete control outputs and inputs, rather the moves for the safety player correspond to the picking of an allow set, and the moves for the reachability player correspond to the picking of a concrete successor location from the forcing set. The forcing set can be seen as labeling the missing intermediate node. Summing up we can say that the individual control outputs and inputs are assumed to occur concurrently. Then at the level of plays we resolve this concurrency though the intermediate concept of a forcing set.

It may be surprising to some readers that our game graphs are not bipartite graphs where each path forms a play directly. In our case there are good reasons for maintaining concurrency on the level of individual, concrete control outputs and inputs. This will become more clear in the second part of the thesis where we consider compositionality. Because the necessary formal concepts are not in place, at this moment, we can only hint at the underlying intuitions. The reason why it is important to treat control outputs and inputs completely symmetrically is because this will give us more flexibility in adapting the control interface. For example it becomes possible to increase the forcing power of the safety player by projecting part of the control inputs onto the control outputs, or to decrease the forcing power of the safety player by projecting part of the control outputs onto the control inputs. This type of partial side-switching with respect to what is input and what is output is important when synthesizing context (cf. Section 4.7). Note that this would become technically problematic if we would assume strict output–after–input or input–after–output alternation.

From a modeling perspective, the type of concurrency that we introduce on the level of control outputs and inputs is an abstraction. Arguably, it may be the case that the control outputs and the inputs happen at precisely the same time, however more likely it is the case that the control outputs and the control inputs are initiated at slightly different moments in time. Yet, for the purpose
of our model, we choose to abstract over the exact ordering and duration of events as far as they occur in the same control cycle.

As an example of this consider control output \( a \) and control input \( b \), the observation \( a/b \) should then be understood as saying: “at some point during this control cycle it happened that the control sent \( a \) to the plant and at some point during this control cycle it happened that the plant sent \( b \) to the control”. Nothing is said about the duration or relative ordering of these events within the scope of that single control cycle, and nothing is said about any relation of causality that may or may not exist between these events within the scope of that single control cycle.

As a more concrete example consider the penny matching game graph in Figure 2.3. More specifically consider the three safe locations: \( L_{\text{safe}} = \{ht, th, tt\} \). Next consider their observations: \( \gamma(ht) = h/t \), \( \gamma(th) = t/h \) and \( \gamma(tt) = t/t \).

This set of possible observations can be characterized symbolically as follows: \( O_{\text{safe}} = \{s/r \in C^{\text{out}} \times C^{\text{in}} \mid s = h \rightarrow r = t \} \). So we see that the set of possible observations can be characterized by a logical implication in what is, essentially, a simple propositional logic. Since we know that any safe strategy, when implemented by the safety player, will keep the game confined to these three observations this means the given implication will have to be an invariant of the resulting system. However, the fact that this invariant is an implication still does not say anything about the existence of a causality relation between the two propositions. To see this more clearly, just note that, by contraposition, the set of safe observations can equally well be characterized symbolically as follows: \( O_{\text{safe}} = \{s/r \in C^{\text{out}} \times C^{\text{in}} \mid r = h \rightarrow s = t \} \).

The situation with respect to consecutivity of events in time is similar to the situation with respect to causality. As an example that appeals more closely to intuition consider the sentence: “if my neighbor gets his newspaper today then I get my newspaper today”. In a pure propositional logic, in absence of temporal modalities, this sentence can be formalized as a simple implication: \( p \rightarrow p' \). The sentence talks about two correlated events that both pertain to the same day. The sentence does not say anything about the duration or temporal relationship of these two events within the course of that day. It might be the case that I receive my newspaper before my neighbor receives his newspaper, but then again, it might also be the case that my neighbor receives his newspaper before I receive my newspaper. The situation all depends on the route that the paperboy is taking. It might even be the case we obtain our newspapers at precisely the same moment, for instance because we are sharing the same doormat. The sentence is simply not precise enough to distinguish among any of these alternatives.
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The crucial observation to make about the newspaper delivery example is that, in the scope of a single day, we may just treat both events as propositions that pertain to that single day. This is an adequate abstraction to make as long as the events occur *concurrently* at the finest time granularity about which we choose to reason. In the case of the newspaper delivery example this is a single day, in the case of an actual controller for an embedded system this time interval will most likely be several orders of magnitude smaller. However the principle of abstraction is the same in both cases.

2.2.2 Imperfect Information

So far we have not explicitly dealt with the fact that the safety player has only a limited number of observations at her disposal. The fact that the safety player can only make a limited observation of the current state is commonly referred to as *partial observability*. Partial observability leads to the safety player having only *imperfect information* about the exact location of the token on the game board. The impact of imperfect information in the analysis of games is huge due to the fact that the game board $\delta$ is not *observation deterministic*. This means that distinct branchings in $\delta$ are not always distinguishable for the safety player, i.e. there exist $\ell \in L$ and $o \in O$ for which $\delta(\ell) \cap \gamma^{-1}(o)$ contains more than one location. We illustrate this phenomenon with the example below.

**Example 2.2 (Blind Pennymatching)** We introduce a variant of the pennymatching game from Example 2.1 where the coin of the reachability player remains completely hidden for the safety player. Formally, we model this completely analogous to Example 2.1, except that we set $C^{in} = \{x\}$ and for all $sr \in L$ we set $\beta(sr) = x$.  

Figure 2.5 shows the game board for the blind pennymatching game, and Figure 2.6 shows a fragment of the unraveling of the possible plays for this game into a game DAG.

Consider now the following play. At level (S0) the safety player chooses $\{t\}$. At level (R1) the reachability player chooses $th$ as the successor location. The safety player observes $t/x$, i.e. she sees her own coin but not the coin of the reachability player. Now, technically, it should be safe for her to move $\{h\}$ since this is safe from location $th$. However, note that the reachability player at level (R1) might as well have chosen $tt$ as the successor location, and this would have given the safety player the same observation $t/x$. This means that, at level (S2) the locations $th$ and $tt$ are *indistinguishable* for the safety player. In Figure 2.6 this is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 2.5: Game board for the blind pennymatching game of Example 2.2.

Figure 2.6: Game DAG for the blind pennymatching game.
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If two locations are indistinguishable for the safety player she cannot allow any control output that would lead to an unsafe position from either of the indistinguishable locations. In the next section we show how to deal with this formally.

2.2.3 Knowledge Based Subset Construction

The type of uncertainty for the safety player about the true location of the token which we described in the previous section can be resolved by applying a subset construction. Intuitively, we move from the set of concrete game locations to the set of information sets which are sets of game locations. This construction will make the game graph observation deterministic again.

Roughly speaking, a player that has limited observational powers has, at any moment in the game, several possible states of affairs that it deems possible. The actual state of the game will be one among these possible states of affairs. This can be seen as a simplified version of the possible worlds semantics from epistemic logic. Please note, however, that for the treatment in this thesis we will not need the usual epistemic modalities to deal with introspective qualities, reasoning about other players’ knowledge, common knowledge, etc. In our case, it suffices to think of an information set in purely game theoretical terms as a set of possible locations for the token. We give the definitions below. Recall that, for a given location \( \ell \in L \), with \( \gamma(\ell) = o \) we denote the observable information on \( \ell \), in this sense the set of observations \( O \) partitions \( L \).

**Definition 2.2 (Knowledge Subset Construction)** For a given safety game, with \( I \) we denote the set of information sets defined as \( I = \mathcal{P}(L) \), and with \( \Delta \) we denote the knowledge based subset construction which is defined as a graph over information sets \( \Delta \subseteq I \times I \) as follows:

\[
\Delta = \{(i, i') \in I \times I \mid \exists o \in O. i' = \delta(i) \cap o\}
\]

Note that the image of \( \delta \) on \( i \) is \( \delta(i) = \bigcup_{\ell \in i} \delta(\ell) \), now \( i' = \delta(i) \cap o \) represents the strongest knowledge the safety player has about the successor location upon observing \( o \) with knowledge \( i \) about the source location.

Using \( \Delta \) to define a new game where all imperfect information has been resolved is now a straightforward albeit technical exercise. We illustrate this with the following example.

**Example 2.3 (Knowledge Subset Construction)** Figure 2.7 on page 42 is the knowledge based subset construction of the game board for the blind variant.
FIGURE 2.7: Knowledge based subset construction of the game board for the blind pennymatching game of Example 2.2.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\{ht\} : h/x & & & \\
\{hh, ht\} : h/x & & & \\
\{th, tt\} : t/x & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\{h\} & \{h, t\} & \{t\} & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \{hh, ht, th, tt\} & \{th, tt\} & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \{th, tt\} & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \{hh, ht, th, tt\} & \{th, tt\} & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \{th, tt\} & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\times & \{h\} & \{h, t\} & \{t\} & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \{hh, ht, th, tt\} & \{th, tt\} & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \{hh, ht, th, tt\} & \{th, tt\} & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \{th, tt\} & \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 2.8: Partial unravelling of the game in Figure 2.7 into a DAG.
of the pennymatching game (cf. Figure 2.5 on page 40). As can be seen, we restrict to information sets that are reachable from the initial information set. The dotted edges are transitions in $\Delta$ that we must remove because they leave from an information set that contains a deadlock location. Figure 2.8 on page 42 shows a fragment of the knowledge based subset construction for the game dag of the blind game.

The knowledge based subset construction makes the game observation deterministic meaning that for each information set $i \in I$ and each observation $o \in O$ there is a unique information set $i' \in I$ that represents the knowledge of the safety player after observing $o$ with information $i$, namely: $i' = \delta(i) \cap o$.

### 2.2.4 Knowledge Based Strategies

Now that we have formally dealt with the problems related to imperfect information, we can introduce the concept of a knowledge based strategy for the safety player. This definition also determines the winning condition formally: the safety player wins the game iff she has a knowledge based strategy to force an infinite play.

**Definition 2.3 (Knowledge Based Strategy)** For a given game, a knowledge based strategy is a function $f : I \rightarrow A$. With $\text{KBS}$ we denote the set of all knowledge based strategies. For a given strategy $f \in \text{KBS}$ and information set $i_0 \in I$, with $\text{outcome}(G, f, i_0)$ we denote the outcome of $f$ on $G$ starting from $i_0$ as a set of non-empty traces of game locations annotated with information states: $\text{outcome}(G, f, i_0) \subseteq (L \times I)^+$. This is defined as follows:

$$\text{outcome}(G, f, i_0) = \{ \ell_0i_0 \ldots \ell_ni_n \mid \forall m \leq n.\ell_m \in i_m,$n < m.((\ell_m, \ell_{m+1}) \in \delta \\
and (i_m, i_{m+1}) \in \Delta \\
and \alpha(\ell_{m+1}) \in f(i_m) \}$$

These are all possible finite (partial) plays that may arise when our safety player is playing according to knowledge based strategy $f$. An outcome is safe iff no play ends in a deadlock (every finite play has a proper extension). We say that a strategy $f$ is safe for $G$ iff for all $i \in I$ either $\text{outcome}(G, f, i)$ is safe, or $f(i) = \emptyset$. A strategy is winning iff it is safe and $f(i_{\text{init}}) \neq \emptyset$. A game is solvable iff it permits a winning strategy.
As mentioned before, in game theoretic terms, information based strategies are positional. Meaning they assign a move to each position of the game. Where a position, in our case correspond to an information set representing the knowledge of the safety player about the possible locations of the token on the game board.

2.2.5 Inductive Characterization of Safety

In the previous section we defined the notion of safety as it applies to a knowledge based strategy of the safety player. We did this using the notion of outcome. This is an intuitive definition because it corresponds as closely as possible to how we feel the safety games are played. In particular: (i) there is only one true position of the token, and (ii) the safety player cannot base her decision directly on the true position of the token, instead she must rely on her knowledge.

For the exposition in the remainder it is helpful to use an equivalent, inductive characterization of safety that is phrased more directly in terms of knowledge based strategies. This characterization is, on the one hand, less intuitive, but, on the other hand it is more direct because it bypasses the definition of outcome in Definition 2.3. We will prove the two notions to be equivalent in Lemma 2.5.

Our inductive characterization of safety uses the following two elementary properties of knowledge based strategies. The first property is obstinacy, intuitively a strategy is obstinate if it blocks completely on information sets for which an empty forcing set is possible, or, equivalently, it returns a non-empty allow set only if each of the states in the information set has at least one valid successor in the underlying game board intersected with the allow set. The second property is observation-closedness, intuitively a strategy is observation-closed if it can guarantee that non-blocking states will, for every possible observation, lead to non-blocking successor states.

One may think of these two properties as an inductive definition of safety where obstinacy forms the base case, and observation-closedness forms the inductive case.

Definition 2.4 (Inductive Safety) For a given game, a knowledge based strategy \( f \in \text{KBS} \) is obstinate iff for all \( i \in I \) such that there exists \( \ell \in i \) for which \( \delta(\ell) \cap f(i) = \emptyset \) it holds \( f(i) = \emptyset \). A knowledge based strategy \( f \in \text{KBS} \) is observation-closed for all \( i \in I \) and \( o \in O \) such that \( \delta(i) \cap o \cap f(i) \neq \emptyset \) it holds that \( f(\delta(i) \cap o) \neq \emptyset \).

The following lemma establishes that obstinacy and observation-closedness
are necessary and sufficient conditions to characterize safety for knowledge based strategies.

**Lemma 2.5 (Inductive Safety)** For a given game, a strategy is safe iff it is both obstinate and observation-closed.

**Proof** For the right to left direction. Assume that $f$ is obstinate and observation-closed. Let $\ell_0 i_0 \ldots \ell_n i_n \in \text{outcome}(G, f, i_0)$ and $f(i_0) \neq \emptyset$. By induction on $n$, using observation-closedness, it follows $f(i_n) \neq \emptyset$. Then, by obstinacy, we have existence of at least one successor to $\ell_n$ that is allowed by $f(i_n)$. Which suffices to show that $\ell_0 i_0 \ldots \ell_n i_n$ has a proper extension in $\text{outcome}(G, f, i)$.

For the left to right direction. Assume that $f$ is safe. First assume, for contradiction, that $f$ is not obstinate. By definition this implies there exists $i \in I$ and $\ell \in i$ such that $f(i) \neq \emptyset$ but $\delta(\ell) \cap f(i) = \emptyset$. This entails $\ell i \in \text{outcome}(G, f, i)$ with no proper extension, which contradicts our assumption that $f$ is safe. Next assume, for contradiction, that $f$ is not observation-closed. By definition this implies there exists $i \in I$ and $o \in O$ such that (i) $\delta(i) \cap o \cap f(i) \neq \emptyset$ but (ii) $f(\delta(i) \cap o) = \emptyset$. Let $i' = \delta(i) \cap o$. Now note that (i) entails there exists $\ell \in i$ and $\ell' \in \delta(\ell)$ such that $\gamma(\ell') = o = c^\text{out}/c^\text{in}$ and $c^\text{out} \in f(i)$, which, in turn, implies $\ell i' \ell' i' \in \text{outcome}(G, f, i)$. But now (ii) entails that this play has no proper extension, which contradicts our assumption that $f$ is safe. □

### 2.2.6 Weakest Strategies

In the previous sections we have consistently defined a solution to a safety game as any winning strategy. In this section we sharpen this to the weakest, or most permissive winning strategy. Intuitively, a winning strategy is the most permissive winning strategy if for all plays the strategy always yields the largest possible allow set that is sufficient for keeping the future play safe. Formally, this means we introduce an ordering on $\text{KBS}$ with respect to which we may select the greatest element in the subset of safe strategies.

**Definition 2.6 (Permissivity)** For a given game, we define a weak partial order $\sqsubseteq$ on $\text{KBS}$ such that $f' \sqsubseteq f$ iff for all $i \in I$ it holds $f'(i) \sqsubseteq f(i)$. We say $f'$ is weaker or more permissive than $f$. A strategy $f \in \text{KBS}$ is antitone iff for all $i, i' \in I$ it holds: $i \subseteq i'$ implies $f(i) \sqsupseteq f(i')$. For two strategies $f_1, f_2 \in \text{KBS}$ we define the join $f' = f_1 \sqcup f_2$ such that for all $i \in I$ we have $f'(i) = f_1(i) \cup f_2(i)$.

We first show that for obtaining weakest, safe strategies, we can restrict our attention to antitone strategies. Intuitively, if the safety player knows more then she can allow more. The following lemma makes this precise.
Lemma 2.7 (Antitonicity) For a given game, for any safe strategy \( f \) there exists a safe, antitone strategy \( f' \) such that \( f' \sqsubseteq f \).

Proof Given a strategy \( f \) that is safe, we can define \( f' \) such that for all \( i \in I \) it holds \( f'(i) = \text{\{f(i') \mid i \subseteq i'\}} \). It is easily seen that \( f' \) is antitone, \( f' \) is weaker than \( f \), and \( f' \) is safe.

Lemma 2.8 (Lattice) For a given game, it holds that the set of safe, antitone strategies ordered by \( \sqsubseteq \) forms a complete lattice.

Proof For any two safe, knowledge based strategies \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) it is easily seen that their join \( f' = f_1 \sqcup f_2 \) is safe, and forms the least upper bound of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). Since the set of safe, knowledge based strategies is finite, this implies that every subset of safe, knowledge based strategies has a least upper bound. Hence the set of safe, knowledge based strategies forms a complete lattice.

By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 the following is now well-defined.

Definition 2.9 (Weakest Safe Strategy) With \( f_G \) we denote the weakest, safe strategy on game \( G \).

We may sum up the discussion with the following theorem. The theorem states the correspondence between the solvability of a game \( G \) and the weakest safe, antitone strategy for \( G \).

Theorem 2.10 For any game \( G \) it holds that \( G \) is solvable iff \( f_G(\text{init}) \neq \emptyset \).

Proof For the right to left direction. Assume \( f_G(\text{init}) \neq \emptyset \), since by definition \( f_G \) is safe it follows immediately that \( f_G \) is winning for \( G \).

For the left to right direction. Assume \( G \) is solvable, this means there exists a strategy \( f \) that is safe for \( G \) and, moreover, \( f(\text{init}) \neq \emptyset \), by definition 2.9 we have that \( f_G \) is weaker than any safe strategy, in particular \( f_G \sqsubseteq f \), and it follows \( f_G(\text{init}) \neq \emptyset \).

2.3 Symbolic Data Structure for Strategies

In the previous section we explored the use of knowledge based strategies for winning safety games of imperfect information. As mentioned before, in game theoretic terms, information based strategies are positional. Meaning they assign a move to each position of the game. However, as we have seen in Section 2.2.4 the positions in a game of imperfect information actually correspond
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to information sets that represent the player’s current knowledge about the true location of the game. This means that the domain of the knowledge based strategy is exponential in the number of game board locations $|L|$. Clearly then, representing the function $f : I \rightarrow A$ explicitly, by enumerating its graph, will not scale to larger games. In this section we explore other possibilities of representing a knowledge based strategy that are not intrinsically exponential.

2.3.1 Exploiting Contravariance

To get to a compact representation for a knowledge based strategy we may use the fact that, as we have shown in Section 2.2.6, the functions we are interested in are always antitone. This means we need only keep a subset of the function’s graph to be able to compute the function value for every possible information set.

We can illustrate this based on the pennymatching game from Example 2.1. The weakest knowledge based strategy for this example is the function with the following graph:

$\{hh, ht, th, tt\} \mapsto \emptyset \quad \{ht, th, tt\} \mapsto \{t\} \quad \{th\} \mapsto \emptyset \quad \emptyset \mapsto \{h, t\}$

We have marked with a ($\cdot \mapsto \emptyset \cdot$) all the domain/co–domain pairs that are not implied by pairs with a weaker information set. Because the function is antitone all the pairs that have a stronger information set can be derived from these maximal pairs. We say these derived pairs are allow subsumed by the pairs above them. Formally, this is defined as follows.

**Definition 2.11 (Allow Subsumed)** We define an info/allow tuple as a pair $\langle i, a \rangle \in I \times A$. We define a pre–order $\subseteq^{(s,t)}$ on the set of info/allow pairs such that $\langle i, a \rangle \subseteq^{(s,t)} \langle i', a' \rangle$ iff $i \subseteq i'$, i.e. the order is only on the source element (the information set). We say $\langle i, a \rangle$ is below $\langle i', a' \rangle$, or, vice versa, $\langle i', a' \rangle$ is above $\langle i, a \rangle$. We now define a partial order $\leq^{(s,t)}$ on info/allow pairs such that $\langle i, a \rangle \leq^{(s,t)} \langle i', a' \rangle$ iff $i \subseteq i'$ and $a \subseteq a'$. With $\subset^{(s,t)}$ we denote the corresponding strict partial order. We say $\langle i, a \rangle$ is allow–subsumed by $\langle i', a' \rangle$. ◁
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Figure 2.9: Game board for the contramatching game of Example 2.4.

Figure 2.10: Weakest, safe Allow Lattice for the game from Figure 2.9.
To achieve a compact representation we can represent the function by the set of $\subseteq^{(s,t)}$-maximal pairs from its graph. For the example this becomes:

$$
\langle \{hh, ht, th, tt\} , \emptyset \rangle
$$

$$
\langle \{ht, th, tt\} , \{t\} \rangle
$$

$$
\langle \{th\} , \{h, t\} \rangle
$$

We call this a contravariant chain because the chain restricted to the left hand sides constitutes a strictly downward decreasing chain and the chain restricted to the right hand sides constitutes an upward increasing chain. It is not true that there is always only one maximal contravariant chain in the strategy. In the next example we demonstrate how to deal with multiple maximal contravariant chains.

**Example 2.4 (Contramatching)** We introduce yet another variant of the popular pennymatching game as first introduced in Example 2.1. In the contramatching variant the reachability player never chooses the same side twice. All the safety player has to do is to play the opposite side at each round. We define this game completely analogous to Example 2.1 except for the game board, which now becomes:

$$
\delta = \{ (sr, s'r') \in L \times L \mid r \neq r' \text{ and } s \neq r \}
$$

In Figure 2.9 this game board is presented graphically.

If we work out the weakest, safe strategy for the contramatching game we see that we obtain the function with the following graph:

$$
\begin{align*}
\{hh, ht, th, tt\} & \mapsto^* \emptyset & \{ht\} & \mapsto^* \{t\} & \emptyset & \mapsto^* \{h, t\} \\
\{hh, ht, th\} & \mapsto \emptyset & \{th\} & \mapsto^* \{h\} \\
\{hh, th, tt\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{hh, ht\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{hh, th\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{hh, tt\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{hh\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{ht, th, tt\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{ht, th\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{ht, tt\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{th, tt\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & \\
\{tt\} & \mapsto \emptyset & & & & 
\end{align*}
$$
Again we have marked with a \((\cdot \mapsto^* \cdot)\) all the maximal pairs that are not implied by pairs that have a weaker information set. Like for the previous example, we now look at possible contravariant chains in order to obtain a more concise representation. For this example we identify two distinct, maximal contravariant chains:

\[
\langle \{\text{hh}, \text{ht}, \text{th}, \text{tt}\} , \emptyset \rangle, \langle \{\text{ht}\} , \{\text{t}\} \rangle, \langle \{\text{th}\} , \{\text{h}\} \rangle, \langle \emptyset , \{\text{h}, \text{t}\} \rangle
\]

These contravariant chains, taken together will form an allow lattice. In Figure 2.10 we show the allow lattice for the contramatching game. For brevity, from now on, we will use symbolic notation for the top \((\top, \bot)\) and bottom \((\bot, \top)\) pair of the allow lattice respectively. Note that such top and bottom info/allow pairs will be present in the graph of any weakest, safe knowledge based strategy for a non–trivial game. The top pair expresses that, in the absence of any knowledge about the system state no action can be derived to be safe, the bottom pair expresses that, in the presence of inconsistent knowledge about the system state any action can be derived to be safe.

The allow lattice is a compact representation of the knowledge based strategy. To compute the function value for a given information set \(i\), we need to take the union over all the allow sets \(a\) associated to information sets \(i'\) such that \(i \subseteq i'\), i.e. \(i \implies i'\). Under this semantics, if we view information sets as predicates on the underlying statespace of game locations, and allow sets as predicates on the underlying set of control outputs, then the allow lattice may be viewed as a predicate transformer.

In the next section we formalize the datastructure of allow lattices, and the operations that we may carry out on them.

### 2.3.2 Allow Lattices

**Definition 2.12 (Allow Lattice)** A given set of info/allow pairs \(g \subseteq I \times A\) denotes the knowledge based strategy \([g] : I \to A\) such that for all \(i \in I\) it holds \([g](i) = \bigcup\{a' : \exists i'. \langle i', a' \rangle \in g \text{ and } i \subseteq i'\}\). We will often use shorthand \(g(i) = [g](i)\) for denoting evaluation of an allow set through a given set of pairs. We define the source set of \(g\) as \(\text{Src}(g) = \{i \in I : \exists a. \langle i, a \rangle \in g\}\). We say \(g \subseteq I \times A\) is contravariant if for any two info/allow pairs \(\langle i, a \rangle, \langle i', a' \rangle \in g\) such that \(i \subseteq i'\) it holds \(a \supseteq a'\). When \(g \subseteq I \times A\) is contravariant it follows \(\subseteq^{(\cdot \mapsto^* \cdot)}\) is a partial order on \(\text{Src}(g)\). We say \(g\) is bounded if it has a top and bottom pair in the \(\subseteq^{(\cdot \mapsto^* \cdot)}\)–ordering. We say \(g \subseteq I \times A\) is complete iff every subset of
pairs has a least upper bound in the $\subseteq^{(s,\cdot)}$-ordering. If $g \subseteq I \times A$ is bounded, contravariant and complete we call $g$ an allow lattice. With $\mathbf{AL}$ we denote the set of all allow lattices. We define $i^\text{init} \cap \{i' \mid (i', a') \in g\}$ as the best approximation of the initial information set $i^\text{init}$ that occurs in $g$.

Note that for $g \subseteq I \times A$, contravariance entails that $g$ is a functional relation, which entails that $\subseteq^{(s,\cdot)}$ is antisymmetric, which, in turn, entails that $\subseteq^{(s,\cdot)}$ is a partial order on $g$. The following example illustrates this definition.

Example 2.5 (Allow Lattice) Consider Pennymatching game from Example 2.1. The following set of info/allow pairs represents a safe, winning strategy for this game:

$$g_1 = \{(\{\text{th}\}, \{\text{h}\}), (\{\text{ht}, \text{th}, \text{tt}\}, \{\text{t}\})\}$$

Note for instance, if we want to compute the value $g_1(i)$ for the knowledge $i = \{\text{th}\}$ we need to take the union of all allow sets associated with information sets that are implied by this knowledge, this yields $g_1(\{\text{ht}\}) = \{\text{h}\} \cup \{\text{t}\}$. Note that $g_1$ is neither contravariant nor complete. The following equivalent set of pairs is contravariant

$$g_2 = \{(\{\text{th}\}, \{\text{h}, \text{t}\}), (\{\text{ht}, \text{th}, \text{tt}\}, \{\text{t}\})\}$$

If we now add a suitable top and bottom element we will obtain an equivalent allow lattice:

$$g_3 = \{(\top, \bot), (\{\text{th}\}, \{\text{h}, \text{t}\}), (\{\text{ht}, \text{th}, \text{tt}\}, \{\text{t}\}), (\bot, \top)\}$$

Note that the allow lattice contains a subset of the graph of the function it represents.

The following lemma ensures that every antitone knowledge based strategy can be represented as an allow lattice.

Lemma 2.13 (Allow Lattice) For a given antitone knowledge based strategy $f \in \mathbf{KBS}$ its graph $g_f$ is an allow lattice, $[g_f] = f$. 

Proof That $g_f$ is contravariant follows directly from the fact that $f$ is antitone, $g_f$ is trivially complete as $\mathbf{Src}(g_f) = I = \mathbb{P}(L)$ is a powerset lattice. To see that, indeed, $[g_f] = f$, let $i \in I$, we need $[g_f](i) = f(i)$. We expand: $[g_f](i) = \bigcup\{a' \mid \exists i', (i', a') \in g_f \text{ and } i \subseteq i'\}$. Then we note that, as a special case $(i, f(i)) \in g_f$ which entails $[g_f](i) \supseteq f(i)$. Now since $g_f$ is contravariant we have for all $(i', a') \in g_f$ such that $i \subseteq i'$ that $a' \subseteq f(i)$ it follows $[g_f](i) \subseteq f(i)$. □
This shows that allow lattices are adequate to represent any antitone knowledge-based strategy but we have still to show formally how the more compact representants that we saw in the previous section can be systematically derived.

2.3.3 A Normal Form for Allow Lattices

We introduce a normal form for allow lattices in two steps.

1. Identify the principal pairs, which are all the pairs that must be present in any contravariant set of pairs that represents the same function.

2. To the principal set, keep adding pairs until every subset of pairs has a join-pair and a meet-pair. This set will then constitute the smallest possible allow lattice.

We first identify the principal pairs for a given set of pairs which are all the pairs that are not implied by pairs with a weaker allow set. As it turns out this is exactly the minimal set of pairs that must be present in any allow lattice that can represent the same function.

**Definition 2.14 (Principal Pairs)** For an arbitrary given set of pairs \( g \subseteq I \times A \) we define \( \text{Contravariant}(g) = \{ \langle i, g(i) \rangle \mid i \in \text{Src}(g) \} \) For a given contravariant \( g \subseteq I \times A \) we call an info/allow pair \( \langle i, a \rangle \in g \) principal iff \( a \supset \bigcup_{i' \supset i} g(i') \). For a given contravariant \( g \subseteq I \times A \) we define \( \text{Principal}[g] \) as the subset of principal pairs. For an arbitrary \( g \subseteq I \times A \) we define the sparse normal form as

\[
\text{SNF}[g] = \{ \langle \top, g(\top) \rangle \} \cup \text{Principal}[\text{Contravariant}(g)] \cup \{ \langle \bot, g(\bot) \rangle \}
\]  

Note that the sparse normal form, besides the top and bottom pair, only contains principal pairs from the graph of the function that is being represented. Formally, the sparse normal form constitutes a bounded partially ordered set (poset). In determining the set of principal pairs the following definition is useful, for a given \( i \in \text{Src}(g) \) we define \( g \uparrow i \) as the set of pairs in \( g \) that have an information set that is strictly weaker than \( i \), formally: \( (g \uparrow i) = \{ \langle i', a' \rangle \in g \mid i' \supset i \} \).

It is not hard to see that \( \langle i, a \rangle \in g \) is principal iff \( a \supset [g \uparrow i](i) \). So we need only look at the pairs that are directly above \( \langle i, a \rangle \) in the diagram to see if \( \langle i, a \rangle \) makes a principal contribution to the function that is being represented.

**Example 2.6 (SNF)** As an example of an allow lattice in sparse normal form consider Figure 2.11(a). Note that the pair \( \langle \{3\}, \{b, c, d\} \rangle \) is principal because it contains control output \( d \) which is not allowed by any of the pairs above it.\( \triangleright \)
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(a) An allow lattice in sparse normal form (with one pair implicit).

(b) An allow lattice in lattice normal form (closed under intersection).

Figure 2.11: Allow lattice in sparse and lattice normal form, the locations/control outputs have no particular meaning in this case and are chosen just to illustrate the structure.
The following lemma shows that the restriction to principal pairs is sound, in the sense that it preserves the function that is being represented.

Lemma 2.15 (Soundness) For all \( g \subseteq I \times A \) it holds \( \text{SNF}[g] = [g] \).

Proof The \( \subseteq \)–direction is trivial, just note that the sparse normal form only contains pairs from the graph of \( [g] \) hence \( \text{SNF}[g] \) cannot be stronger than \( [g] \). The \( \supseteq \)–direction is the only interesting case. Wlog, let \( i \in I \) and \( c \in [g](i) \) we show \( c \in \text{SNF}[g](i) \). Let \( \langle i, a \rangle \in g \) such that \( c \in a \) and \( \exists \langle i', a' \rangle \in g \) such that \( i \subset i' \) and \( c \in a' \). I.e. \( \langle i, a \rangle \) is a maximal pair for which the allow set contains \( c \). Note that, because \( g \) is finite, there always exists at least one such pair. Clearly then this will be a principal pair, hence \( \langle i, a \rangle \in \text{SNF}[g] \), and it follows \( c \in \text{SNF}[g](i) \). □

As can be seen the lemma does not crucially rely on the forced presence of a top and bottom pair, in fact it will turn out to be more of a technical convenience in presenting the algorithms and examples that follow.

We may sum up the discussion concerning the sparse normal form with the following theorem.

Theorem 2.16 (Canonicity) For \( g_1, g_2 \subseteq I \times A \) such that \( [g_1] = [g_2] \) it holds \( \text{SNF}[g_1] = \text{SNF}[g_2] \).

Proof Assume \( [g_1] = [g_2] \) and \( \langle i, a \rangle \in \text{SNF}[g_1] \), the fact that \( \langle i, a \rangle \) is principal in \( g_1 \) implies that \( \exists c \in a \) such that \( c \notin \bigcup_{i'} \text{SNF}[g_1](i') \) it follows \( c \notin \bigcup_{i'} \text{SNF}[g_2](i') \). Now assume, for contradiction, \( i \notin \text{Src}(g_2) \), it follows \( [g_2](i) = \bigcup_{i'} \text{SNF}[g_2](i') \), hence \( c \notin [g_2](i) \) whereas clearly \( c \in [g_1](i) \), since we assumed \( [g_1] = [g_2] \) this leads to a contradiction, hence we must conclude \( i \in \text{Src}(g_2) \) and \( \langle i, a \rangle \in \text{SNF}[g_2] \). □

We now describe how to complete the set of principal pairs into a proper allow lattice.

Definition 2.17 (Completion) For a given contravariant \( g \subseteq I \times A \) we define \( \text{Complete}(g) = \{ \langle i, g(i) \rangle \mid \exists I' \subseteq \text{Src}(g). i = \bigcap_{i' \in I'} i' \} \). For a given \( g \subseteq I \times A \) we define the lattice normal form of \( g \) as

\[
\text{LNF}[g] = \text{Complete}(\text{SNF}[g])
\]

i.e. we take the completion of the principal pairs of \( g \).
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**Example 2.7 (LNF)** As an example of an allow lattice in lattice normal form consider Figure [2.11(b)]. Note that the pair \(\langle \{2\}, \{a, b\}\rangle\) is not principal because it is implied by the pairs above it.

The following lemma ensures the soundness of the completion construction.

**Lemma 2.18** For any set of pairs \(g \subseteq I \times A\) the lattice normal form, \(\text{LNF}[g]\), is an allow lattice and \([\text{LNF}[g]] = [g]\).

*Proof* By construction, the source set of \(\text{LNF}[g]\) is closed under intersection so the result is indeed a complete lattice. We prove, \([\text{LNF}[g]] = [g]\). For the \(\supseteq\)-direction note that \(\text{LNF}[g] \supseteq \text{Principal}[g]\), then by Lemma 2.15[2.15] it follows \([\text{LNF}[g]] \supseteq [g]\). For the \(\subseteq\)-direction just note that \(\text{LNF}[g]\) contains only pairs from the graph of \([g]\). □

Because the sparse normal form is always smaller than the lattice normal form yet carries essentially the same information, we will prefer to keep the knowledge based strategy in sparse normal form, so as a poset instead of a complete lattice. If it is necessary to close the diagram under intersection this can always be done in a lazy fashion, i.e. by introducing a new pair on the fly whenever the meet of several pairs is required. For the purpose of exposition, however, in the remainder we will use the LNF which has the nice property of being closed under finite meets. In Section 2.5, we will revisit these efficiency concerns, and show how it is possible to use SNF’s, efficiently.

### 2.3.4 Allow Lattice with Transitions

In the previous section we introduced allow lattices as a compact representation of knowledge based strategies. These positional strategies will map a given knowledge in the form of an information set \(i \in I\) to the greatest safe allow set \(a \in A\) that suffices to keep the future play safe. One aspect that does not receive an explicit representation in this way is how a knowledge \(i\) gets updated to a knowledge \(i' = \delta(i) \cap o\) upon observing some \(o \in O\) — recall that \(O = C^\text{out} \times C^\text{in}\).

In this section, we will enrich our datastructure by placing a transition structure on top of the allow lattice. The transitions will be labeled with observations \(o \in O\). In the subsequent section, we will use this transition relation to show how to refine any given allow lattice until it represents the weakest safe strategy for the underlying game.
### Definition 2.19 (Knowledge Update Relation)

For a given contravariant $g \subseteq I \times A$ we define the knowledge update relation $R_g \subseteq g \times O \times g$ such that $\langle i, a \rangle \xrightarrow{\text{out}/\text{in}} \langle i', a' \rangle \in R_g$ iff $i' \supseteq \delta(i) \cap \gamma^{-1}(\text{out}/\text{in})$ and $\text{out} \in a$. We use shorthand $i \xrightarrow{o} i' \in R_g$ to mean $\exists a, a'. \langle i, a \rangle \xrightarrow{o} \langle i', a' \rangle \in R_g$. We call a triple $i \xrightarrow{o} i' \in R_g$ right–minimal iff there is no $i \xrightarrow{o} j' \in R_g$ such that $j' \subset i'$. With $R_g^\rightarrow$ we denote the subset of right–minimal triples in $R_g$. We call a triple $i \xrightarrow{o} i' \in R_g$ left–maximal iff there is no $j \xrightarrow{o} i' \in R_g$ such that $j \supset i$. With $R_g^\leftarrow$ we denote the subset of left–maximal triples in $R_g$. If a triple is both right–minimal and left–maximal we say it is a principal triple. With $R_g^\leftrightarrow$ we denote the subset of principal triples in $R_g$. 

In general we will keep the allow lattice with the directed edges of the (right–minimal) knowledge update relation on top of this partially ordered structure. The following example illustrates this.

### Example 2.8 (Knowledge Update Relation)

In Figure 2.12 we show the allow lattice for the Contramatching game of Example 2.4. The induced knowledge update relation for this structure is shown on top of the lattice structure using the directed edges. The transitions that lead to $\bot$ are shown using dashed edges. These transitions to $\bot$ are special, in the sense that they are not supposed to occur anymore for a system that is under control. In a pragmatic sense $\bot$ can be thought of a trip–state. In a real controller typically a fail–safe override procedure will be started when such unexpected observations occur.
2.4 Symbolic Algorithm for Safety Games

In this section we develop a counter example driven refinement procedure called CEDAR with which we can compute the weakest safe strategy for a given safety game of imperfect information. The procedure works by approximating, from above, an obstinate and observation closed fixed point in the lattice of knowledge based strategies, which, in turn, are represented as allow lattices.

2.4.1 Balancing Permissivity and Knowledge

Before we treat the algorithm proper we first explain what are the crucial refinement steps that the algorithm will rely on. The final algorithm will then basically be a straightforward closure under these refinement steps. For this we recall our characterization of safety in terms of obstinacy and observation-closedness from Definition 2.4. The condition of obstinacy is easy to maintain. We should simply take care never to enter any info/allow pair into the strategy that contains a potential deadlock. The condition of observation-closedness then remains for the algorithm to work towards. In developing a fixed point we will start with the most permissive obstinate strategy possible and gradually refine this by treating counterexamples that violate observation-closedness. A counterexample to observation-closedness consists of an information set \( i \in I \) and an observation \( o \in O \) such that the strategy blocks on the successor information set \( i' = \delta(i) \cap o \). The following definition makes this precise.

**Definition 2.20 (Explains)** For a given contravariant \( g \subseteq I \times A \), \( i, i'' \in I \) and \( o = (c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}}) \in O \) we say \( i'' \) explains \( (i, o) \) iff \( \delta(i) \cap o \subseteq i'' \) and \( g(i'') \neq \emptyset \). If \( c^{\text{out}} \in g(i) \) and there is no explanation for \( (i, o) \) we say \( (i, o) \) is an unexplained observation.

Note that, with this definition, the strategy is observation closed iff there are no unexplained observations.

To obtain this we need a procedure to treat a given counterexample against observation-closedness. The procedure will need to put a weakest (necessary) constraint on the strategy so that the given counterexample transition can be explained by some information set to which the strategy still assigns a non-empty allow set. To do this we rely on the observation that there are always exactly two ways in which we can resolve such a given counterexample transition:

1. We can suppress the transition by removing all locations that lead us into a loosing (blocking) target information set \( i' \) from the source information set \( i \).
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of Controllable Predecessor and Restricted Successor as used in Algorithm 1 (CEDAR)
2. We can suppress the transition by removing its control output from the source allow set \( a \).

This can be paraphrased by saying that to solve an observation conflict we either require more knowledge (Solution 1) or we become less permissive (Solution 2). We refer to Solution 1 as the \textit{controllable predecessor strategy} and to Solution 2 as the \textit{restricted successor strategy}.

So let \((i, o)\) be an unexplained observation. And let \(i''\) be a target information set that is a candidate to explain the counterexample. We can now find the weakest controllable predecessor for \(i\) by strengthening \(i\) to the weakest \(i^c\subset i\) such that \(i''\) explains \((i^c, o)\). This will constitute one possible way to resolve the counterexample by requiring more knowledge about the predecessor location. If we do this systematically for all potential explanations \(i''\). We obtain all possible controllable predecessors pairs \((i^c, a)\) (cf. Theorem 2.26 in Section 2.4.4).

In Figure 2.13(a) we illustrate how to compute the controllable predecessor strategy in general, for a given \(i, o\) and \(i''\). The goal is to compute the largest \(i^c\subset i\) such that \(\delta(i^c)\cap o \subseteq i''\), i.e.: \(i''\) explains \((i^c, o)\). We do this by first computing what would be the strongest knowledge that the player will obtain when observing \(o\) with knowledge \(i\) this is \(\delta(i)\cap o\). We then subtract \(i''\) from this set of locations to get the smallest set of conflict locations that fall outside of \(i''\).

We then find the weakest constraint needed to suppress these conflict locations by taking the pre-image and subtracting this from the original information set:

\[i^c = i \setminus \delta^{-1}(\delta(i) \cap o) \setminus i'').\]

Note that, in the diagram, \(i^c\) is the left dashed region, and the gray region denotes \(\delta(i^c)\cap o\). In Example 2.9 we show how this works out in a concrete instance.

**Example 2.9 (Controllable Predecessor)** Consider the Pennymatching game as introduced in Example 2.1. Now consider the info/allow pair \(\langle \{ht, th, tt\}, \{h, t\}\rangle\). This says we allow both heads and tails from any of the locations \(\{ht, th, tt\}\). This strategy has an unexplained observation \(h/h\). In Figure 2.14 we show how to compute the controllable predecessor for this particular counterexample.

First we compute the strongest knowledge the safety player will have when observing \(h/h\) from the source information set \(\{ht, th, tt\}\), this is \(\{hh\}\). We subtract from this set the target explanation — the \(i''\) in Figure 2.13(a) — which, in our case, is equal to the original source information set. The result will still be \(\{hh\}\), we are now sure that, indeed, hh is a conflict location that we need to avoid in order for the successor information set to stay below the intended set of locations (the intended explanation): \(\{ht, th, tt\}\). So we take the pre-image of this singleton set of conflict locations, this will be \(\{ht, tt\}\). And to avoid the conflict location we subtract the pre-image from the original source.
Computing the restricted successor strategy consists in removing the offending control output from the allow set. In doing so we need to be careful to maintain obstinacy. Because we are removing a control output from the allow set the obstinacy–condition requires us to also remove any source locations from the information set that would otherwise deadlock under this smaller allow set.

In Figure 2.13(b) we illustrate how to compute the restricted successor strategy, for a given pair \( \langle i, a \rangle \) and \( a^r = a \setminus \{e_{\text{out}}\} \). The goal is to compute the largest \( i^r \subseteq i \) such that every \( \ell \in i^r \) still has at least one successor in \( \delta(i) \cap a^r \). We do this by first computing all the successor locations that are reachable under the restricted allow set, this is \( \delta(i) \cap a^r \). We then take the pre–image to obtain all the source locations that have at least one transition into this set: \( \delta^{-1}(\delta(i) \cap a^r) \). We intersect the result with \( i \) to obtain \( i^r = i \cap \delta^{-1}(\delta(i) \cap a^r) \). Now \( \langle i^r, a^r \rangle \) is the weakest obstinate restricted successor pair. In Example 2.10 we show how this works out in a concrete instance.

**Example 2.10 (Restricted Successor)** Consider the Contramatching game
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As introduced in Example 2.4, to make the example more interesting we remove the transition \(th \rightarrow tt\) from the game board. This can be seen as a partially implemented strategy for the safety player, the constraint being: “never play tails after the adversary has played heads”. Now consider the pair \(\langle\{ht, th\}, \{h, t\}\rangle\). This says we allow both heads and tails from any of the locations \(\{ht, th\}\). This strategy has an unexplained observation \(h/h\). In Figure 2.15, we show how to compute the restricted successor for this particular counterexample.

First we compute the forcing set under the restricted allow set. In our case this is \(\{th\}\). Next we take the pre-image of this set to obtain all the locations that have at least one successor into this set. In our case this is \(\{ht\}\). We intersect this with the original source set, which yields \(\{ht\}\). Now \(\{ht\}\) is the largest set from which we can still play \(\{t\}\) without risking deadlock.

\(\forall\)

2.4.2 Counter Example Driven Antichain Refinement

Before we can present the Algorithm proper we need the following auxiliary definitions. From the previous section recall the notion of unexplained observation. The following definition shows how to detect unexplained observations by looking at the knowledge update relation as defined in Section 2.3.4.

**Definition 2.21 (Counterexamples)** For a given contravariant \(g \subseteq I \times A\) we call a triple \(\langle i, a \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle i', a' \rangle \in R_g\) a counterexample to observation-closedness.
iff $a' = \bot$. With $\text{Counter}(g)$ we denote the set of all principal counterexamples to observation–closedness, i.e. $\text{Counter}(g) = \{\langle i, a \rangle \xrightarrow{a} \langle i', a' \rangle \in R_g \mid a' = \bot\}$. For a given $i$ with $\text{Children}_g(i)$ we denote the antichain of direct children of $i$ in $g$, defined as $\text{Children}_g(i) = \{i' \in \text{Src}(g) \mid i' \subset i \text{ and } \nexists j \in \text{Src}(g). i' \subset j \subset i\}$.

We recall once more our characterization of safety in terms of obstinacy and observation–closedness from Definition 2.4. The definition of $\text{Counter}(g)$ now ensures that $\llbracket g \rrbracket$ is observation closed if $\text{Counter}(g) = \emptyset$ (cf. Lemma 2.23 in Section 2.4.4). So if we take care to maintain obstinacy as an invariant we can use the refinement procedure from Section 2.4.1 and iteratively treat counterexamples to observation closedness until we reach a fixed point where $\text{Counter}(g) = \emptyset$. Since we approximate the fixed point from above it follows that the resulting strategy will be indeed the weakest safe knowledge based strategy for the underlying game.

Now note that, for a given counterexample to observation closedness $\langle i, a \rangle \xrightarrow{o} \langle i', \bot \rangle \in \text{Counter}(g)$, the weakest candidate explanations for the observation $o$ are exactly the direct children of $i'$ in the allow lattice. To see this just note that, due to contravariance of the normal form, we have for all $\langle i'', a'' \rangle \in g$ such that $\langle i'', a'' \rangle \subset^{(b, c)} \langle i', \bot \rangle$ it holds $a'' \supset \bot$. So indeed the direct children of $i'$ constitute an antichain of not–yet–loosing positions in the current approximation of the fixed point strategy. Clearly then for any $i''' \subset i''$ such that $i''' \neq \bot$ it holds that $i'''$ is also a candidate explanation for $(i, o)$ however, if $i'''$ explains $(i, o)$ then this implies that $i''$ explains $(i, o)$ so it is sound for us to restrict to considering only the weakest such potential explanations.

With these auxiliary definitions in place we are in a position to present the counterexample driven antichain refinement (CEDAR) algorithm. We give a short description of Algorithm 1. In line 1 the allow lattice is initialized to be fully uninformed, except that the system is not initially in a deadlock state, and maximally permissive, i.e. it allows all control outputs. The while loop in line 2 runs until there are no more counterexamples to observation closedness. In line 3 we select a counterexample to observation closedness. In lines 4, 5 and 6 we compute the most conservative refinement needed to make the allow lattice observation-closed for the selected counterexample observation. After one iteration of the while loop we have obtained the next allow lattice which is strictly below the previous one but always above-or-equal-to $f_G$ in the strategy subsumption ordering $\sqsubseteq$. The algorithm terminates when there are no more counterexamples to observation–closedness. Since the other requirement on $f_G$, obstinacy, is an invariant of the algorithm, it follows that, after termination, $\llbracket g \rrbracket = f_G$. In line 7 we do a final test to see if $g$ is winning from the initial
### Algorithm 1: CEDAR — Counterexample Driven Antichain Refinement

**Data:** A game $G = (L, C^{\text{out}}, C^{\text{in}}, \alpha, \beta, \delta, i^{\text{init}})$.

**Result:** Returns the weakest winning strategy for $G$, or $\bot$ in case there exists no winning strategy.

1. $g \leftarrow \text{LNF}[\{\langle L \setminus L^{\text{dead}}, A \rangle\}]$
2. while $\text{Counter}(g) \neq \emptyset$ do
3.   let $\langle i, a \rangle \xrightarrow{o} \langle \top, \bot \rangle \in \text{Counter}(g)$ where $o = c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}}$
4.   $\text{RSucc} \leftarrow \{\langle i^r, a^r \rangle \mid a^r = a \setminus \{c^{\text{out}}\}, i^r = i \cap \delta^{-1}(\delta(i) \cap a^r)\}$
5.   $\text{CPre} \leftarrow \{\langle i^r, a \rangle \mid i^{''} \in \text{Children}_g(\top), i^r = i \cap \delta^{-1}(\delta(i) \cap a) \setminus i^{''}\}$
6.   $g \leftarrow \text{LNF}[(g \setminus \{\langle i, a \rangle\}) \cup \text{RSucc} \cup \text{CPre}]$
7. if $g(i^{\text{init}}) \neq \bot$ then
8.   return $g$
9. else
10.  return $\bot$

If so then the results are useful and $g$ is returned otherwise the game is unsolvable and we return $\bot$.

### 2.4.3 Example Runs of CEDAR

**Example 2.11 (CEDAR)** In Figure 2.16 we show the successive approximations of the weakest safe strategy for the pennymatching game from Example 2.1 as computed by CEDAR, in Figure 2.17 we show the same for the blind pennymatching game of Example 2.2, in Figure 2.18 we show the same for the contramatching game of Example 2.4.
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Figure 2.16: Example run of CEDAR on Pennymatching Example 2.1

Figure 2.17: Example run of CEDAR on Blind Pennymatching Example 2.2
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Figure 2.18: Example run of cedar on the Contramatching Example 2.4
2.4.4 Correctness of CEDAR

In this section we give a formal proof of correctness for CEDAR. For the proof we use the inductive characterization of safety as given in section 2.2.5. We recall Lemma 2.5 which establishes that obstinacy and observation–closedness (cf. Definition 2.4) are necessary and sufficient conditions for safety of a given knowledge based strategy.

The general outline of the proof is then as follows. First we establish that obstinacy is an invariant of the algorithm so we always stay within the subset of obstinate strategies in the lattice of all knowledge based strategies. Next we establish that the absence of counterexamples implies observation–closedness, and that by treating a counterexample we strictly go down in the lattice of knowledge based strategies. Finally we establish that we never put any constraint on the strategy that is not necessary, in other word we stay above $f_G$ (the weakest safe strategy for game $G$) in the lattice of knowledge based strategies. This suffices since the lattice of knowledge based strategies is finite we can only go down a finite number of times before we hit $f_G$.

In the remainder of this section we define $g_n$ for $n \in \mathbb{N}$ to be the value of $g$ in Algorithm 1 after $n$ iterations of the while loop, or the final value of $g$ if the while loop terminates in less than $n$ iterations.

Lemma 2.22 (Monotonicity) For all $n \geq 0$ it holds $\text{Counter}(g_n) \neq \emptyset$ implies $[g_n] \supset [g_{n+1}]$.

Proof Let $t = ((i, a) \overset{o}{\rightarrow} (\top, \bot)) \in \text{Counter}(g_n)$ where $o = c^{out}/c^{in}$. Note that this implies, in particular, $c^{out} \in [g_n](i)$. Which, in turn, implies that $(i, a)$ is principal, to see this note that for all $(j, b) \supset (i, a)$ it holds $c^{out} \notin b$, otherwise we would have had $t' = ((j, b) \overset{o}{\rightarrow} (\top, \bot)) \in \text{Counter}(g_n)$ which would imply that $t$ is not left–maximal and hence not a principal counterexample. Now note that $g_{n+1}$ has the principal pair $(i, a)$ removed, and replaced with a number of pairs that are all strictly below $(i, a)$. Namely: $(j, b) \in \text{RSucc}$ implies $c^{out} \notin b$ and $(j, b) \in \text{CPre}$ implies $j \subset i$. It follows that $c^{out} \notin [g_{n+1}](i)$, and as we had $c^{out} \in [g_n](i)$, and clearly $[g_n] \supset [g_{n+1}]$, it follows $[g_n] \supset [g_{n+1}]$. 

Lemma 2.23 (Observation Closure) For all contravariant $g \subseteq I \times A$ it holds that $\text{Counter}(g) = \emptyset$ implies $[g]$ is observation closed.

Proof Assume $\text{Counter}(g) = \emptyset$. Then, because $g$ is in normal form, there does not exist any transition $t = ((j, b) \overset{o}{\rightarrow} (\top, \bot)) \in R^{\sim}_g$. Now assume, for contradiction, $[g]$ is not observation–closed. This implies existence of a witness
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\[ i \in I \text{ and } o = (c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}}) \in \mathcal{O} \text{ such that } c^{\text{out}} \in [g](i) \text{ and } \delta(i) \cap o \neq \emptyset \text{ yet } [g](\delta(i) \cap o) = \bot. \]  

Now let \( j' \in \text{Src}(g) \) be a weakest information set in the diagram such that \( j' \supseteq i \) and \( c^{\text{out}} \in g(j') \) by the definition of allow lattices and our assumption that \( c^{\text{out}} \in [g](i) \) such a \( j' \) must exist. Clearly then there must also exist a transition \( t' = (\langle j', b' \rangle \xrightarrow{o} (\top, \bot)) \in R_g \) which establishes the required contradiction. \( \square \)

**Lemma 2.24 (Obstinacy)** For all \( n \geq 0 \) it holds \( [g_n] \) is obstinate. \( \triangleleft \)

**Proof** By induction on \( n \). For the base case just note that \( L \setminus L^{\text{dead}} \) are exactly all locations for which there exists at least one successor location, and \( [g_0](L \setminus L^{\text{dead}}) = A \) and \( [g_0](L') = \bot \) in case \( L' \not\supseteq L \setminus L^{\text{dead}} \) this means \( g_0 \) will be the weakest possible obstinate strategy for \( G \). For the inductive case the only potentially problematic part is line [1] because we are adding a new pair to the strategy with a strictly smaller allow set than the pair we just removed. But note that the construction of this new pair ensures that all the locations that are included in the information set have at least one successor in the underlying game board intersected with this smaller allow set, cf. Figure 2.13(b). \( \square \)

**Lemma 2.25 (Completeness)** For all \( n \geq 0 \) it holds \( [g_n] \supseteq f_G \). \( \triangleleft \)

**Proof** By induction on \( n \). For the base case, we need: \( [g_0] \supseteq f_G \). Assume, for contradiction, \( [g_0] \not\supseteq f_G \), this gives us a witness \( i^w \in I \) and \( c^w \in f_G(i^w) \) such that \( c^w \notin [g_0](i^w) \). The only way for this to be possible is \( i^w \not\subseteq L \setminus L^{\text{dead}} \), which implies \( i^w \cap L^{\text{dead}} \neq \emptyset \), but this would imply \( f_G \) is not obstinate, hence not safe, which establishes the required contradiction. 

For the inductive case, we need: \( [g_{n+1}] \supseteq f_G \). First let \( t = (\langle i, a \rangle \xrightarrow{o} (\top, \bot)) \in \text{Counter}(g_n) \) such that \( o = c^o/c^i \). Now assume, for contradiction, \( [g_{n+1}] \not\supseteq f_G \), this gives us a witness \( i^w \in I \) and \( c^w \in f_G(i^w) \) such that \( c^w \notin [g_{n+1}](i^w) \). The only way for this to be possible is \( i^w \not\subseteq i \) and \( c^w \subseteq a \). This is because \( \langle i, a \rangle \) is the only pair we took away from \( g_n \) and, by inductive hypothesis \( c^w \in [g_n](i^w) \). Now let \( \langle j, b \rangle \) be the meet of all \( \langle j', b' \rangle \in g_n \) such that \( j' \supseteq i^w \). Because we are using the lattice normal form it holds \( \langle j, b \rangle \in g_n \). We have \( i^w \subseteq j \subseteq i \) and \( c^w \subseteq b \), we make a case distinction on (i) \( j \subset i \) or (ii) \( j = i \). For (i) we just note that \( \langle j, b \rangle \in g_{n+1} \) hence \( c^w \in [g_{n+1}](i^w) \), so this establishes the required contradiction for this case. For case (ii), we make a new case distinction (1) \( c^o \in f_G(i^w) \), or (2) \( c^o \notin f_G(i^w) \). For case (1) it is easily seen that observation-closedness of \( f_G \) entails that for at least one of the information sets \( i^c \) of newly-introduced \( \text{CPre} \) pairs we have \( i^w \subseteq i^c \), hence \( c^w \in [g_{n+1}](i^w) \),
which establishes the required contradiction in this case. For case (2) we have $c^w \neq c^o$, then we can show that obstinacy of $f_G$ entails that $i^w \subseteq i^r$ where $i^r$ is the information set of the newly introduced RSucc–pair, and since $c^w \neq c^o$ it must follow $c^w \in \llbracket g_{n+1} \rrbracket(i^w)$, which establishes the required contradiction.

\section*{Theorem 2.26 (Correctness)} Algorithm \[\text{always terminates with } \llbracket g \rrbracket = f_G,\]
i.e. the weakest safe strategy for game $G$.

\textit{Proof} Since the lattice of knowledge based strategies is finite, by Lemma 2.22 we have that the while loop must eventually terminate. By Lemma 2.23 we have that, $\llbracket g \rrbracket$ is observation–closed. By Lemma 2.24 we have $\llbracket g \rrbracket$ is obstinate. By Lemma 2.25 the latter two facts suffice to show that $\llbracket g \rrbracket$ is safe. Since $f_G$ is the weakest such safe strategy we have $\llbracket g \rrbracket \sqsubseteq f_G$. By Lemma 2.25 we have $\llbracket g \rrbracket \sqsubseteq f_G$. It follows $\llbracket g \rrbracket = f_G$. \hfill $\square$

\section*{2.5 Efficiency Concerns and Optimizations}

In the previous sections we gave an abstract presentation of a refinement algorithm for computing weakest knowledge based strategies in safety games of imperfect information. In this section we revisit two aspects of the definitions from an efficiency perspective: sparse normal forms and knowledge update transitions. When implemented naively, the operations on the knowledge update relation, and on the underlying allow lattice that \texttt{CEDAR} relies on, may become expensive to compute. For this reason we outline, in this section, optimized versions of these operations.

The optimizations we will discuss in the remainder of this section are conceptually quite straightforward yet can get very rich in technical detail very quickly, when completely formalized. In order to avoid an overly technical treatment of what should be essentially algorithmic ideas, these sections will have a less formal character than the previous. For the most part, the correctness of the proposed optimizations rests on the properties of the sparse normal form which were already established in Section 2.3.3.

In the previous sections we mostly assumed the lattice normal form (LNF) for storing strategies. In this section we show how it is possible to optimize this and use the sparse normal (SNF) form instead.

The most important thing to note when switching from LNF to SNF is that removing a pair from the lattice becomes more difficult because the poset will not be closed under finite meets and several non–trivial meet pairs of the pair–to–be–removed might be implicit in the poset.
In the remainder we discuss the two key operations involved in handling allow lattices in sparse normal form: *adding* pairs and *removing* pairs. Both operations can be performed incrementally, exploiting the partial order structure of the diagram. And both operations can be performed in $O(n)$ steps where $n$ is the size of the sparse lattice.

*Adding* a pair consists of two steps: (1) determining the set of direct ancestors, called *parents*, and the set of direct descendants, called *children*, of the new pair in the $\subseteq^{(s,\cdot)}$–order, and (2) updating the allow sets of all the pairs that are below the newly added pair in order to maintain contravariance, and removing all the pairs that are subsumed by the new pair in the process.

For step (1), the simplest way to determine the parents (children) of the new pair is to run the following antichain closure procedure. Start with the singleton antichain that is the top (bottom) pair of the bounded poset and keep going...
down (up) in the lattice of antichains until the antichain contains exactly the
set of smallest (greatest) pair above (below) the to–be–added pair, this gives us
the antichain of parents (children) of the to–be–added pair.

Once the parents of the new pair are known its allow set can be weakened
with the join of the allow sets of the parents, the result can be checked for
subsumption against the join of the allow sets of the parents. In this way we
are checking the resulting pair to see if it is principal or not. If its allow set
is subsumed by its joined parents, it is not principal and the pair need not be
added. If its allow set is not subsumed by the joined allow set of its parents,
it is principal and it must be added. Since the children of the new pair are
determined, the place it will occupy in the poset is known so it can be added
and the parent and child relations can be updated accordingly.

For step (2) contravariance can be ensured by another antichain closure
procedure that starts with the children of the newly added pair and works its
way down through the poset updating the allow set of all the pairs that are met
on the way by joining them with the allow set of the new pair and removing
subsumed pairs in the process.

Example 2.12 (Adding a Pair) Consider the initial allow lattice in SNF in
Figure 2.19(a). To this initial lattice we will add a new pair: \( \langle \{3, 4, 5\}, \{d\} \rangle \).
The end–result is shown in Figure 2.19(b).

For step (1) we compute the parents of the new pair. We start with the
antichain \( \{\langle \top, \bot \rangle \} \) we then check the diagram for the children of \( \langle \top, \bot \rangle \), those
are: \( \{\{1, 2, 3\}, \{a, b\}\} \) and \( \{\{2, 3, 4, 5\}, \{c\}\} \). Of these only \( \{\{2, 3, 4, 5\}, \{c\}\} \) falls
above the new pair, so we add this pair to the next antichain (restricting to
maximal elements) this way we obtain: \( \{\{\{2, 3, 4, 5\}, \{c\}\}\} \). Another itera-
tion will not yield any new elements so the closure algorithm will stabilize on
this antichain, meaning it is indeed the (singleton) antichain of parents. We
then run the dual closure procedure to determine the children of the new pair.
This time we start from \( \{\langle \bot, \top \rangle \}\), and arrive, again after a single iteration, at
\( \{\{\{3, 4\}, \{b, c\}\}, \{\{4, 5\}, \{c, d\}\}\} \) which is the antichain of children.

For step (2) we weaken the allow set of the new pair by joining it with the
allow sets of its parents, in this case it means we weaken the allow set from \{d\}
to \{c, d\}. Since this is not subsumed by the parents, we now enter the new pair,
with weakened allow set, into the poset making sure that the diagram below
the new pair remains contravariant and sparse. In this case it means we weaken
the allow set associated with \{3, 4\} further from \{b, c\} to \{b, c, d\} and we prune
out the pair with information set \{4, 5\} because its allow set \{c, d\} has become
subsumed by the new pair. The end–result is shown in Figure 2.19(b) ▷
Removing a pair from the poset consists of two steps: (i) removing the pair from the poset, and (ii) saturating the poset with all the non–trivial meets of the removed pair with some other pair in the diagram. Note that step (ii) is only necessary when we remove principal pairs, not when we prune out subsumed pairs, like for step (2) above.

For step (i), we may simply update the child and parent relation among the parents and children of the removed pair, i.e. each parent of the removed pair and each child of the removed pair will now stand in a parent and child relation, respectively, themselves. This effectively removes the pair from the poset, but also all the implied non–trivial meet pairs that would have been present if the poset would have been saturated into a complete lattice. This will be solved in the next step.

For step (ii), we run an antichain closure procedure starting from the top of the lattice working our way down. At each stage in the closure process we take the meet of the information set of the existing pair in the poset and the information set of the newly–removed pair, and the join of the allow set of the existing pair with the join of the allow set of the newly–removed pair. If the resulting information set is a strict subset of both, and the resulting allow set is a strict superset of both we know that we have a new non–trivial meet pair that has been implicit in the sparse normal form. So we add it to the poset to ensure that it remains a proper sparse reflection of the underlying lattice (which would be closed under finite meets). Note that we will never add the newly–removed pair itself because of the strict–subset/strict–superset requirement, the end result will be the same as when we first would have saturated the poset under finite meets, next removed the pair, and finally pruned away all the subsumed pairs to obtain the sparse normal form again.

Example 2.13 (Removing a Pair) Consider the initial allow lattice in SNF in Figure 2.19(a). From this initial lattice we will remove the pair $\langle \{3,4\}, \{b,c\} \rangle$. The end–result is shown in Figure 2.19(c).

For step (i) we simply remove the pair from the poset, updating the parent–child relations.

For step (ii) we start with $\langle \top, \bot \rangle$, for this pair we meet the information set $\top$ with $\{3,4\}$ and, obviously, we get $\{3,4\}$, we join the allow set $\bot$ with $\{b,c\}$ and, obviously, we get $\{b,c\}$. In other words we get the pair itself and hence the strict–subset/strict–superset requirement is not (yet) fulfilled. We therefore continue the closure–process from the antichain $\{\langle \top, \bot \rangle \}$ and look at the children of $\langle \top, \bot \rangle$, those are: $\langle \{1,2,3\}, \{a,b\} \rangle$ and $\langle \{2,3,4,5\}, \{c\} \rangle$. For the first child pair we meet $\{1,2,3\}$ with $\{3,4\}$ obtaining $\{3\}$, and we join $\{a,b\}$ with
\{b, c\} obtaining \{a, b, c\}, this gives us the new pair \(\{1, 2, 3\}, \{a, b, c\}\). It holds \(\{3\} \subset \{2, 3\}\) and \(\{a, b, c\} \supset \{b, c\}\) so the strict-subset/strict-superset requirement is fulfilled, and we add the new pair \(\{3\}, \{a, b, c\}\) to the diagram. For the second child pair we meet \(\{2, 3, 4, 5\}\) with \(\{3, 4\}\) and we obtain \(\{3, 4\}\) so the strict subset requirement fails, we therefore continue with \(\{\{2, 3, 4, 5\}, \{c\}\}\) as the new antichain. We continue the closure process and look at the children of \(\{2, 3, 4, 5\}, \{c\}\) that is: \(\{4, 5\}, \{c, d\}\) — recall that the pair itself, \(\{3, 4\}, \{b, c\}\), has already been removed from the poset — for the still remaining child pair we meet \(\{4, 5\}\) with \(\{3, 4\}\) obtaining \(\{4\}\), and we join \(\{c, d\}\) with \(\{b, c\}\) obtaining \(\{b, c, d\}\), this gives us the new pair \(\{4\}, \{b, c, d\}\). It holds \(\{4\} \subset \{3, 4\}\) and \(\{b, c, d\} \supset \{b, c\}\) so the strict-subset/strict-superset requirement is fulfilled, and we add the new pair \(\{4\}, \{b, c, d\}\) to the diagram. The end-result is shown in Figure 2.19(c).
Chapter 3

State Based Control Synthesis

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have developed a symbolic refinement algorithm for computing a weakest strategy in a safety game of imperfect information. The resulting strategy is represented in the form of a contravariant allow lattice. In this chapter we discuss an extension of CEDAR that allows us to transform the allow lattice into a concrete finite state machine.

3.2 Basic Control Loop

To motivate more thoroughly the need for state based control synthesis we introduce the basic control loop as a reference architecture for a rudimentary reactive controller. We first illustrate the basic control loop with full, symbolic information update. This demonstrates how to directly apply the results of chapter 2 in a working controller that correctly implements the weakest, safe strategy as computed by CEDAR. We next illustrate the basic control loop with concrete information update. This gets us closer to the classical notion of a controller as a finite state machine. Possible advantages of the latter technique as opposed to the full information update are:

1. A faster information update that can be carried out on the simplest em-
bedded devices as it does not involve any (symbolic) computation.

2. The possibility to reify the control constraints back into a symbolic form.

The first advantage is mainly about practical considerations. The second advantage has more immediate theoretical impact, for, as we will see, compositionality requires us to work with partly constrained systems where (sub)controllers have become part of the symbolic representation of the plant behavior. We will come back to this in Chapter 4.

### 3.2.1 Control Loop with Full Information Update

The basic control loop with full information update describes a simple architecture for a control executing a knowledge based control strategy in the form of an allow lattice. The body of the loop consists of the basic control cycle. In each cycle the control will write its output, read its input, and, based on the output/input pair exchanged, update its information state.

Throughout this chapter we will assume to be working in the context of a single safety control problem in the form of a safety game. We recall Definition 2.1 where we introduced $\delta$ and $i^{\text{init}}$ as the game board and the initial information set of this underlying control game. In particular note that $\delta(i)$ denotes the set of all successor locations of $i$ and $\delta(i) \cap o$ denotes the set of all successor locations of $i$ that are consistent with observation $o$.

In Algorithm 2 the basic control loop is presented in pseudocode. In Table 3.1 we show a sample trace of the basic control loop on an example control game. Before we treat this in more detail we first discuss the algorithm line by line.

In line 1 we initialize the internal information state of the control to the initial information set $i^{\text{init}}$. We then enter the main while–loop, of which the body is explained below. The while–condition states that the only way to break out of the control loop is when the controller enters into the inconsistent information state. This may happen when the control makes an observation that is not consistent with any of the successor states allowed by the plant model. When this happens the control loop can no longer ensure safety and must throw an exception.

---

1For an adequately modelled system the goal is, of course, for this exception never to occur. Even equipment failure should preferably be handled by modeling this as a special location, and recovering gracefully. This can be done, for example, by including a special control input modeling user intervention. However, since this is a completely open-ended problem (double failures, triple failures, etc.) there should always be the possibility for breaking out of the controller and entering into a fail-safe state that is engaged as a last resort.
Algorithm 2: Basic Control Loop with Full Knowledge Update

**Data:** A safe strategy in the form of an allow lattice \( g \subseteq I \times A \), and the initial information set \( i^{\text{init}} \)

1. **initialize** \( i \leftarrow i^{\text{init}} \)
2. **while** \( i \neq \perp \) **do**
   3. compute allow set \( a \leftarrow g(i) \)
   4. pick output \( \c_{\text{out}} \leftarrow \text{steer}(a) \)
   5. do
      6. wait for next output to be acceptable
      7. write \( \c_{\text{out}} \rightarrow \text{outputports} \)
   8. in parallel with
      9. wait for next input to be available
     10. read \( \c_{\text{in}} \leftarrow \text{inputports} \)
     11. merge \( o \leftarrow \c_{\text{out}}/\c_{\text{in}} \)
   12. update information state \( i \leftarrow \text{Update}(i, o) \)
   13. throw exception

At the start of each control cycle, in line 3 the control computes the largest set of currently allowed control outputs. In line 4 the control selects a concrete control output from the symbolic set of allowed outputs. For generality, we make no assumptions on the order of arrival and departure of the control outputs and inputs, instead we assume that the outputs and inputs occur concurrently. In line 6 the control waits for the next control output to be due. In line 7 the chosen output is written to the control ports. Concurrently, in line 9 the control waits for the next control input to stabilize and become available. In line 10 the control reads the next control input from the input ports. In line 11 the two threads merge their data into the output/input pair that was exchanged. This output/input pair constitutes the observation that was made on the plant state. In line 12 we use the observation to update the internal information state of the control. This function is defined as follows.

**Definition 3.1 (Full Knowledge Update Function)** We define the *full knowledge update function* \( \text{Update} : I \rightarrow \mathcal{O} \rightarrow I \) as follows:

\[
\text{Update}(i, o) = \delta(i) \cap o
\]

This update function computes the strongest possible successor information set based on the current information state and the observation.
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To illustrate the basic control loop with full knowledge update we introduce the following control game example.

**Example 3.1 (Racetrack Game)** In Figure 3.1 we show the game board for the racetrack game. The system modeled in this control game is loosely based on the idea of a toy electric racetrack. It is chosen to be as compact as possible yet exhibit several interesting features concerning information retention. The racecar modeled in this control game can be in one of six locations. Locations 1, 2, 3 and 4 are safe locations and locations 5 and 6 are failure locations. Let us say these correspond to the racecar going off the track while trying to exit/enter to/from the pit stop at location 4. The system will return at each cycle one of two control inputs: x or y. The control input x notifies a safe location and the control input y notifies a failure location. The system accepts at each cycle one of three control outputs: a, b or c. Control outputs a and b lead us to re-enter through the top and bottom of the track, respectively. Note that control outputs a and b can never be given twice in a row without ending up in a failure location. Control output c can always be given safely and results in alternation between locations 3 and 4. Due to this alternating behavior it becomes important how often the control output c occurred. Counting from location 4 an odd number of c’s means the system is in location 3 in which it is unsafe to play either a or b, and an even number of c’s means the system is in location 4 in which it is safe to play either a, b, or c. Because there is no observation distinguishing locations 3 and 4 the control strategy must retain at least one bit of information to distinguish between them. This is why the racetrack game is interesting from a state based control perspective.

Figure 3.1: Game board for the racetrack system of Example 3.1
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![Diagram of a strategy]

Figure 3.2: Strategy computed by CEDAR on the racetrack system of Example 3.1, the top and bottom pair are omitted for brevity.

In Figure 3.2 we show the weakest, safe, allow lattice as computed by CEDAR on the racetrack game of Example 3.1. In Table 3.1 we show a sample trace of the basic control loop for the racetrack game of Example 3.1. As can be seen, at each iteration, we know exactly what is the largest set of safe control outputs \( a \). After seeing the observation sequence \( a/x, c/x, c/x \) we return once more to the state \( i = \{4\} \) where \( a = \{a, b, c\} \), i.e.: all control outputs are allowed.

### 3.2.2 Control Loop with Concrete Knowledge Update

The control loop introduced in the previous section provides a fully functional implementation of a safety controller where the control states are computed on-the-fly using the symbolic \( \delta \) successor-set operation. We would now like to extend our approach to provide an equivalent controller that avoids the use of the \( \delta \) successor-set operation and, instead, is based on the more traditional notion of a finite state machine.

To bridge our notion of an allow lattice to the more traditional notion of a
Table 3.1: Sample run of the basic control loop (Algorithm 2) on Example 3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>initialization:</td>
<td>$i \leftarrow {4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set:</td>
<td>$a \leftarrow {a, b, c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>pick control output:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{out}} \leftarrow a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>read control input:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{in}} \leftarrow x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>merge into observation:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}} \leftarrow a/x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>update knowledge:</td>
<td>$i \leftarrow {1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set:</td>
<td>$a \leftarrow {b, c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>pick control output:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{out}} \leftarrow c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>read control input:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{in}} \leftarrow x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>merge into observation:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}} \leftarrow c/x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>update knowledge:</td>
<td>$i \leftarrow {3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set:</td>
<td>$a \leftarrow {c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>pick control output:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{out}} \leftarrow c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>read control input:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{in}} \leftarrow x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>merge into observation:</td>
<td>$c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}} \leftarrow c/x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>update knowledge:</td>
<td>$i \leftarrow {4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set:</td>
<td>$a \leftarrow {a, b, c}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
finite state machine we make use of the knowledge update transitions as they were already introduced in the previous chapter. We will interpret the pairs in the allow lattice as the states in an automaton, and we will interpret the knowledge update relation as the transition relation of this automaton. For a correct interpretation of the allow lattice as a finite state machine we will need two extra conditions to be fulfilled.

As a first condition, the allow lattice must be closed under finite meets. In practice we would always proceed in a forward manner starting from the initial state and scanning observations to find successor states in the automaton using a simple forward saturation algorithm. We will proceed this way in order to avoid having to potentially close the entire diagram under finite meets, however for the purpose of this exposition we will leave such an optimization implicit and simply assume the entire diagram to be closed under finite meets.

The main reason to close the diagram under finite meets is to make the $R^{-}$ relation deterministic. Note that $R^{-}$, the right-minimal knowledge update relation, is the only suitable relation to use as the transition relation for a control automaton. This is so because the right-minimal knowledge update relation always selects the strongest possible successor knowledge in the diagram based on our current knowledge and the observation.

As a second condition, we must make sure that there are enough information sets present in the lattice to retain all necessary information. We will work this out formally in the next section. For Example 3.1 we remarked that playing the racetrack game requires the player to always retain at least one bit of information (whether an even/odd number of c’s were played). It is this type of information retention that requires additional information sets to be introduced into the diagram. To illustrate this further we first introduce the basic control loop with concrete knowledge update. Next, we will show how the naive translation (just taking the allow lattice as it is computed by CEDAR) does not contain enough states to retain all necessary information. In the next sections we will show how the allow lattice can be refined up to a point that the two approaches (full versus concrete information update) coincide.

Algorithm 3 differs from Algorithm 2 in lines 1 and 12. In line 1 the initialization is now performed by setting the internal information state of the control to the best approximation of the initial information set in $g$ (cf. Definition 2.12). In line 12, the current knowledge is updated to reflect the observation using the concrete knowledge update function defined as follows:

**Definition 3.2 (Concrete Knowledge Update Function)** For a given allow lattice $g \subseteq I \times A$ we define the concrete knowledge update function, denoted:
Algorithm 3: Basic Control Loop with Concrete Knowledge Update

**Data:** A safe strategy in the form of an allow lattice $g \subseteq I \times A$, and the initial information set $i_{\text{init}}$

1. **initialize** $i \leftarrow i_{\text{init}}$
2. **while** $i \neq \perp$ **do**
   3. compute allow set $a \leftarrow g(i)$
   4. pick output $c_{\text{out}} \leftarrow \text{steer}(a)$
   5. **do**
      6. wait for next output to be acceptable
      7. write $c_{\text{out}} \rightarrow \text{outputports}$
   8. **in parallel with**
      9. wait for next input to be available
     10. read $c_{\text{in}} \leftarrow \text{inputports}$
     11. merge $o \leftarrow c_{\text{out}} / c_{\text{in}}$
     12. update information state $i \leftarrow \text{ConcreteUpdate}_g(i, o)$
3. **throw exception**

**ConcreteUpdate** $g : I \rightarrow O \rightarrow I$, such that for a given information set $i \in I$ and a given observation $o \in O$ it holds:

$$\text{ConcreteUpdate}_g(i, o) = \bigcap \{ i' \in g \mid i' \supseteq \text{Update}(i, o) \}$$

Note that, for an allow lattice that closed under finite meets there is always precisely one such $i'$ in the diagram, as long as $o$ is allowed **ConcreteUpdate** $g$, coincides with the knowledge update relation $R_{-g}$.

In Table 3.2 we show a sample trace of the basic control with concrete knowledge updates for the same plant model and allow lattice as we used in Table 3.1. As can be seen the knowledge after observing the observation sequence $a/x, c/x, c/x$ has degenerated to $i = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$ and the associated allow set becomes $a = \{c\}$. Contrast this to Table 3.1 where the knowledge and allow set, after the same observation sequence, were $i = \{3\}$ and $a = \{a, b, c\}$, respectively. This shows that the naive translation of simply taking the allow lattice as computed by CEDAR does not suffice for the case of the concrete knowledge update.
Table 3.2: Sample run of the basic control loop with concrete knowledge updates (Algorithm 3) on Example 3.1 to be contrasted to Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>( i \leftarrow {4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compute allow set</td>
<td>( a \leftarrow {a, b, c} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pick control output</td>
<td>( c^{out} \leftarrow a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Read control input</td>
<td>( c^{in} \leftarrow x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Merge into observation</td>
<td>( c^{out}/c^{in} \leftarrow a/x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Update knowledge</td>
<td>( i \leftarrow {1, 4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compute allow set</td>
<td>( a \leftarrow {b, c} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pick control output</td>
<td>( c^{out} \leftarrow c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Read control input</td>
<td>( c^{in} \leftarrow x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Merge into observation</td>
<td>( c^{out}/c^{in} \leftarrow c/x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Update knowledge</td>
<td>( i \leftarrow {1, 2, 3, 4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compute allow set</td>
<td>( a \leftarrow {c} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pick control output</td>
<td>( c^{out} \leftarrow c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Read control input</td>
<td>( c^{in} \leftarrow x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Merge into observation</td>
<td>( c^{out}/c^{in} \leftarrow c/x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Update knowledge</td>
<td>( i \leftarrow {1, 2, 3, 4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compute allow set</td>
<td>( a \leftarrow {c} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.3 Introducing History States into the Control Loop

In the previous section we gave a counterexample where the naive interpretation of the information contained in the allow lattice computed by CEDAR as the basis for representing the knowledge of a controller falls short of being maximally permissive. This means that we need to introduce auxiliary information sets into the allow lattice that maintain enough information about the history of the observation sequence to keep the controller maximally permissive. There should be enough information sets that are identified in the allow lattice such that the concrete knowledge updates retain just enough information for the controller to remain maximally permissive for any possible observation sequence.

As a first step to achieving this with a symbolic saturation algorithm we take a closer look at the racetrack game of Example 3.1. In particular we look at Figure 3.2 showing the weakest, safe allow lattice computed by CEDAR for this game. As is shown in the trace in Table 3.2 the problem occurs when we jump from knowledge \( i = \{1, 4\} \) through observation \( c/x \) to \( i = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \). The full knowledge update would allow us to conclude that output \( c \) from location 1 or 4 always leads to location 3. However there is no information set \( \{3\} \) present in the allow lattice. The reason that it is not present is because it is not relevant to the allow set (it is not principal), so the next knowledge defaults to the much weaker information \( \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \). Even though the information set \( \{3\} \) is not principally (0–step) relevant we say it is historically (0, 1, 2, ..., n–step) relevant.

In Figure 3.3 we show the same allow lattice now with the information set \( \{3\} \) added to it. As can be seen the transition structure has been changed by the addition of the history state \( \{3\} \). If we now run the basic control loop using this new allow lattice, again on the same game and observation sequence, we obtain the trace in Table 3.3. When we contrast this to Tables 3.2 and 3.1 we see that the implemented strategy is now maximally permissive, at least for this example.

The question remains what is the exact formal criterion by which the state \( \{3\} \) qualifies as historical, and subsequently how to systematically introduce historical states so that the full information retention strategy and the concrete information update strategy coincide. We will formalize this more thoroughly in the next section. But first we sketch the general outline of the refinement step by which the diagram in Figure 3.3 may be obtained from the diagram in Figure 3.2.

Historical states are introduced using a generalization of the controllable predecessor step as used in the CEDAR refinement algorithm. Whether a right–
Figure 3.3: Same strategy as Figure 3.2 with the addition of history state \{3\}.

Figure 3.4: Reachable part of Figure 3.3 presented as a Moore/Mealy machine.
Table 3.3: Sample run of the basic control loop (Algorithm 3) using the allow lattice in Figure 3.3 to be contrasted to Table 3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>initialization</td>
<td>{4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set</td>
<td>{a, b, c}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>pick control output</td>
<td>(c^\text{out} \leftarrow a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>read control input</td>
<td>(c^\text{in} \leftarrow x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>merge into observation</td>
<td>(c^\text{out}/c^\text{in} \leftarrow a/x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>update knowledge</td>
<td>{1, 4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set</td>
<td>{b, c}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>pick control output</td>
<td>(c^\text{out} \leftarrow c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>read control input</td>
<td>(c^\text{in} \leftarrow x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>merge into observation</td>
<td>(c^\text{out}/c^\text{in} \leftarrow c/x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>update knowledge</td>
<td>{1, 2, 3, 4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set</td>
<td>{c}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>pick control output</td>
<td>(c^\text{out} \leftarrow c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>read control input</td>
<td>(c^\text{in} \leftarrow x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>merge into observation</td>
<td>(c^\text{out}/c^\text{in} \leftarrow c/x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>update knowledge</td>
<td>{4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>compute allow set</td>
<td>{a, b, c}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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minimal, knowledge update transition \( i \xrightarrow{o} i' \) is a candidate for refinement depends on the direct, non–trivial children of \( i' \) in the allow lattice. If there exists a direct, non–trivial child \( i'' \subset i' \) in the allow lattice and \( i'' \cap o \neq \emptyset \) we call \( i \xrightarrow{o} i' \) a duplicable edge. In this case we can compute the largest set \( i_h \subset i \) such that \( i_h \xrightarrow{o} i'' \), i.e. we try to strengthen the source information set to make the knowledge update transition land at the stronger target information set. This results in the following diagram:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{i} \xrightarrow{o} \text{i}' \xrightarrow{o} \text{i}'', \\
\subset, \\
\text{i}_h \xrightarrow{o} \text{i}''
\end{array}
\]

Where \( i_h \) forms the newly introduced historical state. In effect we are “pulling–out” the source state \( i \) of the transition \( i \xrightarrow{o} i' \) with the aim of strengthening the target state to \( i'' \subset i' \). The dotted transition from \( i \) to \( i'' \) is called the potential knowledge update transition.

For the example in Figure 3.2 this applies because we have the following situation:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
i = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \xrightarrow{o=c/x} i' = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \\
\subset, \\
i_h = \{3\} \xrightarrow{o=c/x} i'' = \{1, 4\}
\end{array}
\]

So indeed, we arrive at \( \{3\} \) as the newly introduced historical state, yielding Figure 3.3. By symmetry, the same result can be obtained using \( i'' = \{2, 4\} \).

Note that this is a generalization of the controllable predecessor step as we are using it in the CEDAR algorithm. The generalization lies in the fact that we not only consider unsafe, right–minimal knowledge update transitions that lead to \( \langle \top, \bot \rangle \) but we consider right–minimal knowledge update transitions that have arbitrary target states as long as these target states have non–trivial children states supporting the same observation. In Section 3.3 we will make this refinement step precise. But first we formally introduce the necessary, additional semantical concepts.
3.3 State Based Control

In the previous section we have outlined an idea of how to come from knowledge based strategies to history based strategies by identifying a small, finite basis of information. We also outlined how to compute such a basis of information by refining the allow lattice further than what is achieved in a basic run of the CEDAR refinement algorithm. In this section and the following we will give a more formal treatment of this idea, first on a semantical level.

3.3.1 History Based Strategies

We start by defining the standard game theoretical notion of a history based strategy. This will be a suitable extension of the knowledge based semantics that, in addition to the initial information set, takes into account the sequence of observations leading to a new, updated information set.

**Definition 3.3 (HBS)** A history based strategy is a function \( h : I \rightarrow O^* \rightarrow A \) mapping an initial information set and a history of observations to an allow set. The set of all history based strategies is denoted \( HBS \). We define \( h_\perp \) as the strategy that maps all initial information sets and histories to \( \perp \) and \( h_\top \) as the strategy that maps all initial information sets and histories to \( \top \), and \( h_1 \uplus h_2 \) as the strategy \( h' \) that maps a given information set \( i \in I \) and history \( \sigma \in O^* \) to \( h'(i, \sigma) = h_1(i, \sigma) \uplus h_2(i, \sigma) \). We define \( \sqcap \) analogously using intersection of allow sets. Finally we define a partial order \( \sqsubseteq \) on \( HBS \) such that \( h \sqsubseteq h' \) iff for all \( i \in I \) and \( \sigma \in O^* \) it holds \( h(i, \sigma) \subseteq h'(i, \sigma) \).

It is quite straightforward to see that \( (HBS, \sqsubseteq) \) forms a complete lattice. The strategies \( h_\top \) and \( h_\perp \) form the top and bottom elements, respectively. And the operations \( \uplus \) and \( \sqcap \) form the natural join and meet, respectively. Note that every history based strategy \( h \in HBS \) naturally corresponds to a knowledge based strategy \( f \in KBS \) such that for all \( i \in I \) it holds \( f(i) = h(i, \epsilon) \).

3.3.2 History Aware Semantics

Analogous to Section 2.3.2 where we introduced the knowledge based semantics for pairsets we will now introduce the two new history based semantics for pairsets that we already informally introduced in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

**Definition 3.4 (Full Knowledge Update Semantics)** We lift the full knowledge update function as defined in Definition 3.1 to possibly empty sequences of
observations $\text{Update}^* : I \rightarrow \mathcal{O}^* \rightarrow I$ with the following recurrence:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Update}^*(i, \epsilon) &= i \\
\text{Update}^*(i, o \sim \sigma) &= \text{Update}^*(\text{Update}(i, o), \sigma)
\end{align*}$$

Based on this we define for a given $g \subseteq I \times A$ the full knowledge update strategy $\text{Allow}_g : I \rightarrow \mathcal{O}^* \rightarrow A$ as the history based strategy such that for all $i \in I$ and $\sigma \in \mathcal{O}^*$ it holds:

$$\text{Allow}_g(i, \sigma) = \llbracket g \rrbracket(\text{Update}^*(i, \sigma))$$

This strategy uses the full update function to determine the strongest successor knowledge, next it uses the knowledge based strategy $\llbracket g \rrbracket$ to specify which allow set should be played.

**Definition 3.5 (Concrete Update Semantics)** For a given set $g \subseteq I \times A$, we lift the concrete knowledge update function as defined in Definition 3.2 to possibly empty sequences of observations $\text{ConcreteUpdate}^*_g : I \rightarrow \mathcal{O}^* \rightarrow I$ with the following recurrence:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{ConcreteUpdate}^*_g(i, \epsilon) &= \bigcap \{ i' \in g \mid i' \supseteq i \} \\
\text{ConcreteUpdate}^*_g(i, o \sim \sigma) &= \text{ConcreteUpdate}^*_g(\text{ConcreteUpdate}_g(i, o), \sigma)
\end{align*}$$

Based on this we define the concrete knowledge update strategy as the history based strategy $\text{ConcreteAllow}_g : I \rightarrow \mathcal{O}^* \rightarrow A$ such that for all $i \in I$ and $\sigma \in \mathcal{O}^*$ it holds:

$$\text{ConcreteAllow}_g(i, \sigma) = \llbracket g \rrbracket(\text{ConcreteUpdate}^*_g(i, \sigma))$$

This strategy starts with the best approximation knowledge of $i$, it then uses the concrete update function to compute the best approximation of the successor knowledge and finally it uses the knowledge based strategy $\llbracket g \rrbracket$ to specify which allow set should be played.

The following lemmas illustrate the connection between the full and the concrete knowledge update semantics:

**Lemma 3.6** For all $g \subseteq I \times A$ it holds $\text{ConcreteAllow}_g \sqsubseteq \text{Allow}_g$.  

**Proof** For all $i \in I$ and all $o \in \mathcal{O}$ it holds $\text{ConcreteUpdate}_g(i, o) \supseteq \text{Update}(i, o)$, i.e.: $\text{ConcreteUpdate}_g$ overapproximates $\text{Update}$. Then by a simple induction
on the length of observation sequences we obtain the same for the iterated knowledge update functions, i.e.: ConcreteUpdate\textsuperscript{*} overapproximates Update\textsuperscript{*}

Then by contravariance of \([g]\) it follows that ConcreteAllow\textsubscript{g} underapproximates Allow\textsubscript{g}.

Lemma 3.7 For every allow lattice \(g \subseteq I \times A\) it holds that there exists a refinement \(g' \supseteq g\) such that ConcreteAllow\textsubscript{g'} = Allow\textsubscript{g}.

Proof We may take \(g' = \{\langle i, [g](i) \rangle \mid i \in I\}\), i.e. the full powerset lattice. For this \(g'\) we have for all \(i \in I\) and \(o \in O\) it holds \(\delta(i) \cap o \in g'\) and hence for all \(i \neq \emptyset\) it holds ConcreteUpdate\textsubscript{g'}(i, o) = Update(i, o).

The latter existence proof relies on the full powerset construction. For a more practical result we need a way to compute a sufficient refinement \(g' \supseteq g\) that retains enough information such that ConcreteAllow\textsubscript{g'} = Allow\textsubscript{g} without immediately requiring the full powerset construction.

3.3.3 State Based Control Synthesis Algorithm

In the previous chapter we developed an algorithm to symbolically compute the weakest, safe allow set for any given information set in a safety game. We did this using a counter example driven refinement step. In this section we look at a new type of refinement step that allows us to refine the strategy further than what is achieved in a basic run of the CEDAR algorithm. The refinement step will be based on the notion of a duplicable edge observation which generalizes the controllable predecessor refinement.

Definition 3.8 (Potential Knowledge Update Relation) In the remainder, will often use shorthand notation writing \(i \in g\) instead of \(\exists a. \langle i, a \rangle \in g\) and \((i \overset{o}{\rightarrow} i') \in R\) instead of \(\exists a, a' \in A. \langle i, a \rangle \overset{o}{\rightarrow} \langle i', a' \rangle \in R\) wherever this is clear from the context. For a given \(g \subseteq I \times A\) we define the potential knowledge update relation \(R^\text{pot}_g \subseteq g \times O \times g\) such that \(i \overset{o}{\rightarrow} i'' \in R^\text{pot}_g\) iff there exists a duplicable edge \(i \overset{o}{\rightarrow} i' \in R_g\) such that \(i' \supseteq i''\).

For a diagram illustrating the above definition cf. Page 85 Figure 3.1. Intuitively a potential knowledge update transition can be turned into a true knowledge update transition by constraining the source information set. We can then treat the potential knowledge update relation by inserting this strengthened predecessor into \(g\). This brings us in a position to define the DEODAR algorithm, formally, as a fixed-point iteration.
Definition 3.9 (DEODAR Fixed Point) For a given $g \subseteq I \times A$ we define the successive historical approximations of $g$ using the following recursion:

$$g_0 = g$$
$$g_{n+1} = g_n \cup \{ \langle i_h, g(i_h) \rangle \mid \exists (i \xrightarrow{o} i'') \in R^\text{pot}_{g_n} \text{ and } i_h = i \setminus \delta^{-1}(\delta(i) \cap o \setminus i'') \}$$

We define the historical fixed point $\overline{g} = \lim_{n \to \infty} g_n$. ▷

The purpose of the DEODAR algorithm is to compute a diagram that contains enough information sets so that the concrete knowledge update semantics coincides with the full knowledge update semantics. This is expressed in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.10 For any allow lattice $g \subseteq I \times A$ it holds that

$$\text{ConcreteAllow}_g = \text{Allow}_g$$

i.e.: the history based strategy with concrete information updates, on the saturated diagram, coincides with the history based strategy with full information updates on the original diagram. ▷

Proof Let $\sigma$ be some arbitrary sequence of observations, more precisely, wlog:

$$\sigma = o_0 \ldots o_n \in O^*$$

Let $i_0 i_1 \ldots i_n$ be the successive knowledge information sets for a player (called the full player) that follows the full knowledge update strategy, more precisely, we define:

$$i_m = \text{Update}^\ast(i_{\text{init}}, o_0 \ldots o_m)$$

Finally let $i'_0 \ldots i'_n$ be the successive knowledge information sets for a player (called the concrete player) that follows the concrete knowledge update strategy, more precisely, we define:

$$i'_m = \text{ConcreteUpdate}^\ast(i_{\text{init}}, o_0 \ldots o_m)$$

We now need the following:

1. At each point in the sequence both players’ allow sets will be the same:

   for all $0 \leq m \leq n$ it holds $[g](i_m) = [\overline{g}](i'_m)$
We proceed by defining a simulation function \( \text{sim} : I \rightarrow \mathcal{G} \) that assigns each possible information set its strongest approximation in \( \mathcal{G} \), more precisely for all \( i \in I \) we define

\[
\text{sim}(i) = \bigcap \{ i' \in \mathcal{G} \mid i' \supseteq i \}
\]

Now, since we only added pairs of the form \( \langle i_h, [g](i_h) \rangle \) to \( \mathcal{G} \), it is not hard to see that \( [g](i_m) = [\mathcal{G}](\text{sim}(i_m)) \). This means that for proving 1 it would suffice to show the following:

2. At each point in the sequence the concrete player’s knowledge information set will be the strongest approximation of the full player’s information set:

\[
\text{for all } 0 \leq m \leq n \text{ it holds } i'_m = \text{sim}(i_m)
\]

Now to prove 2 we proceed by contradiction. For contradiction assume that 2 does not hold. Now, without loss of generality, let \( m \) be the first index at which it no longer holds \( i'_m = \text{sim}(i_m) \). By definition we have \( i'_0 = \text{sim}(i_0) \) so it must follow \( m > 0 \), in particular this proves there is at least one predecessor for which it still holds \( i'_{m-1} = \text{sim}(i_{m-1}) \). The situation can be summed up in the following diagram:

Where the upper double arrows denote an application of the full Update function, and the lower double arrows denote an application of the ConcreteUpdate function. Since we have \( i'_m \supseteq \text{sim}(i_m) \) (otherwise the concrete player’s information would be inconsistent with the full player’s information) and \( i'_m \neq \text{sim}(i_m) \) it follows that \( i'_m \supset \text{sim}(i_m) \). Now we have the following situation:

\[
i'_{m-1} \xrightarrow{o_{m-1}} i'_m \supset \text{sim}(i_m)
\]

In particular it follows \( i'_{m-1} \xrightarrow{o_{m-1}} \text{sim}(i_m) \in R^\text{pot}_\mathcal{G} \), i.e.: it is a potential knowledge update transition. Then, by closure of \( \mathcal{G} \) under DEODAR we get the existence of
an additional historical information set $i_h \in \overline{g}$ such that:

$$
i^\prime_{m-1} \xrightarrow{o_{m-1}} i'_m
\subseteq \sim(i_m)
\subseteq i_{m-1} \xrightarrow{o_{m-1}} i_h
$$

Then we get, by construction of the controllable predecessor $i_h$, that it must hold: $i^\prime_{m-1} \supset i_h \supseteq i_{m-1}$. This contradicts our assumption that $i^\prime_{m-1}$ is the best approximation of $i_{m-1}$ in $\overline{g}$. \square

### 3.4 Efficiency Concerns and Optimizations

In this section we discuss an important optimization for DEODAR. We start from the observation that, in many cases, it is possible to have a reduction in the number of control states if we relax the strict requirement of generating the weakest strategy, to any strategy that has the same outcome as the weakest strategy. To see this consider the following example.

**Example 3.2 (Orthogonal Game)** Consider the game board shown in Figure 3.5. This very simple game is called the orthogonal game because the control input and output are orthogonal in the sense that the output has no bearing on the input and vice versa. In particular, the only safe control output is ‘a’ regardless of what is the input, and the input alternates strictly between ‘x’ and ‘y’ regardless of what is the output.

In Figure 3.6 we show the derivation of a weakest strategy for this control game. In Figure 3.6(a) we show the initial allow lattice, in Figure 3.6(b) we show the allow lattice yielded by CEDAR, and in Figure 3.6(c) we show the allow lattice yielded by DEODAR.

Intuitively the result in Figure 3.6(b) is sufficiently strong as a winning strategy: the control output is restricted to always be safe, and the control input is, as we noticed earlier, not important to the control strategy. Yet as we can see in Figure 3.6(c) the history based strategy as computed by DEODAR does require an additional state distinction. The reason for this are the dashed transitions leading to the inconsistent state: $\perp$. In order to detect when such an inconsistent observation occurs the strategy needs to distinguish locations $\ell_0$ and $\ell_2$. \llcorner
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As can be seen from the previous example: sometimes state distinctions made by DEODAR are only present to predict what are inconsistent observations. This type of distinctions are fundamentally different from state distinctions that are necessary to predict the result of consistent observations. In particular the latter type of distinction may influence the outcome whereas the former type of distinction does not influence the outcome.

When we relax the requirement of a strictly weakest strategy to a strategy that has the same outcome as the weakest strategy on the underlying plant model, we obtain the possibility for an important optimization of the DEODAR algorithm. The optimization consists in an additional requirement on the potential knowledge update relation $i \xrightarrow{p} i'' \in R_g^{pot}$ where we require $i''$ to be nonempty. We call this optimization loose inconsistency tracking because it entails that not every inconsistent observation will be detected in general, yet a finite state controller derived in this way is potentially a lot smaller than a finite state controller that does strict inconsistency tracking.

**Example 3.3 (Loose Inconsistency Tracking)** If we consider CEDAR+DEODAR applied to the game board shown in Figure 3.5, this time with loose inconsistency tracking enabled the end result will be Figure 3.6(b) instead of Figure 3.6(c). If we then consider an inconsistent observation sequence, for instance: $a/y, a/y$ we see that, instead of ending up in the bottom state $\langle \bot, \top \rangle$ like in Figure 3.6(c) we stay in the state $\langle \{\ell_0, \ell_2\}, \{a\} \rangle$.

As can be seen from the previous example, in some cases it is possible to significantly simplify the allow lattice (less state distinctions) in the case of loose inconsistency tracking. Instead of “accept–all” semantics for inconsistent observation sequences we obtain more of a “don’t–care” semantics. This type of simplification is somewhat analogous to the situation for BDDs. Also BDD structures can sometimes be significantly simplified based on a “don’t–care” subset of their domain. Clearly the principle is related, although in our case...
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Figure 3.6: Example run of CEDAR+DEODAR on the orthogonal game.
we are dealing with languages of inconsistent observation sequences rather than simple value sets.
Part II

Compositionality
Chapter 4

Compositional Control Synthesis

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters we have discussed symbolic methods for solving safety control problems over plant models that feature partial observability. In this chapter we show how to employ these techniques in a compositional framework.

Compositionality refers to the property of a constraint derived on a component level to remain valid when this component is subsequently composed with other components to form a larger system.

We are interested in compositionality for reasons of scalability. By relying on compositionality we are able to derive control constraints on small, individual components of the plant model first, and then to gradually increase the scope before, finally, synthesizing an integrated controller capable of controlling the entire plant.

The compositional approach may be contrasted to the monolithic approach where we would treat the entire, uncontrolled plant model at once, without first restricting the behavior of sublocalities. Our working hypothesis is that the compositional approach gives better scaling behavior than the monolithic approach.

How the idea of compositionality works out in the case of control synthesis is illustrated in Figure 4.1. As in Figure 2.1 from Chapter 2, the diagram shows the two principal domains involved: the control and the plant. However, in
addition we now show some more of the fine-grained structure that is present in the plant model. In this case the plant model decomposes into two distinct plant components.

The main problem of compositionality is to derive control constraints for a given subset of the full set of plant components. We refer to such a subset as a locality. In Figure 4.1 there are two plant components so there are three relevant control localities: \{1\}, \{2\} and \{1, 2\}. Locality \{1\} is responsible for the safety of plant component 1 insofar it can be locally enforced, control locality \{2\} is responsible for the safety of plant component 2 insofar it can be locally enforced, and finally control locality \{1, 2\} is responsible for filtering out any unsafe behavior that cannot be enforced on the level of either control locality \{1\} or \{2\}. In this chapter we discuss how this can be achieved without loss of generality.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2 we introduce a running example that is used in the remainder. In Section 4.3 we introduce the notion of a propositional transition system, which will form the semantic object of interest for the remainder of the chapter. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5 we make precise the link between the symbolic framework and the algorithms that we have developed in Chapters 2 and 3. And finally, in Section 4.7 we present a compositional algorithm for solving safety control problems.
4.2 Motivating Example

We consider the parcel plant illustrated in Figure 4.2(a). This fictive plant consists of a feeder and two stamps connected together with a conveyor belt. A parcel is fed onto the belt by the feeder. The belt transports the parcel over to stamp 1 which prints a tracking code. The belt then transports the parcel over to stamp 2 which stamps the shipping company’s logo.

In Figure 4.2(b) we show the decomposition structure of the model. As can be seen the three physical units that make up the plant are modeled as three separate plant components. The interface between the various components is made up of output and input propositions. Propositions are single bits of information that encode a particular piece of state in the plant model. Some propositions are readable by the control, these are control input propositions, some propositions are writable by the control, these are control output propositions, and some propositions are neither readable nor writable, these are uncontrollable (plant) propositions.

In Figure 4.2(c) we list all the propositions we used to model the various components of this particular example. For each proposition we indicate whether it is a control output or input, and whether or not it holds for the current state of the plant as it is shown in the picture in Figure 4.2(a).

4.3 Propositional Transition Systems

In order to formalize the parcel plant example, as introduced in the previous section, we need to specify the internal behavior of the various plant components involved. As a simple and light–weight modeling framework we use propositional transition systems to specify the behavior of plant components.

**Definition 4.1 (PTSs)** We let $\mathcal{X}$ be a background set of propositions. For a given subset $X \subseteq \mathcal{X}$ a function $s : X \rightarrow \{0,1\}$ mapping each proposition to a truth value is called a state or valuation over $X$, with $S[X]$ we denote the full set of all possible states over $X$. A propositional transition system (PTS) is a tuple $P = (L,X,\gamma,\delta,L^\text{init})$, consisting of a finite set of locations $L$, a finite set of relevant propositions $X \subseteq \mathcal{X}$, a propositional labeling $\gamma : L \rightarrow S[X]$, a transition relation $\delta \subseteq L \times L$, and a set of initial locations $L^\text{init} \subseteq L$. With $\mathcal{P}$ we denote the set of all PTSs. We define an operation $\text{Reach} : \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ such that $\text{Reach}(P)$ denotes the restriction of $P$ to reachable locations which are all locations which can be reached by at least one path of transitions starting from some initial location. For a given PTS $P$ we define $\text{Traces}(P)$ as the language of
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(a) Illustration of the parcel stamping plant.

(b) Decomposition structure of the parcel stamping plant model.

(c) Legend of all the propositions used in modeling the parcel stamping plant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prop.:</th>
<th>Description:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p_0 )</td>
<td>parcel present at belt location 0</td>
<td>uncontrollable</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_0 )</td>
<td>optical sensor 0 triggered</td>
<td>control input</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_1 )</td>
<td>parcel present at belt location 1</td>
<td>uncontrollable</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>stamping arm 1 activated</td>
<td>control output</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>optical sensor 1 triggered</td>
<td>control input</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_2 )</td>
<td>parcel present at belt location 2</td>
<td>uncontrollable</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_2 )</td>
<td>stamping arm 2 activated</td>
<td>control output</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_2 )</td>
<td>optical sensor 2 triggered</td>
<td>control input</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: A modular parcel stamping plant, illustration [a], decomposition structure [b] and legend of propositions used in the modeling [c].
finite or infinite traces \( \sigma \in S[\mathcal{X}]^* \cup S[\mathcal{X}]^\omega \) of maximal states that are consistent with some maximal, finite or infinite path of locations through \( P \) starting at some initial location.

Propositional transition systems can be seen as a specialization of the more general labeled transition systems, where the set of edge labels is degenerate (singleton) and the set of state labels is the set of propositional valuations. Alternatively PTSs can be seen as Kripke structures, except for the fact that we do not require the property of left totality (or deadlock freedom). Note that, after synthesis this property will hold on the resulting system. So that, indeed, after synthesis the resulting system (plant composed with controller) will be a Kripke structure.

The reason for fixing our semantics at the level of PTSs is twofold. On the one hand, they are rich enough to describe all the semantic objects that we will need in the remainder (plant, component, game board, controller). On the other hand, they are technically simpler than the full blown notion of a labeled transition system. In particular PTSs permit a natural, well known symbolic representation using binary decision diagrams.

To make the relationship between PTSs and symbolic notation precise we will introduce a basic primed propositional logic as a light–weight formalism.

**Definition 4.2 (Primed Propositional Logic)** Recall the definition of \( \mathcal{X} \) as the set of atomic propositions. We now define the set of primed atomic propositions \( \mathcal{X}' = \{ x' \mid x \in \mathcal{X} \} \), i.e. if \( p \in \mathcal{X} \) then \( p' \in \mathcal{X}' \). The set of primed propositional logic formulas is then defined using the following production rule:

\[
\phi ::= \top | \phi \land \phi | \neg \phi | x | x'
\]

where \( x \) may be any atomic proposition \( x \in \mathcal{X} \), and \( x' \) may be any primed atomic proposition \( x' \in \mathcal{X}' \). In addition to the primitives \( \top, \land \) and \( \neg \) we define the usual derived boolean connectives \( \phi \lor \psi \equiv \neg(\neg \phi \land \neg \psi), \phi \rightarrow \psi \equiv \neg \phi \lor \psi, \phi \leftrightarrow \psi \equiv (\phi \rightarrow \psi) \land (\psi \rightarrow \phi), \bot \equiv \neg \top. \) We define a state formula as any formula \( \phi[X] \) that does not contain primed propositions. We define a transition formula as any formula \( \phi[X, X'] \) that may contain both primed as well as unprimed propositions.

The truth of a state formula \( \phi[X] \) on some state \( s \in S[X] \) is defined induc-
tively on the structure of $\phi$ as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
s \models & \top \\
s \models & x \quad \text{iff } s(x) = 1 \\
s \models & \phi \land \psi \quad \text{iff } s \models \phi \text{ and } s \models \psi \\
s \models & \neg \phi \quad \text{iff not } s \models \phi
\end{align*}
\]

The truth of a transition formula $\phi[X, X']$ on some pair of states $(s, s') \in S[X] \times S[X]$ is defined similarly, inductively on the structure of $\phi$ as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
(s, s') \models & \top \quad \text{iff } s(x) = 1 \\
(s, s') \models & x' \quad \text{iff } s'(x) = 1 \\
(s, s') \models & \phi \land \psi \quad \text{iff } (s, s') \models \phi \text{ and } (s, s') \models \psi \\
(s, s') \models & \neg \phi \quad \text{iff not } (s, s') \models \phi
\end{align*}
\]

For a given PTS $P$ over $X$ we say a given state formula $\phi[X]$ holds on $P$ (notation $P \models \phi$) iff for all $\ell \in L_{\text{Reach}(P)}$ it holds $\gamma(\ell) \models \phi$, and we say a given transition formula $\phi[X, X']$ holds on $P$ iff for all $(\ell, \ell') \in \delta_{\text{Reach}(P)}$ it holds $(\gamma(\ell), \gamma(\ell')) \models \phi$.

The presence of both primed as well as unprimed propositions allows us to symbolically relate the current state of the system (using the propositions in $X$) and the next state of the system (using the propositions in $X'$). As an example of this $p \rightarrow p'$ would denote a transition invariant saying that if $p$ holds in the current state then $p$ holds in the next state. So $p$ and $p'$ essentially denote the same proposition except at different moments in time.

If we want a state formula $\phi[X]$ to be interpreted as a transition formula (despite the fact that it does not contain primed variables) we append the special postfix operator ($\cdot \dagger$). As an example the formula $p \dagger$ is read as: $p$—or—deadlock, because this formula when interpreted as transition formula only holds on PTSs where from all the states where $p$ is not true there are no successors. The ($\cdot \dagger$) notation is especially useful for introducing safety requirements because, in our framework, deadlock states are by definition considered to be unsafe states. 

At this point the reader may wonder about the separation of concerns regarding the activities of modeling and specifying. It is true that by incorporating the required safety invariant into the model we are mixing the modeling of the possible plant behavior with the required plant behavior. On the one hand this can be seen as a formal convenience. It is entirely possible to have two separate
models: one for the possible behavior of the plant component and one for the required safety invariant of the plant component. In that case we could then simply compose these two separate models to obtain the final plant component model. On the other hand we may submit that actually mixing the specification of the possible behavior with the required safety invariant, at least in some cases, is more natural than to enforce separation of concerns. The reasons for this are twofold:

1. It is very difficult to model, by hand, possible behavior that is guaranteed deadlock free, especially when dealing with the parallel composition of multiple components.

2. When enumerating the possible successor states from some source state it is very natural to sometimes map to \( \perp \) with the intuitive meaning: “I don’t know (care) what the precise behavior is in this particular state, therefore it should be considered unsafe by lack of information (motivation)”. 

For brevity and because of the aforementioned reasons we will adhere to the convention of incorporating the safety invariant in the plant component models throughout the rest of the thesis.

Using PTSs and primed propositional formulas to define properties of PTSs we are in a position to formalize and explain the PTSs that make up our parcel stamp example.

**Example 4.1 (PTSs)** In Figure 4.3 we show the behavior of the three components in the parcel stamp using PTSs over the atomic propositions as we introduced them in Figure 4.2. In our notation, we use a horizontal bar to denote the negation of a proposition letter, i.e.: \( \overline{a_1} \) should be read as \( \neg a_1 \) which, in turn, is interpreted as stamp number 1 has not activated its stamping arm. The PTS \( P_{feed} \) in Figure 4.3(a) models the feeder plant component. We recall, from Figure 4.2(b), that the feeder plant component communicates with the control through a single control input proposition \( s_0 \) modeling the optical sensor that measures whether or not a parcel is present on the belt at the feeding station, furthermore the feeder component communicates with the next plant component through a single plant proposition \( p_0 \) which models the actual physical presence of a parcel on the belt. The model itself then stipulates the sensor proposition holds iff the parcel proposition holds. This gives two possible locations: \( \ell_0 \) where the parcel is not present and hence the sensor is not triggered, and \( \ell_1 \) where the parcel is present and hence the sensor is triggered. Note that this simple PTS satisfies the following state formula:
CHAPTER 4. COMPOSITIONAL CONTROL SYNTHESIS

(a) PTS $P_{\text{feed}_0}$ modeling the feeder.

(b) PTS $P_{\text{stamp}_1}$ modeling the first stamp.

(c) PTS $P_{\text{stamp}_2}$ modeling the second stamp.

Figure 4.3: PTSs modeling the feeder (a), the first stamp (b) and the second stamp (c) of the parcel plant in Figure 4.2.
• $s_0 \leftrightarrow p_0$, i.e.: optical sensor 0 triggers if–and–only–if there is a parcel on the belt under the feeder. It can be checked that, at each location that makes $s_0$ true, $p_0$ is also true and vice versa.

The PTS $P_{\text{stamp}_1}$ in Figure 4.3(b) models the first parcel stamp. We recall from Figure 4.2(b) that the stamp component communicates with the two other plant components through propositions $p_0$ and $p_1$ modeling the physical presence of a parcel at the feeder and under the stamp, respectively. Furthermore the stamp communicates to the control through propositions $a_1$ and $s_1$ modeling the vertical actuator that makes up the stamping arm and the optical sensor attached to the stamping arm, respectively. The model itself then consists of eight locations. Rather than explaining all these locations separately we will explain the model using some primed propositional logic formulas. In particular we note that the following properties are satisfied by the stamp model:

• $p_0 \leftrightarrow p'_1$, i.e.: if there is a parcel in the feeder, in the next state there will be a parcel under the stamp. It can be checked that, for each location that makes $p_0$ true, all the successor locations make $p_1$ true, and vice versa.

• $p_1 \land a_1 \leftrightarrow s_1$, i.e.: if there is a parcel under the stamp, and the stamping arm is activated then the optical sensor is triggered. It can be checked that, at each location that makes both $p_1$ and $a_1$ true, $s_1$ is also true, and vice versa.

• $(p_1 \rightarrow a_1)^\dagger$, i.e.: if there is a parcel present, the stamp must be activated otherwise the next state is undefined. It can be checked that, for each location that makes $p_1$ true and $a_1$ false, there are no successor locations.

This last transition formula effectively defines a safety property encoded in the stamp model. The safety property here simply says that the stamp must activate whenever there is a parcel present on the belt, otherwise the set of safe control outputs becomes empty which is reflected in the fact that locations $\ell_6$ and $\ell_7$, where this safety condition is violated, have no successor locations. We may say that the set of control alternatives for the next state is empty in those locations, hence they are unsafe. 

\[\triangleright\]

### 4.3.1 Composition of PTSs

A great advantage of working with PTSs is the fact that these structures allow a clean and intuitive form of composition. Formally this is defined as follows:
it here to illustrate the fast–growing complexity of multiple products of PTSs.

\[
\ell_0, \ell_1 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_0, \ell_2 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_0, \ell_3 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_1, \ell_3 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_0, \ell_4 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_1, \ell_4 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_1, \ell_5 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_0, \ell_6 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

\[
\ell_0, \ell_7 : p_0s_0p_1a_1s_1
\]

(a) PTS \( P_{\text{feed}_0} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_1} \).

(b) PTS \( P_{\text{feed}_0} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_1} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_2} \). This product is not human–readable anymore: we show it here to illustrate the fast–growing complexity of multiple products of PTSs.

Figure 4.4: Composed PTSs.
4.3. PROPOSITIONAL TRANSITION SYSTEMS

Definition 4.3 (PTS Composition) For any two PTSs $P_1, P_2$ the composition $P_{12} = P_1 \parallel P_2$ is defined as follows:

$L_{12} = \{(\ell_1, \ell_2) \in L_1 \times L_2 \mid \gamma_1(\ell_1) \upharpoonright (X_1 \cap X_2) = \gamma_2(\ell_2) \upharpoonright (X_1 \cap X_2)\}$

$X_{12} = X_1 \cup X_2$

$\delta_{12} = \{((\ell_1, \ell_2), (\ell'_1, \ell'_2)) \mid \ell_1 \delta_1 \ell'_1 \text{ and } \ell_2 \delta_2 \ell'_2\}$

$L_{12}^{\text{init}} = L_{12} \cap (L_1^{\text{init}} \times L_2^{\text{init}})$

And for all $(\ell_1, \ell_2) \in L_{12}$ and all $x \in X_{12}$ we define:

$\gamma_{12}(\ell_1, \ell_2)(x) =
\begin{cases}
\gamma_1(\ell_1)(x) & \text{if } x \in X_1 \\
\gamma_2(\ell_2)(x) & \text{if } x \in X_2
\end{cases}$

Note that $L_{12}$ and $L_{12}^{\text{init}}$ contain all the pairs of (initial) locations in the PTSs that are consistent, meaning that they agree on all shared propositions $X_1 \cap X_2$.

Example 4.2 In Figure 4.4(a) we show the composition $P_{\text{feed}} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_1}$ of the feeder component with the stamp component. As can be seen the new PTS uses the union of the set of propositions of both substructures, and the subset of consistent pairs of locations from the cartesian product of both substructures. Note that, in general, the complexity of the PTSs goes up rapidly as we increase the number of components. As an illustration of this, in Figure 4.4(b) we show the composition $P_{\text{feed}} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_1} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_2}$, which is the plant model in its entirety consisting of all three plant components. The number of locations and transitions between them is too large, making the diagram too verbose to be human-readable.

In general, complex models can only be understood when they are decomposed into small components. Another aid in dealing with the complexity of such models is an intuitive, symbolic notation. Using formulas to characterize models means that we do not need to work with the models in their extensive form which, as Figure 4.4(b) demonstrates, quickly becomes unwieldy.

4.3.2 Simulation of PTSs

In the remainder we will use PTSs as our unifying semantic object for tying together the notions of a plant model, control game, and controller. By composing
a plant component with a controller we are constraining the behavior that is modeled by the plant component. For this reason it is important to formalize what it means to constrain the behavior that is modeled by a given PTS.

Most of the results in this Section can be considered sanity conditions on our definitions. These results are almost completely analogous to similar classical results on Kripke structures, finite automata and labeled transition systems modulo some slight technical idiosyncracies of our particular setting.

In general the result of applying any constraint on a given PTS will be a new PTS that is simulated by the original PTS. Meaning the original structure allows at least all the behavior that is allowed by the constrained structure.

**Definition 4.4** (PTS Simulation) For two given PTSs $P_1$ and $P_2$ a relation $Z \subseteq L_1 \times L_2$ between the locations of $P_1$ and the locations of $P_2$ is called a simulation relation from $P_1$ to $P_2$ iff $X_2 \subseteq X_1$ and the following conditions hold for all $(\ell_1, \ell_2) \in Z$:

1. $\gamma_{P_1}(\ell_1) \downarrow X_2 = \gamma_{P_2}(\ell_2)$, i.e.: $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ are consistent with respect to all the shared propositions in $X_2$.

2. for all successors $\ell'_1 \in L_1$ such that $(\ell_1, \ell'_1) \in \delta_{P_1}$ it holds there exists $\ell'_2 \in L_2$ such that $(\ell_2, \ell'_2) \in \delta_{P_2}$ and $(\ell'_1, \ell'_2) \in Z$, i.e.: every move in $P_1$ can be matched by $P_2$.

If there exists a simulation relation $Z$ such that $(\ell_1, \ell_2) \in Z$ we say $\ell_2$ simulates $\ell_1$, notation: $\ell_1 \preceq \ell_2$. If for all $\ell_1 \in L_1^{\text{init}}$ there exists $\ell_2 \in L_2^{\text{init}}$ such that $\ell_1 \preceq \ell_2$ we say $P_2$ simulates $P_1$, notation: $P_1 \preceq P_2$. ◁

PTS composition is now an operation that always decreases with respect to this simulation pre–order. The following Lemma makes this precise and shows that composing two PTSs can be seen as restricting the behavior allowed by either.

**Lemma 4.5** (PTS Composition and Simulation) For two PTSs $P_1$ and $P_2$ it holds $P_1 \parallel P_2 \preceq P_1$ and $P_1 \parallel P_2 \preceq P_2$. ◁

**Proof** We show $P_1 \parallel P_2 \preceq P_2$ and $P_1 \parallel P_2 \preceq P_1$ will follow by symmetry.

We construct $Z \subseteq (L_1 \times L_2) \times L_2$ such that $Z = \{((\ell_1, \ell_2), \ell_2) \mid (\ell_1, \ell_2) \in L_{P_1 \parallel P_2}\}$. Now it holds that $Z$ is a simulation relation from $P_1 \parallel P_2$ to $P_2$. For Condition 1, note that, by definition of PTS composition $\gamma_{P_1 \parallel P_2}(\ell_1, \ell_2) \downarrow X_2 = \gamma_{P_2}(\ell_2)$. For Condition 2, assume there exists $(\ell'_1, \ell'_2) \in L_{P_1 \parallel P_2}$ such that $(\ell_1, \ell_2)\delta_{P_1 \parallel P_2}(\ell'_1, \ell'_2)$, by definition of PTS composition it follows that $\ell_2 \delta_{P_2}(\ell'_2)$,
and by definition of $Z$ it follows $((\ell'_1, \ell'_2), (\ell'_2)) \in Z$. For the initiality condition, assume $(\ell_1, \ell_2) \in L^{\text{init}}_{\text{init}P_1||P_2}$ then, by definition of PTS composition, it follows $\ell_2 \in L^{\text{init}}_{P_2}$.

In the literature there exist many variations on the basic notion of a simulation relation as we have defined it here. One that we cannot fail to mention is the bisimulation relation. The latter is particularly interesting from our perspective because it is a natural notion of equivalence for PTSs, i.e.: two (deterministic) models encode essentially the same behavior iff they are bisimilar.

**Definition 4.6 (Bisimulation)** Let $P_1, P_2$ be two PTSs, and let $\ell_1 \in L_1$ and $\ell_2 \in L_2$, let $Z$ be a simulation relation from $L_1$ to $L_2$ such that $(\ell_1, \ell_2) \in Z$, if it now holds that $Z^{-1}$ is also a simulation relation (from $L_2$ to $L_1$) then we say $Z$ is a bisimulation relation. We say two locations $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ are bisimilar, notation: $\ell_1 \sim \ell_2$, iff there exists a bisimulation relation linking them. If for all $\ell_1 \in L^{\text{init}}_1$ there exists $\ell_2 \in L^{\text{init}}_2$ such that $\ell_1 \sim \ell_2$ and for all $\ell_2 \in L^{\text{init}}_2$ there exists $\ell_1 \in L^{\text{init}}_1$ such that $\ell_1 \sim \ell_2$ we say $P_1$ and $P_2$ are bisimilar, notation: $P_1 \sim P_2$.  

**Example 4.3** We would like to have that two locations in a PTS are bisimilar iff they are mutually simulating each other. However, in general, this is not the case. As a counterexample consider Figure 4.5. The PTSs $P_{\text{sim}}$ and $P'_{\text{sim}}$ are mutually simulating each other, yet they are not bisimilar. First, in order to see that $P_{\text{sim}} \leq P'_{\text{sim}}$, consider:

$$Z = \{(\ell_0, \ell'_0), (\ell_1, \ell'_{12}), (\ell_2, \ell'_{12}), (\ell_3, \ell'_3), (\ell_4, \ell'_4)\}$$

Now it holds that $Z$ is a simulation relation from $P_{\text{sim}}$ to $P'_{\text{sim}}$. Next, in order to see that $P'_{\text{sim}} \leq P_{\text{sim}}$, consider:

$$Z' = \{(\ell'_0, \ell_0), (\ell'_{12}, \ell_1), (\ell'_3, \ell_3), (\ell'_4, \ell_4)\}$$

Now it holds that $Z'$ is a simulation relation from $P'_{\text{sim}}$ to $P_{\text{sim}}$. However it does not hold that $Z^{-1} = Z'$, in fact there exists no single simulation relation from $P_{\text{sim}}$ to $P'_{\text{sim}}$ for which the inverse is also a simulation relation. In other words: there exists no bisimulation relation between $P_{\text{sim}}$ and $P'_{\text{sim}}$. The problem is the non–deterministic choice in location $\ell_0$. In general, in the presence of non–determinism, we cannot say that two locations that are mutually simulating are also, necessarily, bisimilar.

The latter example shows that we need a suitable notion of determinism for PTSs, as is given by the following definition.
Figure 4.5: Counterexample showing why bisimulation and mutual simulation are not the same: $P_{\text{sim}}$ and $P'_{\text{sim}}$ are mutually simulating but not bisimilar.

**Definition 4.7 (Deterministic PTSs)** A PTS $P$ is *initially deterministic* iff for all $\ell_1, \ell_2 \in L_P^{\text{init}}$ such that $\gamma(\ell_1) = \gamma(\ell_2)$ it holds $\ell_1 = \ell_2$. A PTS $P$ is *successor deterministic* iff for all $\ell \in L$ and for all $\ell'_1, \ell'_2 \in \delta(\ell)$ such that $\gamma(\ell'_1) = \gamma(\ell'_2)$ it holds $\ell'_1 = \ell'_2$. A PTS is *deterministic* iff it is both initially deterministic and successor deterministic. With $\mathcal{P}^{\text{det}}$ we denote the set of all deterministic PTSs.

**Example 4.4 (Deterministic PTSs)** As an example of a deterministic PTS consider $P'_{\text{sim}}$ in Figure 4.5(b). Note that $P'_{\text{sim}}$ is a strongest deterministic overapproximation of $P_{\text{sim}}$ in the simulation order.

**Theorem 4.8 (Simulation and Bisimulation)** For two deterministic PTSs $P_1$ and $P_2$ it holds $P_1 \sim P_2$ iff $P_1 \preceq P_2$ and $P_2 \preceq P_1$.

**Proof** It is easy to see that, for deterministic PTSs $P_1$ and $P_2$ it holds $P_1 \preceq P_2$ iff $X_1 \supseteq X_2$ and $\text{Traces}(P_1) \subseteq \text{Traces}(P_2)$, and $P_1 \sim P_2$ iff $X_1 = X_2$ and $\text{Traces}(P_1) = \text{Traces}(P_2)$.

We will only be interested in PTSs upto bisimulation: if two PTSs are bisimilar we consider them equal, for all intents and purposes. For that reason, in the remainder we will work on the quotient structure $\mathcal{P}^{\text{det}} / \sim$ of $\sim$-equivalence classes of deterministic PTSs. To this end we lift the pre-order $\preceq$ to a partial order $\preceq$ on the quotient structure $\mathcal{P}^{\text{det}} / \sim$. 
Definition 4.9 (PTS Lattice) We lift the pre-order $\leq$ on $\mathcal{P}^{\text{det}}$ to a partial order $\preceq$ on $\mathcal{P}^{\text{det}}/\sim$ such that for all $E,E' \in \mathcal{P}^{\text{det}}/\sim$ it holds $E \preceq E'$ iff for all $P \in E$ there exists $P' \in E'$ s.t. $P \leq P'$. For a given $P \in \mathcal{P}^{\text{det}}$ we define $[P] \in \mathcal{P}^{\text{det}}/\sim$ as the equivalence class of $P$, i.e.: $[P] = \{P' \in \mathcal{P}^{\text{det}} \mid P \sim P'\}$, now, in particular, $[P] \preceq [B]$ iff $P \leq B$.

Theorem 4.10 It holds $\mathcal{P}^{\text{det}}/\sim$ together with the partial order $\preceq$ forms a complete lattice. □

Proof We show that the partial order of equivalence classes of deterministic PTSs can be embedded into the contravariant product lattice of trace–sets and proposition–sets. It is not hard to show that for two given deterministic PTSs $P,P'$ we have $[P] \preceq [P']$ iff $\text{Traces}(P) \subseteq \text{Traces}(P')$ and $X_P \supseteq X_{P'}$. It is also not hard to see that $\text{Traces}(P || P') = \text{Traces}(P) \cap \text{Traces}(P')$ and we have by definition $X_{P||P'} = X_P \cup X_{P'}$. □

4.3. Specifying Control Problems using PTSs

In order to specify control problems using PTSs we need to identify the signature of control input and output propositions. The following definition makes this precise:

Definition 4.11 (Control Signature) For a given plant PTS $P$ a control signature is a pair $[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ consisting a set of control output propositions $X^{\text{out}} \subseteq X_P$, and a set of control input propositions $X^{\text{in}} \subseteq X_P$. We require these sets to be disjoint: $X^{\text{in}} \cap X^{\text{out}} = \emptyset$. The combination of a plant PTS and a control signature is called a control problem. □

A solution to a given control problem $P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ will consist of a control PTS $P_{\text{ctrl}}$ intended to constrain the plant PTS. The goal is to obtain a resulting system $P_{\text{ctrl}} || P_{\text{plant}}$ that is safe in the sense that no deadlock locations are reachable anymore. The following definition makes this precise:

Definition 4.12 (Control PTS) A PTS $P$ is input enabled for a given input proposition $x^{\text{in}} \in X_P$ iff for all $(\ell, \ell') \in \delta_P$ it holds there exists $(\ell, \ell'') \in \delta_P$ such that $\gamma_P(\ell')(x^{\text{in}}) = 1 - \gamma_P(\ell'')(x^{\text{in}})$, i.e.: if one permutation is reachable than so is the other. We say $P$ is input enabled for a given set of input propositions $X^{\text{in}} \subseteq X_P$ iff $P$ is input enabled for all $x^{\text{in}} \in X^{\text{in}}$. We say a PTS $P$ respects the signature $[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ iff $X_P = X^{\text{in}} \cup X^{\text{out}}$ and $P$ is input enabled for $X^{\text{in}}$. A control PTS $P_{\text{ctrl}}$ is permissible for a given control problem consisting of a
plant PTS $P_{\text{plant}}$ and a control signature $[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ iff it is deterministic, and it respects the control signature $[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$. With $P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ we denote the set of all permissible control PTSs for $P_{\text{plant}}$ in combination with $[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$. A PTS $P$ is safe iff $\text{Reach}(P)$ does not contain any deadlock locations. With $\mathcal{P}^{\text{safe}}$ we denote the set of all safe PTSs. A control PTS $P_{\text{ctrl}} \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ is safe for $P_{\text{plant}}$ iff $P_{\text{ctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}} \in \mathcal{P}^{\text{safe}}$.

In this definition, the input enabledness condition prevents a controller from placing constraints on the input propositions. Note that, with this definition there is always a trivially safe controller, namely the one that has an empty set of initial locations. For this controller the set of reachable locations will always be empty and therefore, trivially, no deadlock locations will be reachable. We deal with this by defining the notion of a maximally and a minimally permissive control in the next section.

### 4.3.4 Maximally and Minimally Permissive Control PTSs

Definition 4.12 lays out the conditions that any permissible control PTS must fulfill. Rather than synthesizing an arbitrary control PTS we are mainly interested in deriving either minimally permissive or maximally permissive control PTSs.

Deriving a maximally permissive control PTS is useful in a setting where we have a system that is not safe and we want to compute a controller for this system that is safe yet constrains it in the least possible way. We say that maximally permissive control embodies the weakest sufficient control. The following definition makes this precise.

**Definition 4.13 (Maximally Permissive Control PTS)** A control PTS $P_1$ is strictly more permissive than another control PTS $P_2$ iff it holds $P_1 > P_2$. For a given control problem $P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ we define the set of maximally permissive control PTSs:

$$P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}] = \{P_{\text{ctrl}} \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}] \mid P_{\text{ctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}} \in \mathcal{P}^{\text{safe}}\}$$

which are all the maximal control PTSs in the $\geq$ ordering that are safe for $P_{\text{plant}}$.

Deriving a minimally permissive control PTS is useful in a setting where we have a system that is already safe by construction (but does not respect the control signature yet) and we want to approximate a controller for this system. We say that minimally permissive control embodies the strongest necessary control. The following definition makes this precise.
Definition 4.14 (Minimally Permissive Control PTS) For a given safe PTS $P_{\text{safe plant}}$ and control signature $[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ we define:

$$P_{\text{safe plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}] = \{ P_{\text{ctrl}} \in P_{\text{safe plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}] \mid P_{\text{ctrl}} \geq P_{\text{safe plant}} \}$$

as the set of minimally permissive control PTSs which are all the minimal control PTSs in the $\geq$ ordering that are still more permissive than $P_{\text{safe plant}}$. ◄

The following two theorems show that in both cases, maximally as well as minimally permissive control, we have that the resulting control PTS is well–defined upto bisimulation.

Theorem 4.15 For any given control problem $P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ it holds for all $P_1, P_2 \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ that $P_1 \sim P_2$. ◄

Proof Let $P_1, P_2 \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ as in the theorem, we define the meet $P_{12}$ such that $P_{12}$ accepts the intersection of the languages of $P_1$ and $P_2$: $P_{12} = P_1 \parallel P_2$ it is not hard to see that $P_{12}$ is also permissible for $P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ and $P_{12}$ is also above $P_{\text{plant}}$ in the $\geq$ ordering, hence $P_{12} \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$.

By Lemma 4.5 we have $P_1 \geq P_{12}$ and $P_2 \geq P_{12}$, and it cannot be the case $P_1 > P_{12}$ or $P_2 > P_{12}$ because $P_1$ and $P_2$ are minimal. It must follow that $P_1 \sim P_{12} \sim P_2$. □

Theorem 4.16 For any given control problem $P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ it holds for all $P_1, P_2 \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ that $P_1 \sim P_2$. ◄

Proof Let $P_1, P_2 \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]$ as in the theorem, we define the join $P_{12}$ such that $P_{12}$ accepts the union of the languages of $P_1$ and $P_2$:

$$L_{12} = \{ (\ell_1, \ell_2) \mid \ell_1 \in L_1, \ell_2 \in L_2, \gamma_1(\ell_1) = \gamma_2(\ell_2) \}$$

$$\cup \{ (\ell_1, \bot) \mid \ell_1 \in L_1 \}$$

$$\cup \{ (\bot, \ell_2) \mid \ell_2 \in L_2 \}$$

$$X_{12} = X^{\text{out}} \cup X^{\text{in}}$$

$$\gamma_{12}(\ell_1, \ell_2) = \begin{cases} \gamma(\ell_1) & \text{if } \ell_1 \neq \ell_\bot \\ \gamma(\ell_2) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The transition relation is constructed in such a way that it will accept any sequence that is consistent with either $P_1$ or $P_2$ or with both. This means that we use the fresh $\ell_\bot$ helper locations to model the fact that either one of the
two PTSs is no longer consistent. Yet, the constructed PTS keeps on accepting observations as long as at least one of the two constituent PTSs is consistent.

\[ \delta_{12} = \{(l_1, l_2), (l_1', l_2') \mid (l_1, l_1') \in \delta_1, (l_2, l_2') \in \delta_2 \} \]

\[ \cup \{(l_1, l_2), (l_1', l_\perp) \mid (l_1, l_1') \in \delta_1, \gamma_1(l_1') = \gamma_2(l_2) = s \} \]

\[ \cup \{(l_\perp, l_2), (l_\perp, l_2') \mid (l_2, l_2') \in \delta_2 \} \]

It is now not hard to verify that \( P_{12} \) is also permissible and safe, hence \( P_{12} \in P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}] \). It is also easy to see that \( P_1 \leq P_{12} \) and \( P_2 \leq P_{12} \). It follows that \( P_1 \sim P_{12} \sim P_2 \).

In general maximally permissive control is more intuitive than minimally permissive control. Typically what we will do is to define a minimally permissive approximation over a system that is already under maximally permissive control (such a system is safe by construction). Hence, it is natural to first look at maximally permissive control and then to move on to treat minimally permissive control. For this reason we defer an example of a minimally permissive control to Section 4.5. Below we give a preliminary example of a maximally permissive control.

**Example 4.5 (Maximally Permissive Control PTS)** As an example of a maximally permissive control PTS consider Figure 4.6. This PTS is a maximally permissive, safe controller for the control problem \( P_{\text{stamp}}[a_1/s_1] \). For reference, the underlying plant PTS is shown in Figure 4.3(b). It can be verified that this control PTS is indeed deterministic and input enabled for \( s_1 \). In the remainder of this section we will demonstrate that this controller is indeed maximally permissive. In Figure 4.7 we show the product of this controller with the plant model.

**4.4 Computing Maximally Permissive Control**

In the previous section we have laid out the foundations of a symbolic framework allowing us to formally deal with composition of plant components and
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Figure 4.6: $P_{\text{ctrlstamp}_1}$ maximally permissive control PTS for $P_{\text{stamp}_1[a_1/s_1]}$.

Figure 4.7: The resulting system $P_{\text{ctrlstamp}_1} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_1}$.
controllers. In Definition 4.13 we have given a declarative definition of one of the objects of interest that is the maximally permissive control PTS for a given plant PTS (and signature). In this section we show how this object of interest can be effectively synthesized.

In particular we will reduce the derivation of a maximally permissive safe control PTS for a given plant PTS with signature to the solving of a safety game of imperfect information. The reduction of PTS control problems to safety games of imperfect information gives us an effective way to synthesize control PTSs using the symbolic game solving algorithms CEDAR+DEODAR. The outline of the reduction is given in Figure 4.8.
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4.4.1 Constructing PTS Games

In this section we formalize the connection between PTSs (Definition 4.1) and safety games of imperfect information (Definition 2.1). In particular, we will show how a PTS together with a signature defines a safety game where the valuations over the input and output propositions form the control input and outputs respectively.

To keep the exposition more focussed, in the remainder of this section, we assume to be working in the context of a given, solvable background problem consisting of a PTS \( P_{\text{plant}} \) and signature \([X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}]\). All the definitions in this section should be understood in the context of this single background problem. For an overview cf. Figure 4.8.

**Definition 4.17 (PTS Game Board Construction)** Let \( P_{\text{plant}}[X^{\text{out}}/X^{\text{in}}] \) be a given background control problem. We define the corresponding plant game \( G_{\text{plant}} \) through the following game board construction:

- \( L_{G_{\text{plant}}} = L_{P_{\text{plant}}} \), i.e.: the set of locations of the game corresponds to the set of locations of the plant PTS.
- \( C^{\text{out}}_{G_{\text{plant}}} = S[X^{\text{out}}] \), i.e.: the set of control outputs is the set of all valuations over the control output propositions.
- \( C^{\text{in}}_{G_{\text{plant}}} = S[X^{\text{in}}] \), i.e.: the set of control inputs is the set of all valuations over the control input propositions.
- \( \alpha_{G_{\text{plant}}} (\ell) = \gamma_{P_{\text{plant}}} (\ell) \upharpoonright X^{\text{out}} \), i.e.: the control output associated with a location is the valuation restricted to the output propositions.
- \( \beta_{G_{\text{plant}}} (\ell) = \gamma_{P_{\text{plant}}} (\ell) \upharpoonright X^{\text{in}} \), i.e.: the control input associated with a location is the valuation restricted to the input propositions.
- \( \delta_{G_{\text{plant}}} = \delta_{P_{\text{plant}}} \), i.e.: the transitions in the game correspond to the transitions in the PTS.
- \( i_{\text{init}} G_{\text{plant}} = \emptyset \)

In the context of this game board we define \( X^{\text{hidden}} = X_{P_{\text{plant}}} \setminus (X^{\text{in}} \cup X^{\text{out}}) \) as the set of hidden propositions consisting of all the propositions that were projected away from the original plant PTS. \( \triangleright \)
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The definition of game board is almost one-to-one, with the exception of the initial information set. We set the initial information set to ∅ because we want to compute the weakest allow lattice for any information set. In this way we can accommodate the fact that a PTS essentially has a family of initial information sets rather than one well-defined initial information set. In particular each initial observation defines an initial information set. The following definition makes this precise:

**Definition 4.18 (Family of Initial Information Sets)** For a given initial observation $c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}}$ we define:

$$L^{\text{init}}_{P_{\text{plant}}} (c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}}) = \{ \ell \in L^{\text{init}}_{P_{\text{plant}}} \mid \gamma_{P_{\text{plant}}} (\ell) \mid X^{\text{in}} = c^{\text{in}}, \gamma_{P_{\text{plant}}} (\ell) \mid X^{\text{out}} = c^{\text{out}} \}$$

For the game $G_{\text{plant}}$ we define $i^{\text{init}}_{G_{\text{plant}}} (c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}}) = L^{\text{init}}_{P_{\text{plant}}} (c^{\text{out}}/c^{\text{in}})$, i.e.: the initial information consisting of all the initial locations in the underlying plant model that are consistent with the initial observation. <

An advantage of using PTSs and signatures for representing games is that we may quickly identify several games that are played on the same PTS but use a different signature. In Section 4.7 we use this flexibility in the game signature for ensuring compositionality of control constraints.

**Example 4.6** As a first example of a game board based on a PTS we take the PTS $P_{\text{stamp}}$ as defined in Example 4.1. As the control signature we fix $[a_1/s_1]$, i.e.: we take the activation of the stamping arm $a_1$ as the only output proposition and the triggering of the optical sensor $s_1$ as the only input proposition. In Figure 4.9 we show the resulting game board.

Figure 4.10 shows the knowledge based subset construction for this game for the initial information set $i^{\text{init}}_{\text{stamp}} (\overline{a_1}/\overline{s_1})$. From this graph it can be seen that imperfect information plays an important role in this game. In particular when playing $\overline{a_1}$ the information of the safety player will eventually always deteriorate up to the point that the set of safe control alternatives becomes empty.

As a second example of a game board based on a PTS we take the composition $P_{\text{feed}} || P_{\text{stamp}}$ as defined in Example 4.1. As the game signature we fix $[a_1/s_0s_1]$, i.e.: we added the input of the optical sensor on the feeder $s_0$ to the game signature of the previous example. In Figure 4.11 we show the resulting game board.

We do not show the knowledge based subset construction for this second game. This is not necessary since it is isomorphic to the original game graph.
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The extended control signature prevents the deterioration of the knowledge that we saw in the previous example led to the set of safe control alternatives becoming empty. This then enables a more permissive control strategy.

4.4.2 Solving PTS Games Symbolically

In the previous section we introduced a construction that allows us to reduce a PTS control problem to a safety game. Now that we have defined this construction we are in a position to employ the CEDAR + DEODAR algorithm that we developed in the first part of the thesis to solve these control problems. The following definition makes this precise:

**Definition 4.19 (Control Lattice)** We define the allow lattice $g_{\text{maxctrl}}$ as the result computed by CEDAR+DEODAR on the plant game $G_{\text{plant}}$.

The combination of CEDAR + DEODAR constitutes a symbolic algorithm in the sense that it manipulates (representations of) *sets of states* rather than *concrete states*. This makes it a suitable algorithm for solving safety games defined over PTSs.

In particular the top–down refinement approach followed by CEDAR + DEODAR prevents it from having to generate the knowledge based subset construction (as in Figure 4.10). This subset construction can easily become exponen-
Figure 4.10: Knowledge based subset construction of Figure 4.9 for initial information $i_{\text{stamp}_1}(\overline{a_1}/\overline{s_1})$

Figure 4.11: Game board for $(P_{\text{feed}_0} \parallel P_{\text{stamp}_1})[a_1/s_0s_1]$. 
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Figure 4.12: Example run of CEDAR+DEODAR on control game $P_{\text{stamp}}[a_1/s_1]$

Initially large, especially when generated over a PTS that is, itself, the product of several component PTSs.

In addition, the top-down refinement approach followed by CEDAR + DEODAR prevents the algorithm from having to explicitly generate the underlying game graph (as in Figure 4.9). Instead the algorithm works directly on the symbolic representation of the underlying game graph. How this works out in practice is illustrated by the following examples.

**Example 4.7 (Solving PTS Games)** In Figure 4.12 we show how CEDAR + DEODAR solves the safety game for $P_{\text{stamp}}[a_1/s_1]$ of which the game board is shown in Figure 4.9.
The previous example clearly shows that the top–down refinement approach avoids forward exploration of the game board or its knowledge based subset construction. The example also shows how the top–down refinement approach finds the relevant sets of locations in the form of the information sets present in the final diagram. These relevant information sets can be represented and manipulated symbolically preventing the algorithm from having to explicitly enumerate over the locations that make up these information sets.

It is well known that Kripke structures can be represented and manipulated symbolically, using BDD’s or some other suitable symbolic representation. This has been well–studied in the field of symbolic model checking for example. Although related, our approach is sufficiently different to merit some additional explanation about how sets of locations are represented symbolically during a run of CEDAR+DEODAR. To avoid excessive technical detail we do so using an example.

**Example 4.8 (Using Hidden Propositions)** The game board in Figure 4.9 has eight locations but only three different propositional labels. This means that we cannot characterize arbitrary sets of locations though their propositional theory because there are several locations that we cannot distinguish based on the value of output and input propositions alone.

In order to characterize arbitrary subsets of game board locations we take into account also the propositions that fall outside the control signature, we refer to these as the hidden propositions. In Figure 4.13 we show once again the
game board for $P_{\text{stamp}}[a_1/s_1]$ this time labeled with the hidden propositions in addition to the input/output propositions.

Taking into account hidden propositions we obtain the property that each location has a unique propositional labeling. This means that we can now characterize arbitrary subsets of locations through their propositional theory. In particular we can characterize the three relevant information sets from Example 4.7 as follows:

1. The information set $\{\ell_0, \ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3, \ell_4, \ell_5\}$ can be characterized by the formula: $p_1 \rightarrow a_1$. It can be checked that each of the locations that makes $p_1$ true also makes $a_1$ true. The other locations $\ell_6$ and $\ell_7$ both make $p_1$ true and $a_1$ false.

2. The information set $\{\ell_0, \ell_1, \ell_3\}$ can be characterized by: $\overline{p_0} \land (p_1 \rightarrow a_1)$. It can be checked that each of these locations makes $p_0$ false.

3. The information set $\{\ell_2, \ell_4, \ell_5\}$ can be characterized by: $p_0 \land (p_1 \rightarrow a_1)$. It can be checked that each of these locations makes $p_0$ true.

The latter constitutes just one of many possible ways of representing information sets symbolically. Note that this choice of representation is completely orthogonal to the resulting strategy that is being computed. In particular, it is not the case that the hidden propositions will somehow become visible or influenceable for the player. We only rely on hidden propositions for characterizing information sets. We do not rely on hidden propositions for characterizing observation sets or allow sets.

How this works out for CEDAR + DEODAR is shown in Figure 4.14. This figure shows essentially the same run as was shown in Figure 4.12 except for the fact that now all the information sets are substituted with the formulas that characterize them. What this figure shows most clearly is how, during a run of CEDAR + DEODAR, all the relevant structural elements (information sets, observation sets, allow sets) are represented and manipulated symbolically.  

### 4.4.3 Allow Lattice Deconstruction

In this section we discuss the last step of the procedure shown in Figure 4.8. This last step consists in a reification of the computed allow lattice back into the form of a PTS. We call this allow lattice deconstruction to emphasize the fact that we go in the opposite direction of the game board construction as described in Section 4.4.1.
Figure 4.14: Example run of CEDAR+DEODAR with symbolic sets.
The deconstruction step requires us to encode the information sets in the allow lattice into a PTS. The following definition makes this precise.

**Definition 4.20 (Allow Lattice Deconstruction)** For a given initial observation \(c^\text{out}/c^\text{in}\) we define the best approximation initial information set \(i^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o)\) such that 

\[i^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o) = \bigcap \{ i \in g \mid i \supseteq i^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o) \},\]

i.e.: \(i^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o)\) consists of the best approximation in \(g_{\text{maxctrl}}\) of the initial information set for the initial observation \(o\). We define \(a^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o) = g(i^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o))\) as the allow set for the given initial observation. We define the control PTS \(P_{\text{maxctrl}}\) as the reachable restriction \(P_{\text{maxctrl}} = \text{Reach}(P)\) of a PTS \(P = (L, X, \gamma, \delta, L^\text{init})\) where:

- \(L = \{ (i, c^\text{out}/c^\text{in}) \mid i \in g_{\text{maxctrl}}\text{ and } c^\text{out} \in C^\text{out}_{G_{\text{plant}}}\text{ and } c^\text{in} \in C^\text{in}_{G_{\text{plant}}} \}\) i.e.: the set of locations for the control PTS is the set of pairs consisting of a current information set from the allow lattice and a last seen observation.

- \(X = X^\text{out} \cup X^\text{in}\), i.e.: the relevant variables are the control output and input variables.

- \(\gamma(i, c^\text{out}/c^\text{in}) = c^\text{out} \cup c^\text{in}\), i.e.: the labeling for the control PTS reflects the last seen observation.

- \(\delta = \{ ((i, o), (i', o')) \mid (i \xrightarrow{o} i') \in R_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} \}\), i.e.: the transition relation for the control PTS reflects the knowledge update relation of the allow lattice (cf. Definition 2.19).

- \(L^\text{init} = \{ (i, o) \mid i = i^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o)\text{ and } a^\text{init}_{g_{\text{maxctrl}}} (o) \neq \bot \}\), i.e.: the set of initial locations consists of all the locations that start from the best approximation initial information set in the allow lattice for a given initial observation that is not loosing.

Note that initial locations are potentially accessible also from other (internal) locations in the PTS, hence initial locations can be (re)visited, hence we need to keep last seen observations also for initial locations.

**Example 4.9** In Figure 4.15 we show the deconstruction of the allow lattice for the control problem \(P_{\text{stamp}_1[a_1/s_1]}\). As can be seen this control PTS is equivalent to a maximally permissive control PTS as given in Figure 4.6. The allow lattice on which this control PTS was based is shown in Figure 4.12(b). The underlying game is shown in Figure 4.9.

**Lemma 4.21 (Permissible Control PTS)** It holds that \(P_{\text{maxctrl}}\) is a permissible control PTS for \(P_{\text{plant}}\).
Figure 4.15: Deconstructed allow lattice for control problem $P_{\text{stamp}_1[a_1/s_1]}$.

**Proof** The lemma requires that:

1. $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is deterministic.
2. $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is input enabled for $X^{\text{in}}$.

Condition 1. follows directly from determinism of the knowledge update relation $R_{\mathcal{S}_{\text{maxctrl}}}$ (cf. Definition 2.17). Condition 2. follows from the fact that from any source information set, any allowed control output $c^{\text{out}} \in \mathcal{S}[X^{\text{out}}]$ and any control input $c^{\text{in}} \in \mathcal{S}[X^{\text{in}}]$ the knowledge update relation always maps to a well defined target information set. □

**Lemma 4.22 (Safe Control PTS)** It holds that $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is a safe control PTS for $P_{\text{plant}}$. ▷

**Proof** For contradiction, assume $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is not safe for $P_{\text{plant}}$ by definition this means there must exist a path through the product system $P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}}$ that ends in a deadlock location. Let $((i_0, o_0), (i_1, o_1), (i_2, o_2), \ldots (i_n, o_n), \ell_n)$ be such a path where $((i_n, o_n), \ell_n)$ is a deadlock location. From this path we can
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define a trace $\ell_0i_0\ell_1i_1\ldots\ell_ni_n$ consisting of an alternation of concrete plant/game locations and information sets. It is not hard to see that this constitutes a loosing trace in the outcome (cf. Definition 2.3) of the strategy defined by the allow lattice $g_{\text{maxctrl}}$ played on the game $G_{\text{plant}}$. This would entail that the strategy defined by $g_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is not a safe strategy for the control game $G_{\text{plant}}$. The latter contradicts our assumption that $g_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is a safe allow lattice and a solution to the control game $G_{\text{plant}}$. \[\square\]

**Theorem 4.23 (Maximally Permissive Control PTS)** It holds that $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is a maximally permissive safe control PTS for $P_{\text{plant}}$.

**Proof Sketch** By Lemmas 4.21 and 4.22 we have that $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is permissible and safe for $P_{\text{plant}}$. It remains to show that $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is indeed maximally permissive. We first note that $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is based on a maximally permissive (or: weakest) history based strategy represented by the control lattice $g_{\text{maxctrl}}$. In order to obtain, from this fact, that $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is also a maximally permissive control PTS it suffices to show that the lattice of (bisimulation equivalence classes of) permissible control PTSs can be embedded in the lattice of history based strategies. This would allow us to conclude that, since $g_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is maximally permissive then $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ must be maximally permissive.

So we proceed by defining this embedding. Let $P$ be an arbitrary permissible control PTS for $P_{\text{plant}}$. We first define a function $\text{Succ} : L_{P_{\text{maxctrl}}}^{\text{init}} \rightarrow \mathcal{O}^* \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(L_P)$ mapping a sequence of observations to the set of successor control locations that are possible to reach in one step after seeing the observation sequence. This is defined as follows:

$$\text{Succ}(\ell)(\epsilon) = \delta_P(\ell)$$

$$\text{Succ}(\ell)(\pi \vdash c_{\text{out}}/c_{\text{in}}) = \{\ell' \in \delta_P(\text{Succ}(\ell)(\pi)) \mid \gamma_P(\ell') \upharpoonright X_{\text{in}} = c_{\text{in}}, \gamma_P(\ell') \upharpoonright X_{\text{out}} = c_{\text{out}}\}$$

Based on this function we define a history based strategy $h_P : I \rightarrow \mathcal{O}^* \rightarrow P$ such that for a given initial location $\ell \in L_{P_{\text{maxctrl}}}^{\text{init}}$, labeled with control output $c_{\text{out}} = \gamma(\ell) \upharpoonright X_{\text{out}}$, and control input $c_{\text{in}} = \gamma(\ell) \upharpoonright X_{\text{in}}$, and a given initial information set $i \subseteq L_{P_{\text{plant}}}^{\text{init}}(c_{\text{out}}/c_{\text{in}})$ it holds:

$$h_P(i)(\pi) = \{c_{\text{out}} \mid \exists \ell' \in \text{Succ}(\ell)(\pi) \text{ and } \gamma_P(\ell') \upharpoonright X_{\text{out}} = c_{\text{out}}\}$$
for all other information sets $i$ we define:

$$h_P(i)(\pi) = \emptyset$$

A straightforward albeit rather technical argument shows that for any two control PTSs $P_1, P_2$ it holds $P_1 \sim P_2$ iff $h_{P_1} = h_{P_2}$. This allows us to define a one to one homomorphism that is an embedding from the lattice of bisimulation equivalence classes of control PTSs to the lattice of history based strategies. □

4.5 Computing Minimally Permissive Control

In the previous section we saw how to compute a maximally permissive controller by reducing a control problem to a safety game of imperfect information. In this section we discuss the second type of control derivation which is the minimally
permissive controller as introduced in Definition 4.14. In particular we give an example of a minimally permissive controller and we sketch an algorithm for computing minimally permissive controllers.

This section will be less formal than the previous section on maximally permissive controllers. This is so partly to avoid excessive technical detail, and partly because the derivation of a minimally permissive control is much easier than the derivation of a maximally permissive control. To compute a minimally permissive controller we use the same types of symbolic representation and symbolic techniques that we have used throughout the thesis so far, yet they are employed in a more direct fashion.

The outline of the derivation is given Figure 4.16. All the steps involved are completely analogous to the steps we took for computing maximally permissive control (cf. Figure 4.8). The only exception is the new RADAR (reverse allowset driven antichain refinement) algorithm. In the remainder of this section we will focus mainly on explaining the new RADAR algorithm, although we will also illustrate the other steps using the example.

In the next section we use maximally and minimally permissive control derivation in an alternating fashion to facilitate compositionality. At this point however, it is important to realize that the two types of derivation are used for opposite purposes. In particular maximally permissive control is useful for deriving the weakest sufficient control whereas minimally permissive control is useful for deriving the strongest necessary control. As such the latter presupposes that we already have some representation of the maximally permissive, safe, behavior of the system. The following example illustrates this.

**Example 4.10 (Minimally Permissive Control)** In Figure 4.17 we show the safe portion of the plant model $P_{\text{safestamp}_1}$. This system is safe by construction, i.e.: we simply assume that, somehow, all the unsafe locations are suppressed. In Figure 4.18 we show the game board $G_{\text{safestamp}_1}$ over the safe plant model $P_{\text{safestamp}_1}$ and control signature $[a_1/s_1]$. The minimally permissive control for this game consists of the control PTS that at each point in the game allows the smallest set of control outputs without ever overconstraining the underlying system.

In Figure 4.19 we show the minimally permissive control PTS for $P_{\text{safestamp}_1}$. It can be checked that $P_{\text{minctrlstamp}_1}$ is permissible for $P_{\text{safestamp}_1}$. In addition, it can be checked that $P_{\text{minctrlstamp}_1}$ does not restrict $P_{\text{safestamp}_1}$. The only restrictions are present in locations $\ell_{\perp 0}$ and $\ell_{\perp 1}$ which are, as the labels suggest, inconsistent locations that are not reachable in the composition $P_{\text{safestamp}_1} \parallel P_{\text{minctrlstamp}_1}$. In the remainder of this section we will show how
Figure 4.17: $P_{\text{safestamp}_1}$ safe portion of the plant model in Figure 4.3(b)

Figure 4.18: $G_{\text{safestamp}_1}$ game board based on Figure 4.17

$P_{\text{minctrlstamp}_1}$ can be derived systematically, and, in doing so, we will demonstrate that $P_{\text{minctrlstamp}_1}$ is indeed minimally permissive.

To see how we can compute a minimally permissive controller efficiently we introduce the notion of a deny strategy. A deny strategy is similar to an allow strategy in the sense that it maps information sets to sets of control outputs, the only difference is that we now interpret the set of control outputs as a deny set, i.e.: a set of control outputs that are not allowed. Crucially, it is the case that the minimally permissive controller can be constructed based on the weakest deny strategy. Moreover the weakest deny strategy will be an antitone function: with stronger knowledge we can play a weaker deny set. Because of this nice property we can represent a deny strategy using a contravariant lattice of domain/co-domain pairs, just as we have been doing for allow strategies.

In order to compute this deny lattice efficiently we develop a symbolic algo-
Figure 4.19: Minimally permissive control $P_{\text{minctrlstamp}}$ for $P_{\text{safestamp}}$
Table 4.1: Computation of the deniable predecessor sets for Figure 4.18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\pi$</th>
<th>$\delta^{-1}(\pi)$</th>
<th>$L \setminus \delta^{-1}(\pi)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>${l_0, l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4, l_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${\overline{a}_1}$</td>
<td>${l_0, l_1, l_3}$</td>
<td>${l_2, l_4, l_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${a_1}$</td>
<td>${l_0, l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4}$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${\overline{a}_1, a_1}$</td>
<td>${l_0, l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4, l_5}$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm called RADAR (reverse allowset driven antichain refinement). In its most basic form the algorithm consists in computing the complement of the weakest predecessors for each possible deny set and entering the resulting info/deny pair into the contravariant control lattice, now aptly called deny lattice. Computing the deniable predecessors of a given deny set $\pi \in A$ is done using a single pre-image operation followed by a complementation: $\text{DPre}(\pi) = L \setminus \delta^{-1}(\pi)$. This is the weakest information set from which the player can deny all the control outputs in the deny set without restricting the underlying system. For the example this works out as follows.

**Example 4.11 (RADAR)** We derive the minimally permissive controller for the control game in Figure 4.18 using RADAR. In Figure 4.20 we show the entire derivation. The algorithm consist in computing the weakest predecessor information sets for each possible deny set. Table 4.1 lists the pre-image and the deniable predecessor sets for the example. When we compare the resulting info/deny pairs, we obtain the following maximal contravariant chain:

$$
\langle \{l_0, l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4, l_5\}, \emptyset \rangle, \\
\langle \{l_2, l_4, l_5\}, \{\overline{a}_1\} \rangle, \\
\langle \emptyset, \{a_1\} \rangle
$$

Note that the pair $\langle \emptyset, \{a_1\} \rangle$ is subsumed by the pair $\langle \emptyset, \{\overline{a}_1, a_1\} \rangle$. In Figure 4.20(b) we show the resulting deny lattice. In Figure 4.20(c) we show the deny lattice after applying DEODAR. In Figure 4.21 we show the minimally permissive control through the deconstructed deny lattice.

As can be seen, the resulting minimally permissive control PTS in Figure 4.21 does not do much more than to detect inconsistencies. The reason for this is the fact that the control signature is too narrow. This means that
Figure 4.20: Example run of RADAR+DEODAR on deny game $P_{\text{safestamp}_1[a_1/s_1]}$
Figure 4.21: Deconstructed deny lattice for control problem $P_{\text{safestamp}_1[a_1/s_1]}$. 
our approximation in the form of the minimally permissive controller can not actually enforce the safe behavior represented by $P_{safe stamp_1}$.

In the next section we will discuss a method for compositional control synthesis that allows us to systematically widen the control signature up to the point where the maximally permissive control and the minimally permissive control coincide.

4.6 Plant Under Control

The compositional algorithm that we define in the next section acts on a plant under control, which is a plant model that consist of a number of plant components. The following definition makes this precise.

**Definition 4.24 (Plant Under Control)** We define $\mathcal{P}$ to be some finite, background index set $\mathcal{P} = \{p_1, \ldots, p_m\}$ of plant component descriptors. We define $P_{plant}$ to be some background PTS:

$$P_{plant} = P_{p_1} \ || \ \cdots \ || \ P_{p_m}$$

as the plant under control, which is a plant model consisting of a finite number of indexed plant components. For each plant component $p \in \mathcal{P}$ as the set of relevant propositions used by $P_p$, we define $X^{in}_p$ as the largest subset of relevant propositions in $X_p$ for which $P_p$ is input enabled, we define $X^{out}_p = X_p \setminus X^{in}_p$, we call $[X^{out}_p / X^{in}_p]$ the component signature of $p$. In addition to the individual component signatures, we assume some background signature $[X^{out}_{ctrl} / X^{in}_{ctrl}]$ as the global control signature.

**Example 4.12 (Plant Under Control)** For our running example we define the set of plant descriptors as $\mathcal{P}_{plant} = \{feed_0, stamp_1, stamp_2\}$. We define the plant model as $P_{plant} = P_{feed_0} \ || \ P_{stamp_1} \ || \ P_{stamp_2}$. The component signatures then become as follows: $X^{out}_{feed_0} = \{s_0, s_0\}$, $X^{in}_{feed_0} = \emptyset$, $X^{out}_{stamp_1} = \{s_1, a_1, p_1\}$, $X^{in}_{stamp_1} = \{p_0\}$, $X^{out}_{stamp_2} = \{s_2, a_2, p_2\}$, $X^{in}_{stamp_2} = \{p_1\}$. It can be checked that, indeed, $P_{stamp_1}$ and $P_{stamp_2}$ are input enabled for $p_0$ and $p_1$, respectively. Finally, we define the global control signature as $X^{out}_{ctrl} = \{a_1, a_2\}$ and $X^{in}_{ctrl} = \{s_0, s_1, s_2\}$. For a graphical overview of this plant under control cf. Figure 4.2(b).

Before we turn to the compositional algorithm proper we first consider the target result on the global level. We consider the plant model as a whole and
define the maximally and the minimally permissive control in line with the previous sections. The following definitions make this precise.

**Definition 4.25 (Global Maximally Permissive Control)** For the remainder of this section we let \( P_{\text{maxctrl}} \) be some background PTS such that it holds \( P_{\text{maxctrl}} \in P_{\text{plant}}[X_{\text{out}}/X_{\text{in}}] \) as the *global maximally permissive control*. \(\triangleright\)

We will refer to the global maximally permissive control in the definitions that follow. Yet, it is important to note that we will not rely on the direct computation of the global maximally permissive control in the compositional algorithm that we will present in the next section. Instead we will demonstrate how it is possible to synthesize a controller that has the same effect as the global maximally permissive control whilst proceeding in a compositional fashion.

**Example 4.13 (Global Maximally Permissive Control)** The global maximally permissive control PTS for our example cannot be easily presented in its raw form. Just like the graph in Figure 4.4(b) the result would not be human-readable anymore. Yet, it is possible to visualize this graph to gain a better understanding of the type of structure that we are dealing with. In Figure 4.22 we show a visualization of the maximally permissive control PTS that was generated using a variant of the circular bi-connected graph visualization algorithm by [Six and Tollis (1999)] and [Kaufmann and Wiese (2002)]. This layout algorithm works by decomposing the graph into maximal connected components, laying out each connected component in a circular fashion and finally laying out the individual connected components according to a spanning tree.

As can be seen \( P_{\text{maxctrl}} \) for the parcelplant example consists of two maximal connected components. The upper part represents the *steady states* and the lower part consist of the *inconsistent states*. It is possible to transition from the steady state part into the inconsistent state part but, once entered into the inconsistent state part, it is not possible to transition back into the steady state part. Each of the gray transitions that forms part of the fiber-like trunk is such a transition leading down into an inconsistent state. The inconsistent states amongst themselves form a *fully connected component* meaning that all behavior is simulated.

The steady states that together form the upper connected component and the transitions among them can be characterized symbolically. In particular we have, for our example, that the steady state satisfies the primed propositional formula: \( \phi^\land = s_0 \rightarrow a'_1 \land s_1 \rightarrow a'_2 \) i.e.: if a sensor triggers in the current state then the corresponding actuator will activate in the next state. \(\triangleright\)
The formula $\phi$ from the example above is called a steady state invariant. We will use the concept of a steady state invariant in the examples that follow. In particular steady state invariants are very useful to characterize controllers in a compact, symbolic way without having to consider the underlying PTS explicitly.

**Definition 4.26 (Global Minimally Permissive Control)** For the remainder of this section we let $P_{\text{minctrl}}$ be some background PTS such that it holds $P_{\text{minctrl}} \in (P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}})[X_{\text{out}}^\text{ctrl}/X_{\text{in}}^\text{ctrl}]$ as the global minimally permissive control.

**Example 4.14 (Global Minimally Permissive Control)** In Figure 4.23 we show a visualization of $P_{\text{minctrl}}$ for the parcelplant example. As can be seen also this control PTS consists of a steady state part and an inconsistent state part. The only difference with $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ as shown in Figure 4.22 is the fact that the inconsistent state part now consists of many individual deadlock locations rather than one large, fully connected component.

In between the extrema of the global maximally and minimally permissive control there potentially exist many control PTSs $P'$ such that $P_{\text{minctrl}} \leq P' \leq P_{\text{maxctrl}}$. These alternative control PTSs can still be interesting controllers for the plant under control even when they are not strictly speaking maximally or minimally permissive. In particular it is possible to do loose inconsistency tracking where not every inconsistent observation is necessarily detected (cf. Section 3.4). The advantage of this is that the controllers are potentially a lot smaller because they need not keep track of all possible inconsistent observations. To keep the presentation focussed, in the remainder of this section we will continue to work with the strict definition of maximally and minimally permissive control.

### 4.7 Algorithm For Compositional Synthesis

In the previous section we defined the plant under control consisting of a number of plant components. We also defined the global maximally and minimally permissive control over this model. In this section we consider the problem of deriving such a global controller for the given plant under control in a compositional fashion. In particular we will approximate the global control from above by deriving control constraints for a gradually increasing subset of the full plant model. We call such a subset of the full set of plant component a locality. The following definition makes this precise.
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Figure 4.22: Visualization of $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ for the parcelplant example.
Figure 4.23: Visualization of $P_{\text{minctrl}}$ for the parcelplant example.
**Definition 4.27 (Localities)** We define a *locality* $\mathcal{L}$ as a subset $\mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{P}$ of plant components. For a given locality $\mathcal{L}$ we define: $P_{\mathcal{L}} = \prod_{p \in \mathcal{L}} P_p$ as the product of the plant components in $\mathcal{L}$, $X_{\mathcal{L}} = \bigcup_{p \in \mathcal{L}} X_p$ as the set of all relevant propositions of the plant components in $\mathcal{L}$, $X_{\mathcal{L}}^{\text{out}} = \bigcup_{p \in \mathcal{L}} X_p^{\text{out}}$ as the set of all output propositions of the plant components in $\mathcal{L}$, $X_{\mathcal{L}}^{\text{in}} = X_{\mathcal{L}} \setminus X_{\mathcal{L}}^{\text{out}}$ as the set of all input propositions of plant components in $\mathcal{L}$, and $\overline{\mathcal{L}} = \mathcal{P} \setminus \mathcal{L}$ as the periphery of $\mathcal{L}$ which are all the plant components in the model that fall outside of $\mathcal{L}$. We assume a background set of relevant localities $\text{Localities} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P})$. We assume that at least the plant in its entirety is a relevant locality: $\mathcal{P} \in \text{Localities}$. We further assume that the empty locality is never relevant: $\emptyset \notin \text{Localities}$. For a given relevant locality $\mathcal{L} \in \text{Localities}$ we define the relevant child localities $\downarrow \mathcal{L}$ of $\mathcal{L}$ such that

$$\downarrow \mathcal{L} = \left\{ \mathcal{L}' \in \text{Localities} \mid \mathcal{L}' \subset \mathcal{L} \right\}$$

i.e.: all the largest sublocalities of $\mathcal{L}$.

**Example 4.15 (Localities)** The relevant localities for our running example are:

$$\text{Localities} = \{ \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{L}_{\text{left}}, \mathcal{L}_{\text{right}}, \mathcal{L}_{\text{feed0}}, \mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp1}}, \mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp2}} \}$$

where $\mathcal{P} = \{ \text{feed0}, \text{stamp1}, \text{stamp2} \}$ the full index set is the locality covering the plant in its entirety, $\mathcal{L}_{\text{left}} = \{ \text{feed0}, \text{stamp1} \}$ is the locality covering the left part of the plant with the feeder and first parcel stamp, $\mathcal{L}_{\text{right}} = \{ \text{stamp1}, \text{stamp2} \}$ is the right part of the plant with the first and the second parcel stamp,
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\[ P_{\text{ctrl}(L)} \]

\[ X_L \cap X_{\text{out}}^{\text{ctrl}} \]
\[ X_{\text{in}}^{\text{ctrl}} \cap X_L \]

\[ X_{\text{out}}^{\text{ctrl}} \cap X_L \]
\[ X_L \cap X_{\text{in}}^{\text{ctrl}} \]

\[ P_{\text{ctx}(\Sigma)} \]

Figure 4.25: A locality with its context and local control and their signatures.

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{feed}_0} = \{\text{feed}_0\} \] is the singleton locality containing only the feeder in isolation, \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_1} = \{\text{stamp}_1\} \) is the singleton locality containing only the first parcel stamp in isolation, \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_2} = \{\text{stamp}_2\} \) is the singleton locality containing only the second parcel stamp in isolation. Figure 4.24 shows the corresponding locality DAG.

In order to arrive at a compositional algorithm, we need the ability to derive a local controller for a given locality \( \mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{P} \) without factoring in the periphery \( \Sigma \). If we were to consider the product with the periphery we would obtain the entire plant model \( \mathcal{P} = \mathcal{L} \cup \Sigma \), which is exactly what we are trying to avoid when deriving a controller at a local level. For this reason we first define the local control signature as the restriction of the global control signature to the relevant propositions for the locality. The following definition makes this precise.

**Definition 4.28 (Local Control Signature)** For a given locality \( \mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{P} \) we define the local control output propositions \( X_{\text{out}}^{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})} = X_{\text{out}}^{\text{ctrl}} \cap X_{\mathcal{L}} \); and the local control input propositions \( X_{\text{in}}^{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})} = X_{\text{in}}^{\text{ctrl}} \cap X_{\mathcal{L}} \).
Example 4.16 (Local Control Signatures) The local control signatures for our running example are given in Table 4.2. For each locality, the control signature contains only the relevant control outputs and inputs. For the top locality $\mathcal{L}$, the control signature coincides with the context signature (cf. Example 4.17).

Perhaps, intuitively, it may seem that it is possible to derive a local controller directly based on the local control signature. However, the problem that we face is the fact that this local control signature may be too narrow, resulting in a local controller that is too restrictive. In particular, it may be the case that information can flow to and from the controller through the open periphery—in and outputs: $X^\text{in}_\mathcal{L} \cap X_\mathcal{L}$ and $X^\text{out}_\mathcal{L} \cap X_\mathcal{L}$ as is illustrated in Figure 4.25. The solution that we take is to simultaneously abstract the periphery and the controller into a context. Because this context sees all the open periphery inputs (in addition to the control inputs) and controls all the open periphery outputs (in addition to the control outputs) we obtain a context that is conservative in the restrictions that it imposes on the plant. The following definition makes this precise.

Definition 4.29 (Conservativity) A (context/local control) PTS $P$ is conservative iff it holds that:

$$ P \geq P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}} $$

i.e.: $P$ allows at least all the behavior that is allowed by the plant under maximally permissive control.

This definition makes use of the object $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$, the global maximally permissive control. For our purposes, this means that this is not an effective definition yet, as we want to avoid direct construction of the global maximally
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Table 4.3: Locality context signatures for the parcelplant example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mathcal{L}$</th>
<th>$X_{\mathcal{L}}$</th>
<th>$X_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}^{\text{out}} / X_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}^{\text{in}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{P}$</td>
<td>$p_0 s_0 p_1 a_1 s_1 p_2 a_2 s_2$</td>
<td>$a_1 a_2 / s_0 s_1 s_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{L}_{\text{left}}$</td>
<td>$p_0 s_0 p_1 a_1 s_1$</td>
<td>$a_1 / s_0 s_1 p_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{L}_{\text{right}}$</td>
<td>$p_0 p_1 a_1 s_1 p_2 a_2 s_2$</td>
<td>$p_0 a_1 a_2 / s_1 s_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{L}_{\text{feed}_0}$</td>
<td>$p_0 s_0$</td>
<td>$\emptyset / s_0 p_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_1}$</td>
<td>$p_0 p_1 a_1 s_1$</td>
<td>$p_0 a_1 / s_1 p_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_2}$</td>
<td>$p_1 p_2 a_2 s_2$</td>
<td>$p_1 a_2 / s_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

permisive control. For this reason we will overapproximate $P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}}$ at a local level. Once we have such a local overapproximation we may use this local overapproximation to derive a conservative local controller over it. The way we make the overapproximation at a local level is by applying the context abstraction as we discussed above. The following definition makes this precise.

**Definition 4.30 (Locality Context Signature)** For a given locality $\mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{P}$ we define the context output propositions $X_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}^{\text{out}} = (X_{\text{ctrl}}^{\text{out}} \cup X_{\mathcal{L}}^{\text{out}}) \cap X_{\mathcal{L}}$, and the context input propositions $X_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}^{\text{in}} = ((X_{\text{ctrl}}^{\text{in}} \cup X_{\mathcal{L}}^{\text{in}}) \cap X_{\mathcal{L}}) \setminus X_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}^{\text{out}}$. ◀

**Example 4.17 (Locality Context Signatures)** The relevant locality context signatures for our running example are given in Table 4.3. The first thing to note from this table is how, for each locality, the context signature contains both the control outputs and inputs for that locality as well as the open periphery outputs and inputs. The second thing to note is the fact that, for the top locality $\mathcal{P}$, the context signature coincides with the global control signature (cf. Example 4.16). ◀

Now that we have all prerequisites in place we are in a position to present Algorithm 4. The compositional controller synthesis algorithm, or Cocos for short, works by applying the context abstraction followed by a local control derivation (as discussed above). The algorithm does this for each relevant locality. In particular the algorithm starts from the leaf localities and gradually works its way up the locality hierarchy until it reaches the top locality (cf. Figure 4.24). The exact order in which the localities are treated is unspecified as long as all child localities are treated before their parent locality is treated.
Algorithm 4: cocos — Compositional Control Synthesis

Data: A set of plant component descriptors $\mathcal{P} = \{p_1, \ldots, p_m\}$, a plant model $P_{\text{plant}} = p_1 \parallel \ldots \parallel p_m$, a global control signature $[X_{\text{out}}^{\text{ctrl}}/X_{\text{in}}^{\text{ctrl}}]$, and a set of relevant localities $\text{Localities} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P})$, for which it holds that, at least, $\mathcal{P}$ (the plant in its entirety) is a relevant locality, and $\emptyset$ (the empty locality) is not a relevant locality.

Result: Returns a conservative, safe controller for $P_{\text{plant}}$

1. $\text{Treated} \leftarrow \emptyset$
2. while $\emptyset \notin \text{Treated}$ do
   3. let $\mathcal{L} \in \text{Localities}$ such that $\mathcal{L} \notin \text{Treated}$ and $\parallel \mathcal{L} \subseteq \text{Treated}$
   4. synthesize $P_{\text{ctx}}(\mathcal{L}) \in (\Pi_{\mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{L}} P_{\text{ctrl}}(\mathcal{L}) \parallel P_{\mathcal{L}})[X_{\text{out}}^{\text{ctx}}(\mathcal{L})/X_{\text{in}}^{\text{ctx}}(\mathcal{L})]$
   5. synthesize $P_{\text{ctrl}}(\mathcal{L}) \in (P_{\text{ctx}}(\mathcal{L}) \parallel \Pi_{\mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{L}} P_{\text{ctrl}}(\mathcal{L}) \parallel P_{\mathcal{L}})[X_{\text{out}}^{\text{ctrl}}(\mathcal{L})/X_{\text{in}}^{\text{ctrl}}(\mathcal{L})]$
   6. $\text{Treated} \leftarrow \text{Treated} \cup \{\mathcal{L}\}$
7. return $P_{\text{ctrl}}(\mathcal{P})$

We give a short description of the basic steps of the algorithm. In line 1 the set of treated localities is initialized. In line 2 we enter the main loop. The termination condition checks whether the top locality (the locality that encompasses the plant in its entirety) has been treated. If this is not yet the case in line 3 we select a locality for which all the direct child localities (if any) have already been treated.

In line 4 we synthesize a context for the given locality taking into account local controllers for the direct child localities (if any) that have previously been synthesized. Note that the keyword synthesize presupposes some underlying game solving algorithm that is able to construct a maximally permissive control PTS as per Definition 4.13. We recall Section 4.4 where we showed how CEDAR+DEODAR can be used for this purpose. As such, in the remainder we assume that CEDAR+DEODAR is used for the synthesis step in line 4.

In line 5 we synthesize a conservative local controller based on the safe system consisting of the plant model, the previously synthesized controllers for the child localities and the additional constraints imposed by the newly synthesized context. We recall Section 4.5 where we showed how RADAR+DEODAR can be used for this purpose. As such, in the remainder we assume RADAR+DEODAR will be used for the synthesis step in line 5.
In line 6 we add the locality to the treated set. As soon as the top locality has been treated we enter into line 7 where the local controller for the top locality is returned.

Example 4.18 (Sample Run of cocos) We consider a run of the cocos algorithm on the parcelplant example:

1. We assume that the first selected leaf locality is $\mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_1}$. In Figure 4.26 we show the intermediate results for this locality. We use steady state invariants $\phi^?$ to indicate the control constraints found in the form of the locality context and the local control. As can be seen, the locality context places the constraint $\phi^? \equiv (p_0 \rightarrow a'_1)$, the local control does not place any constraint. The reason for this is the fact that the control signature is too narrow. In particular the proposition $p_0$ is part of the periphery, and not a control input. It is therefore impossible to enforce the control constraint $\phi^? \equiv (p_0 \rightarrow a_1)$ through the local control signature. The only solution that is conservative is a local controller that is vacuous, i.e.: that places no control constraint on the plant whatsoever.

2. We skip the other leaf localities $\mathcal{L}_{\text{feed}_0}$ and $\mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_2}$ because these are handled completely analogously.

3. Next, we assume the selected locality is $\mathcal{L}_{\text{left}}$. In Figure 4.27 we show the intermediate results for this locality. As can be seen from the steady state invariants, the locality context places the constraint $\phi^? \equiv (s_0 \rightarrow a'_1)$, note that $p_0$ is no longer part of the context signature, it is now an internal proposition for the locality, the local control places the same constraint $\phi^? \equiv (s_0 \rightarrow a'_1)$. This is the first instance in which we can actually see a control constraint being derived in a local context.

4. We skip the locality $\mathcal{L}_{\text{right}}$ because it is handled completely analogously.

5. We then arrive at the top locality $\mathcal{P}$. In Figure 4.28 we show the final results for the top locality. As can be seen from the steady state invariants, the locality context places no constraint, the reason for this is the fact that all the necessary control constraints are already in place, the local control places the constraint $\phi^? \equiv (s_0 \rightarrow a'_1) \land (s_1 \rightarrow a'_2)$ as expected.

In Figure 4.29 we show the final result applied directly to the plant under control.  

\textbf{印尼语：}

在行6中，我们将该局部性添加到已处理集。一旦顶部局部性被处理，我们就进入行7，在那里为顶部局部性返回本地控制器。

例4.18（cocos算法的示例运行）我们考虑一个运行cocos算法在parcelplant示例上的运行：

1. 我们假设第一个选定的叶子局部性是$\mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_1}$。在图4.26中，我们显示了这个局部性的中间结果。我们使用稳态不变量$\phi^?$来指示找到的控制约束，形式为局部性上下文和本地控制。如图所示，局部性上下文放置了约束$\phi^? \equiv (p_0 \rightarrow a'_1)$，本地控制不放置任何约束。原因在于控制签名太窄。特别是命题$p_0$是外围的一部分，并不是一个控制输入。因此，不可能通过本地控制签名强制控制约束$\phi^? \equiv (p_0 \rightarrow a_1)$。唯一的保守解决方案是丢弃任何在植物上的控制。

2. 我们跳过其余的叶子局部性$\mathcal{L}_{\text{feed}_0}$和$\mathcal{L}_{\text{stamp}_2}$，因为这些是完全类似处理的。

3. 接下来，我们假设选择的局部性是$\mathcal{L}_{\text{left}}$。在图4.27中，我们显示了这个局部性的中间结果。如图所示，稳态不变量表明，局部性上下文放置了约束$\phi^? \equiv (s_0 \rightarrow a'_1)$，注意$p_0$不再是上下文签名的一部分，它是局部性的内部命题，本地控制放置了相同的约束$\phi^? \equiv (s_0 \rightarrow a'_1)$. 这是我们在局部上下文中第一次看到控制约束被导出。

4. 我们跳过局部性$\mathcal{L}_{\text{right}}$，因为它是完全类似处理的。

5. 然后我们到达顶部局部性$\mathcal{P}$. 在图4.28中，我们显示了顶部局部性的最终结果。如图所示，稳态不变量表明，局部性上下文没有放置任何约束，原因在于所有的必要控制约束都已经在位，本地控制放置了约束$\phi^? \equiv (s_0 \rightarrow a'_1) \land (s_1 \rightarrow a'_2)$，如预期。

在图4.29中，我们显示了最终结果直接应用于植物下的控制。
Figure 4.26: Intermediate results of cocos for locality $L_{\text{stamp}_1}$
Figure 4.27: Intermediate results of COCOS for locality $\mathcal{L}_{\text{left}}$
Figure 4.28: Final results of COCOS for the top locality $\Psi$.
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\[ P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{S})} - \phi^{\langle 5 \rangle} \equiv \begin{cases} s_0 \rightarrow a'_1 \\ s_1 \rightarrow a'_2 \end{cases} \]

Figure 4.29: Final result of COCOS applied directly to the plant under control.
The crucial property on which the correctness of cocos rests is the fact that all the intermediate results $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}$ and $P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})}$ are conservative. This is the content of the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.31 (Conservativity)** It is an invariant of Algorithm 4 that for all $\mathcal{L} \in \text{Localities}$ it holds $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})} \geq P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}}$ and $P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})} \geq P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}}$, i.e.: both the context and the local controllers are conservative. \hfill \Box

**Proof** By induction on the size of $\mathcal{L}$. For the base case $\mathcal{L} = \emptyset$ the lemma follows trivially as $\emptyset \not\in \text{Localities}$. For the inductive case assume $\mathcal{L} \in \text{Localities}$ such that $|\mathcal{L}| = n$. Assume, by inductive hypothesis, that the lemma holds for all localities of size $n - 1$, in particular the lemma holds for $\Pi_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})}$. In line 4 we synthesize $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}$ as a most permissive, safe control PTS for $(\Pi_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})}) \parallel P_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} [X_{\text{out}} / X_{\text{in}}]$. Now we construct:

$$P_{\text{witness}} \in (P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} [X_{\text{out}} / X_{\text{in}}])$$

i.e.: we take the combination of the global maximally permissive control and the periphery of $\mathcal{L}$ and project out all the propositions from the control signature that are not part of the context signature. It is not hard to see that $P_{\text{witness}}$ is a safe control PTS for the control problem $(\Pi_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})}) \parallel P_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} [X_{\text{out}} / X_{\text{in}}]$. It follows $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})} \geq P_{\text{witness}}$ and, transitively, $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})} \geq P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}}$ (recall that $P_{\text{plant}} = P_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} \parallel P_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}}$). We continue with line 5 where we synthesize $P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})}$ as a minimally permissive control PTS above $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})} \parallel \Pi_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})} \parallel P_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}}$. We already showed $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})}$ to be conservative so it must follow by definition that $P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})}$ is conservative. \hfill \Box

**Theorem 4.32 (cocos)** After completion of Algorithm 4 it holds that:

$$P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})} \sim P_{\text{minctrl}}$$

i.e.: the algorithm returns the global minimally permissive control for $P_{\text{plant}}$. \hfill \Box

**Proof** By definition $P_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} = P_{\text{plant}}$ and $X_{\text{out}} = X_{\text{out}}$ and $X_{\text{in}} = X_{\text{in}}$ this implies that, in the final iteration of the algorithm, line 4 reduces to:

**synthesize** $P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})} \in (\Pi_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})} \parallel P_{\text{plant}} [X_{\text{out}} / X_{\text{in}}])$

By Lemma 4.31 we have that the PTS $\Pi_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})}$ is conservative. Now recall that $P_{\text{maxctrl}}$ is defined such that $P_{\text{maxctrl}} \in P_{\text{plant}} [X_{\text{out}} / X_{\text{in}}]$. It is not hard to see that this implies that:

$$(P_{\text{ctx}(\mathcal{L})} \parallel \Pi_{\mathcal{L} \in \mathcal{C}} P_{\text{ctrl}(\mathcal{L})} \parallel P_{\text{plant}}) \sim (P_{\text{maxctrl}} \parallel P_{\text{plant}})$$
This, in turn, implies that, in the final iteration, line 5 can be equivalently written as:

\[
\text{synthesize } P_{\text{ctrl}(q)} \in (P_{\text{maxctrl}} \ || \ P_{\text{plant}})[X_{\text{out}}^\text{ctrl}/X_{\text{in}}^\text{ctrl}]
\]

Which means, by definition, \( P_{\text{ctrl}(q)} \sim P_{\text{minctrl}} \). \( \square \)

## 4.8 Efficiency Concerns and Optimizations

In this section we discuss an important optimization for COCOS. We start from the observation that, in many cases, it is possible to find successor independencies between outputs for a given plant model. Successor independence refers to the fact that often two or more output propositions are always suppressed or allowed independently of each other in the successor state. The following definition makes this precise.

**Definition 4.33 (Extended Signature)** We define an extended signature:

\[
[X_1^\text{out}, \ldots, X_n^\text{out}/X^\text{in}]
\]

as a partitioned set of output propositions \( X^\text{out} = X_1^\text{out} \cup \ldots \cup X_n^\text{out} \) in combination with a set of input propositions \( X^\text{in} \) such that \( X^\text{out} \cap X^\text{in} = \emptyset \). For a given \( X_i^\text{out} \) we define \( X_i^\text{out} \) as the complement \( X^\text{out} \setminus X_i^\text{out} \). We say a PTS \( P \) respects the extended signature iff it can be decomposed into \( P \sim P_1 \ || \ \ldots \ || \ P_n \) such that each \( P_i \) respects the signature \( [X_i^\text{out}/X^\text{in} \cup X_i^\text{out}] \). \( \diamond \)

Successor independence occurs very naturally when we are considering a plant under control that consists of several plant components. The extended signature can be induced from the individual plant component signatures. In addition it is possible to work with user supplied information, i.e.: a user directly indicates that the controller she wants to synthesize should respect some extended signature.

Whenever we know that we are synthesizing a controller that should respect an extended signature we can use this fact to our advantage. We do this by an important optimization of the CEDAR algorithm underlying COCOS and an important optimization of the RADAR+DEODAR algorithm underlying COCOS.

For the CEDAR algorithm this consists in an optimization of the restricted successor step. In particular it is possible to replace the single restricted successor pair that we introduce into the allow lattice with a set of \( n \) restricted successor pairs, one for each subset in the output partition. With the symbolic
framework that we introduced in this chapter this becomes very straightforward. Basically we make $n$ projections of the observation, one for each of the subsets in the output partition, instead of just one. This is valid since we know that, any restriction on the output we will have to be done independently for each of the subsets in the output partition.

For the **RADAR**+**DEODAR** algorithm the optimization goes even further in the sense that it is possible to synthesize $n$ individual controllers, one for each subset in the output partition. To obtain the end-result we then take the composition of these individual control PTSs. This is valid because the resulting set of controllers adheres precisely to Definition 4.33.
Chapter 5

Experiments

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we evaluate further the compositional framework that was developed in Chapter 4. We will validate the compositional aspects of the framework through several experiments. For running these experiments we will also rely on the results from the first part of the thesis. In particular we will use the CEDAR and DEODAR algorithms that were developed in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 we briefly discuss our implementation. In Section 5.3 we discuss the hypothesis that there is a positive relation between compositionality and scalability. In Section 5.4 we discuss the ability of the COCOS compositional algorithm to derive residual constraints for higher localities. In Section 5.5 we discuss some conclusions based on these experiments.

5.2 Implementation

All the experiments in this chapter were carried out with a single threaded implementation of COCOS with solvers CEDAR+DEODAR and RADAR+DEODAR. The implementation makes full use of the optimizations of sparse allow lattices (cf. Section 2.5), loose inconsistency tracking (cf. Section 3.4), and successor independence (cf. Section 4.8).

The tool is written in Java. All the symbolic BDD operations are performed through a modified version JavaBDD which is a Java wrapper around Buddy (a
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native C implementation). The modifications consist in integration of the Buddy reference counting scheme with the Java virtual machine garbage collector. The latter incurs a slight variation in running times that is amortized by averaging each experiment over several runs. The experiments were run on a dual core 2.4 GHz machine.

5.3 Compositionality and Scalability

In this section we test the hypothesis that compositionality has a positive effect on scalability. Here, scalability should be understood in terms of the relation between some suitable measure of problem size and some suitable measure of performance. As a measure of problem size we will simply take the number of plant components. As a measure of performance we will simply take the running time of the entire Cocos+CEDAR+DEODAR synthesis procedure. In addition, we will measure the number of refinement steps performed in the CEDAR phase. The latter measure has the advantage that it does not depend on the performance of the underlying symbolic engine.

In order to be able to vary the model size in a convenient, reproducible fashion we will test our algorithms on a parameterized version of the parcel plant example from Chapter 4. The parameter we introduce is the number \( N \) of plant components in the plant model. We can then obtain scalability results by testing how the algorithms perform for increasing \( N \).

5.3.1 Parameterized Parcel Plant Model

For parameterizing our parcel plant model we use an indexed version of the plant component stamp\(_{i,j}\) where \( i \) is the index of the incoming p–proposition (which is the proposition that is acted upon by the left neighbor component) and \( j \) is the index of the outgoing p–proposition (which is the proposition that is acted upon by the actuator and sensor propositions). We then arrange these components in a circular topology as follows:

\[
P^{N}_{\text{stamp},i,j} = P_{\text{stamp}_{1,2}} || P_{\text{stamp}_{2,3}} || \cdots || P_{\text{stamp}_{N-1,N}} || P_{\text{stamp}_{N,1}}
\]

To illustrate the topology of the model, as an example, in Figure 5.1 we show the component graph for \( N = 5 \). Note that the resulting model no longer has a feeder component. For this reason we also weaken the initial state invariant to make sure that the initial arrangement of parcels on the belt is random. If we would keep the initial state invariant as it was defined in Chapter 4, the control
problem would become trivial since in that case there would never be any parcel entering into the system.

5.3.2 Monolithic Variant and Compositional Variant

We now define two variants of this model with respect to the locality structure. Both variants are illustrated in Figure 5.2. These diagrams use dashed arrows to indicate membership of a component into a locality or inclusion of a locality into a higher locality. This gives us another way of presenting the familiar ordering based on locality inclusion, in this case as a directed acyclic graph fanning out radially from the center.

We will refer to the first variant as shown in Figure 5.2(a) as the monolithic variant, and we will refer to the second variant as shown in Figure 5.2(b) as the compositional variant. The compositional variant is so called because it features a basic decomposition structure into $N$ localities consisting of successive pairs of plant components. The monolithic variant is so called because it features only the top locality that includes all the plant components at once. By contrasting the results for both these variants we will be able to test the relative importance
(a) The monolithic variant.

(b) The compositional variant.

Figure 5.2: Two variants based on the circular topology in Figure 5.1
Table 5.1: Running times of COCOS+CEDAR+DEODAR for the monolithic variant and the compositional variant. Each measurement is averaged over 100 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>running time</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>monolithic</td>
<td>compositional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.48 ±0.01 s</td>
<td>0.47 ±0.01 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.72 ±0.02 s</td>
<td>0.82 ±0.01 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.83 ±1.39 s</td>
<td>1.07 ±0.07 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>timeout &gt; 5 minutes</td>
<td>1.33 ±0.04 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.70 ±0.10 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.90 ±0.06 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.28 ±0.14 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the granularity of the decomposition structure to our algorithms.

In Table 5.1 we list the running times of our COCOS compositional synthesis algorithm backed by CEDAR and DEODAR symbolic refinement algorithms. As can be seen, for increasing $N$ the running times increase sharply for the monolithic variant whereas the algorithm handles the compositional variant much better. This constitutes a basic confirmation of the hypothesis.

Note that the results in table 5.2 have been obtained using fixed, optimized variable orderings for the underlying BDD engine. This makes sure that the influence of the underlying symbolic operations on the running time is as small as possible.

The results show that the presence of decomposition structure has a significant influence on what the tool can handle. In order to understand better what is driving the combinatorial explosion that seems to be going on in the monolithic case we need to look at the CEDAR phase of the compositional algorithm. For the monolithic case there is only a single invocation of CEDAR where most of the work for computing the controller is handled. In contrast, for the compositional case there are as many invocations as there are localities.

In Table 5.2 we list the cumulative number of counterexamples treated over all invocations of CEDAR. For the monolithic case there is always only a single invocation regardless of the value of $N$. For the compositional case we need to distinguish two situations. The common situation is $N > 2$, in this case the number of localities is $N + 1$ ($N$ pairs + 1 top locality). The degenerate situation is $N = 2$, in this case the number of localities is 1 (there is only one pair which is also the top locality).
Table 5.2: Number of counterexamples treated by CEDAR for the monolithic variant and the compositional variant. Each measurement is averaged over 100 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>monolithic</th>
<th>compositional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.6 ±0.8</td>
<td>6.5 ±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>56.0 ±4.8</td>
<td>47.3 ±4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>629.9 ±34.9</td>
<td>61.3 ±4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>79.5 ±5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>97.7 ±6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>107.6 ±6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120.5 ±6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see that for the monolithic case, again, the number of counterexamples rises sharply. In Figure 5.3 we see that for the compositional case, the number of counterexamples rises linearly. The reason for this is the fact that, in our example, safety violations can occur independently for each component. This means that the number of observations in the allow lattice that go to the unsafe state is exponential in $N$. In the compositional case the algorithm sustains this much better because it deals with these observations in a local context. In a local context the number of components involved is much smaller therefore the number of possible interactions is much smaller, and, as a result, the total number of counterexamples that has to be treated is much smaller.

5.4 Residual Constraints

In the previous section we saw how the compositional approach scales much better by deriving control constraints on a local level. Although this is already a nice result it leaves two important questions unanswered. The first question is about how well our compositional method handles residual constraints. The second question is more specific and is about how well our method handles dependent constraints.
Figure 5.3: A combined graph containing the running time as well as the number of counterexamples treated by CEDAR for the compositional variant. This data is listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.1.
5.4.1 Dependent and Independent Residual Constraints

We submit the concepts of residual constraints and dependent constraints as notions that should be interpreted relative to a particular point in the decomposition hierarchy. For our running example we conceptually position ourselves in between the child localities $\mathcal{L}_1, \mathcal{L}_2$, etc. and the parent locality $\mathcal{L}_\top$. We can now reason about a constraint being derived at child level or a constraint being derived at parent level.

Residual constraints are constraints that cannot be derived at child level and hence must be derived at parent level. Dependent constraints are constraints that intrinsically involve all child localities. Dependent constraints will become residual constraints by definition. The converse is not true: it is also possible to have independent residual constraints in those cases where the modeler simply failed to provide enough granularity in the locality structure.

5.4.2 Gap Variant and Busy Variant

In Figure 5.4(a) we illustrate a third variant of our running example. This variant is the same as the compositional variant shown in Figure 5.2(b) except for the fact that we left out the first child locality $\mathcal{L}_1$. We call this variant the gap variant. In Figure 5.4(b) we illustrate a fourth variant of our running example. This variant is the same as the compositional variant shown in Figure 5.2(b) except for the fact that we introduce an extra component “busy” that models the condition that there is at least one parcel on the belt being processed. We call this variant the busy variant.

The “busy” component models a “busy–light”, informing any human operator that the plant is busy processing at least one parcel. Formally this is implemented by having the busy component impose a safety requirement over plant variables $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_N$ and control output $x$ stating that $x$ can only be set by the controller if there is at least one parcel on the belt. Note that this does not entail direct observability of $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_N$: the controller will still have to rely on its observable propositions $s_1, s_2$, etc.

The interesting fact about the busy variant is that it features a dependent residual constraint that is intrinsically spanning all the child localities. It is not possible to decompose the busy constraint further as a product of independent constraints. In contrast, the interesting fact about the gap variant is that it features an independent residual constraint. The constraint concerning stamp$_{1,2}$ will have to be derived at $\mathcal{L}_\top$ because, in absence of $\mathcal{L}_1$, $\mathcal{L}_\top$ is the only locality that includes all the necessary control inputs and outputs for controlling...
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Figure 5.4: Two more variants of the circular parcel plant example.
In Table 5.3 we list the running times on the gap variant and the busy variant, respectively. The algorithms have much more difficulty with the independent residual constraint than with the dependent residual constraint. This is surprising when we realize that using an approach like partial order reduction the situation would have been quite the opposite: partial order reduction relies on independence to reduce the amount of work the model checker has to perform. Here we rely on dependence to reduce the amount of work our synthesis procedure has to perform.

In order to understand why this is so we look at Table 5.4. Here we see that the number of counterexamples, although initially higher for the busy variant, is eventually overtaken by the gap variant.

There are two other important facts to notice from Figures 5.6 and 5.5. The first thing to notice is the fact that the number of counterexamples, in both cases, is rising exponentially in $N$. The second thing to notice is the fact that the running time is rising super-exponentially in $N$. In some sense this scaling behavior is to be expected for the majority of models. Note that the decision problem we are solving is of exponential complexity already for safety games of imperfect information that are represented as concrete state graphs. In addition, we are representing our game graphs symbolically which means that the concrete state graph would be, again, exponential in the size of $N$. The underlying symbolic representation can prevent this second exponential in some important cases, however, exponential blow-up of the representation can of course not be avoided in the general case.

For the gap variant it is quite obvious why the number of counterexamples is rising exponentially with $N$. This is simply a moderate version of the problem we already saw for the monolithic case. Since we removed a locality we see that the problem of interaction between independent observations crops up again, although, this time much less severely so than in the fully monolithic case.

For the busy variant it is not so obvious what is causing the number of counterexamples to rise exponentially with $N$. Upon inspection of the synthesis results it becomes clear however that the exponential is caused by the fact that each stamp is free to activate even when there is no parcel present. This means the number of observations that the controller can see when detecting the required condition (“there is no single parcel on the belt”) is exponential in $N$. In some sense the number of observations is artificially blown up by the “frivolous” non-determinism of parcel stamps turning on for no apparent reason, we may say the model is ill-disciplined.
Table 5.3: Running times of COCOS+CEDAR+DEODAR for the gap variant and the busy variant. Each measurement is averaged over 10 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>running time</th>
<th></th>
<th>running time</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gap</td>
<td></td>
<td>busy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.48 ±0.01 s</td>
<td>0.59 ±0.02 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.69 ±0.02 s</td>
<td>0.73 ±0.02 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.08 ±0.03 s</td>
<td>0.87 ±0.01 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.17 ±0.58 s</td>
<td>1.25 ±0.04 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>33.90 ±9.74 s</td>
<td>2.06 ±0.07 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>timeout &gt; 5 minutes</td>
<td>4.56 ±0.21 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.12 ±0.25 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5: Number of counterexamples treated by CEDAR for the gap variant and the busy variant. Each measurement is averaged over 10 runs. This data is listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.4: Number of counterexamples treated by CEDAR for the gap variant and the busy variant. Each measurement is averaged over 10 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>gap ( \pm 0.9 )</th>
<th>busy ( \pm 3.0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.8 ( \pm 3.3 )</td>
<td>58.9 ( \pm 4.7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>84.1 ( \pm 4.9 )</td>
<td>77.7 ( \pm 5.7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>234.3 ( \pm 12.8 )</td>
<td>111.9 ( \pm 6.6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1386.6 ( \pm 258.2 )</td>
<td>161.0 ( \pm 4.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>232.0 ( \pm 4.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>387.3 ( \pm 5.2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6: Number of counterexamples treated by CEDAR for the gap variant and the busy variant. Each measurement is averaged over 10 runs. This data is listed in Table 5.4.
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5.4.3 Disciplined Variant

To demonstrate how the frivolous non–determinism, as discussed in the previous section, can be removed we introduce a final variant of the running example, called the disciplined variant. This variant is the same as Figure 5.4(b) except for the fact that each stamp is required to stay idle in case there is no parcel queueing.

In Table 5.5 we list the results. As can be seen in Figure 5.7 the scaling behavior is now linear again.

5.5 Conclusions

Based on the results in Section 5.3 we can answer the question of whether compositionality can have a beneficial effect on scaleability of the controller synthesis problem in the affirmative.

In particular, we have demonstrated that there exist natural examples where compositionality has the ability to reduce, what would otherwise be an exponential number of counterexamples at the global level, to a linear number of counterexamples spread over many localities.

On the other hand, in Section 5.4 we have shown how easy it is to break this linearity and to end up, again, with an exponential number of counterexamples and, consequently, a super–exponential running time. These results can be seen as limitative, or cautionary.

Our results, in some sense, can be compared to the results concerning the size of BDD representations of boolean functions. The size of a BDD representation of an arbitrary boolean function is exponential in general. However, for many practical examples this blow–up seems not to occur, or at least not to occur with such intensity that would make them unsuitable as a symbolic representation.

We can put together the results of Sections 5.3 and 5.4 and conclude with the qualitative relationships in Table 5.6. The table says that for deriving local constraints independence is good because it is exactly the independent constraints that can often be enforced on a local level. At the same time dependence is bad because it prevents constraints from being expressible and enforceable in a local context.

The table also says that for deriving residual constraints independence is bad because it can blow up the number of counterexamples. At the same time dependence is good because it can limit the number of counterexamples to a small number of very specific observations, this is clearly demonstrated by the
Table 5.5: Running time and number of counterexamples treated by CEDAR for the disciplined variant. Each measurement is averaged over 10 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>running time</th>
<th>counterexamples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.02</td>
<td>62.10 ± 1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.01 ± 0.03</td>
<td>113.30 ± 2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.16 ± 0.11</td>
<td>144.40 ± 3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.44 ± 0.15</td>
<td>180.50 ± 4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.15</td>
<td>229.50 ± 3.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7: Running time and number of counterexamples treated by CEDAR for the disciplined variant. Each measurement is averaged over 10 runs. This data is listed in Table 5.5.
Table 5.6: Qualitative relationships between the effect of local versus residual control constraint derivation and the presence of control constraint dependencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>independence</th>
<th>dependence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>local</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

results we got on the disciplined variant in Section 5.4.

Summing up these insights we can conclude that for successfully applying a compositional method we need the dependency structure of the required constraints to, as best as possible, mirror the locality structure of the model, and vice versa.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This concluding chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.1 we give a summary of the results achieved in the thesis. In Section 6.2 we give some perspectives on future work.

6.1 Summary of Results

In this thesis we look at the synthesis problem for safety controllers under the assumption of partial observability with a distinct emphasis on compositionality. Our starting point is the working hypothesis that compositionality has a beneficial effect on scalability. Where scalability, in this context, should be understood as the ability of the synthesis algorithm to perform efficiently also with increasing problem size.

In order to reach a comprehensive solution, we divide the problem of compositional synthesis of safety controllers into two subproblems. The first subproblem is how to solve individual safety games, symbolically. The second subproblem is how to split a control problem of a single plant model into many safety games and, subsequently, how to compose the resulting symbolic strategies back into a single integrated controller.

For the first subproblem we propose a novel symbolic representation for control strategies and a novel symbolic game solving algorithm. We summarize this contribution separately in Section 6.1.1 below. For the second subproblem we propose a compositional framework and a novel compositional synthesis algorithm. We summarize this contribution separately in Section 6.1.2 below.
In addition to the aforementioned theoretical contributions we also make a practical contribution in the form of a tool that implements the compositional synthesis algorithm. Using this tool we validate our solution and obtain a positive confirmation of the working hypothesis through our experimental results.

The experimental results that we obtain with the compositional synthesis algorithm are very encouraging. In particular we show how, for a natural example, it is possible to reduce what would otherwise be an exponential number of counterexamples to be treated at the global level to a linear number of counterexamples to be treated at the local level, spread over many localities. We show that this is true even if there are so called residual constraints that can only be inferred and applied at the global level due to dependencies spanning multiple localities.

6.1.1 Safety Games

We all play games. For some games it is best to take risks, but for the type of games that we consider in this thesis it is best to play it safe. The games that we are interested in involve a controller and a plant, the objective is for the controller to keep the plant in a safe state at all times.

An important concept that we use in our solution approach is the concept of an information set as the set of states that the controller can know the plant to be in based on observations. This concept is crucial, especially because we are working under the assumption of partial observability. A second important concept is the concept of an allow set as the (largest) set of control outputs that...
the controller can safely choose given a particular information set.

In order to solve safety games symbolically we consider information sets and allow sets simultaneously in a single integrated lattice of info/allow pairs as illustrated in Figure 6.1. An important technique that becomes possible now that we have the representation in terms of an allow lattice, is to infer the relevant control states based purely on the relevant information sets in the allow lattice.

As a first example of a control state based on an info/allow pair, consider the top element in the allow lattice: ⟨⊤, ⊥⟩. The left–hand–side of this info/allow pair, ⊤, represents the weakest possible knowledge about the state of the plant, i.e.: the plant could be in any state (including unsafe states). The right–hand–side of this info/allow pair, ⊥, represents the empty allow set, i.e.: the controller allows nothing. Hence, this info/allow pair can be paraphrased as saying: in absence of any knowledge about the state of plant, the controller should block and allow nothing.

As a second example of a control state based on an info/allow pair, consider the bottom element in the allow lattice: ⟨⊥, ⊤⟩. The left–hand–side of this info/allow pair, ⊥, represents the inconsistent knowledge about the state of the plant, i.e.: there is no state that is consistent with the control observations.
The right-hand-side of this info/allow pair, \( \top \), represents the largest possible allow set, i.e.: the controller allows everything. Hence, this info/allow pair can be paraphrased as saying: in the presence of inconsistent knowledge about the plant, the controller should give up and allow anything. This is completely analogous to the situation in most logics where from falsum anything follows.

In this context it is interesting to see how we are able to distinguish between two important, degenerate cases that may seem similar yet should not be confused. In particular: the top pair represents the unsafe control state, and the bottom pair represents the inconsistent control state. The unsafe control state is the state in which the controller ends up after observing something that it knows might lead the plant to an unsafe state. The inconsistent control state is the state in which the controller ends up after observing something that it assumed to be impossible based on the underlying plant model.

The latter two extrema can also be viewed as the formal reflection of the meta-theoretical distinction between what is the responsibility of the automated synthesis procedure and what is the responsibility of the user of the automated synthesis procedure. We will refer to the user of the automated synthesis procedure as the modeler, since it is a model of the plant that forms the principal input on which the automated synthesis procedure actually works. This is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Our automated synthesis procedure is able to guarantee that, after synthesis, the unsafe control state will never be reached. In contrast, it is the responsibility of the modeler to ensure that, when the synthesized controller is actually realized and implemented in a physical system, the inconsistent control state will never be reached.

### 6.1.2 Compositional Synthesis

One often hears the phrase “divide and conquer” being applied to solving problems of a technical nature. What this means is that breaking up a problem into smaller chunks makes the individual chunks more easily manageable, which in turn increases our chances of success. We could also apply this phrase to the type of control problems that we consider in this thesis.

It is rather unfortunate, and perhaps, telling, that the phrase “divide and conquer” originally stems from the latin phrase “divide et impera” in which form it rather refers to a politics of repression intended to prevent an enemy from rising up from amongst an empire. For solving problems of a technical nature, a more apt phrase would perhaps be “integrate and conquer” since making divisions is easy, solving small problems is also easy, yet integrating the sub-solutions of these sub-problems into an overarching super-solution is hard.
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Figure 6.3: A plant model consisting of several interacting plant components and a locality (the subset of two plant components shown as a dashed rectangle).

Figure 6.4: A local controller and a context for the locality shown in Figure 6.3.
Why is integration hard? Integration is, essentially, a form of composition of sub–solutions. Where integration often fails is when the choices embodied in two or more sub–solutions are in mutual conflict with each other. A way out of this that we propose in this thesis is to make the sub–solutions conservative, meaning they do not commit to any local choice unless it can be proven that this choice must be made also on a global level. The technical challenge in this solution approach then lies in how to prove locally that something is necessary globally. This is where the concepts of locality, periphery and context become important.

The concept of locality can be defined when we think about a plant model as consisting of several plant components. A locality is then simply a subset of these components. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Usually we would choose connected subsets, but essentially an arbitrary subset can form a locality. The concept of periphery is then defined simply as the complement of a locality so all the plant components that are not part of the locality. Finally a context is then a simultaneous abstraction of the periphery and the control. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4.

The crucial observation is that, by synthesizing a context, we are able to put a lowerbound on what safe behavior may be allowed at a global level. This then in turn allows us to put an upperbound on the behavior that must be allowed on a local level. The constraints that we derive in this way make up a conservative local controller.

A conservative local controller constrains the locality for which it was derived but it never overconstrains it, in the sense that it does not rule out any safe controller at the global level. We really put this concept to work using a compositional algorithm that starts out synthesizing local controllers for small localities and gradually expands the scope, eventually arriving at the locality that covers the plant model in its entirety. The huge advantage is that by the time the plant model is treated in its entirety many, if not all, unsafe behaviors are already suppressed by the previously derived local controllers.

### 6.2 Perspectives

In this section we give some perspectives on how to extend the present work.

A first thing to note is that the work in this thesis has a very discrete flavor to it. We work in a setting of propositions, states, locations and also winning conditions (safety versus unsafety) that are all discrete. It is widely recognized that for embedded systems the most natural models are often a combination
of discrete and continuous dynamics. Sometimes these models are called *hybrid models* precisely because of this combination. In this sense a logical extension of the work in this thesis would be to investigate if and under which assumptions it is possible to apply these techniques in a hybrid setting. In particular the challenge would be to incorporate results and techniques from *control theory*.

A similar perspective exists in extending the results towards *probabilistic systems*. There a unique challenge would be to deal with the fact that also the winning conditions are no longer discrete, but rather *gradual*. In this context one can think of a quality measure that says that the probability of reaching an unsafe state within a certain number of time steps would be below some small bound. One possible direction here would be to incorporate techniques from *optimization theory*. 
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